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N ew D evelop m en ts for M osaic C C D s
A b stract
The imaging areaa of currently available optical detectors are relatively small to
cope with large image areas, such as telescope focal planes. One possibility to ob
tain large detection areas is to assemble mosaics of Charge Coupled Devices (CCDs),
and drive them simultaneously. Parallel driving of many CCDs together rules out
the possibility of individual tuning; however, such optimisation is very im portant,
when the ultim ate low light level performance is required, particularly for new, or
mixed devices. In this work, a new concept has been developed for an entirely novel
approach, where the drive waveforms are multiplexed and interleaved. This simulta
neously reduces the number of leadout connections and permits individual optimi
sation efficiently. The controller has been designed to include one EPLD (Erasable
Programmable Logic Device) produced by a CAD software package, where most of
the digital circuits are integrated, to minimise the component count and improve
the efficiency of the system greatly. The system software has an open architecture
to permit convenient modification by the user, to fit their specific purposes. The
design of controller allows great fiexibifity of system parameters by the software,
specifically for the compatibility to deal with any number of mixed CCDs, and in
any format, within the practical limit. The system has been integrated to test its
performance, and the result is discussed for the system noise, the linearity and the
cross-talk between the CCDs. The system developed in this work can be applicable,
not only for astronomical observation with a telescope, but also in other related
fields for low light level detection systems, such as spectroscopic application, remote
sensing and X-ray detection systems, with large sensing areas and high resolution.
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C h ap ter 1
In tro d u ctio n
1.1

O b jectives and B ackground

During the last decade, lots of remarkable astronomical observations has been made
by the developments of the Charge Coupled Devices (CCD). These devices opened a
new horizon in observation to unveil the secrets of the universe. However they have
one fundamental restriction, that is, small sensing areas compared to conventional
sensors. Currently there axe increasing demands for larger sensing areas to cover
wide focal planes. In line with this, an effort has been devoted to develop larger area
CCDs by many manufacturers in compHance with the requirements. Meanwhile, as
an alternative, assembling a mosaic of CCDs affords another possibility to obtain
larger sensing areas, together with their efficient driving techniques.
The multiple CCDs can be implemented by simple parallel driving of all devices,
however this lacks the possibility of individual tuning, with the problem of potential
cross talk effect. Such optimisation of each CCD is very im portant, particularly when
the ultim ate low level performance is required. Other methods are imperative to
deal with multiple CCDs in any format, allowing individual optimisation efficiently.
An entirely new approach has been explored in this work by implementing the
multiplexing concept of driving waveforms for multiple CCDs. The data of each
pixel from each CCD can be sequentially digitised within a given pixel readout time.
A mosaic CCD imaging system is developed here on the basis of this approach to
establish the multiplexing concept.
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Astronomy is a field of natural science which is the study of the properties and
relation of the stars and universe. The purpose of this study is to understand the
basic principles of nature and to develop a philosophy of human beings’ existence.
For this purpose, observation is the only method to collect information from the
universe, and many kinds of observational facihties have been developed since the
beginning of the astronomical observations. More than two thousand years ago, such
observation had already been made by Chinese, Egyptian and Greek astronomers
using some tools. In Medieval ages, Tycho Brahe developed precise instrum ents to
measure the accurate position of celestial objects. A great advance in astronomical
observation was made by Gahleo GaHlei in 1610 [53], when he turned his telescope
to the night sky for the first time in history.
Since then, observational techniques have been improved both in quality and quan
tity by many inspiring pioneers throughout the centuries. At last, orbital observatory
Hubble Space Telescope, named after great astronomer Hubble, is operating in orbit
around the E arth recently that overcomes the atmospheric limitation of observation.
Indeed the developments are marvellous. It is now possible to detect a single photon
coming from an object th at is billions of light years away from the Earth, in many
different wavelength regions with extremely sensitive instruments. Analysis of these
results obtained by observations and their scientific interpretation allows not only
theoretical study upon how the universe was created, evolves and where the address
of mankind in the universe, but also helps philosophical speculation for the relation
of human beings’ existence and nature.
Astronomical study is somewhat different with other fields of science, such as physics
or chemistry, in a sense of verification of related theories. In most other fields of
science, such theoretical studies can be verified by experiments, whereas it is not
possible to demonstrate theoretical work by experiments in astronomy. The only
possible way is the observation of associated celestial objects, where experiments
have already been made by the nature. All we can do is to collect some information
from the universe for analysis using rehable instruments. In the light of this, it
is not an overemphasis in astronomy to stress the importance of observation, and
efficiency of equipments with high rehabihty. Such a very event happening in the
universe at the precise moment of observation {e.g, supernovas explosion), may not
be observed again, if we fail to catch it at that moment.
13

Conventionally such observations in astronomy were made in the optical wavelength
band, though now it is rapidly extending its limits to the many other windows,
from radio wavelength to 7-ray bands according to the advance of related science
and technology. However there is no doubt that the optical observation is still a
major asset in astronomy both at ground level and from space, because many astrophysically im portant spectral features happen to the spectral region. Q uantitative
analysis of observational results in modern astronomy was made possible by the
use of the photographic emulsion as an optical sensor from the mid 19th century.
Through the 20th century, many more sensitive devices were developed to detect
faint light signals from the space, such as photomultiplier tube. Among the sensors
used for observation, the CCD is one of the revolutionary techniques developed in
recent decades, which can measure the faint image of objects by transforming it into
electronic image signal with high stability. As a result, a large number of successful
observations have been made during recent years by this technique. Some of its
great advantages compared with conventional sensors are high quantum efficiency
and large dynamic range.
This work is mainly devoted to improve efficiency of such CCD observational tech
nique in terms of its sensing area. A brief review of instrum entation and sensors,
including CCD with its appfications for astronomy is described in this chapter aa
an introductory remark. Finally the purpose and scope of this work are presented.

1.2

In stru m en tation for O ptical A stron om y

Modern astronomical observation has extended to all wavelength bands from gamma
rays to radio bands, and optical observation is a relatively small part of the whole
electromagnetic spectrum. Recently there is a strong tendency to observation being
made in several wavelengths together for the same objects to understand their basic
properties more thoroughly. However, many im portant discoveries have been made
in the optical band because human eyes are sensitive in this band. It is almost
impossible to mention all instrum ents in all wavelengths which may be relevant in
this work, thus let us confine the discussions to only the optical band. The general
term ‘instrum entation’ in astronomy also covers a wide range of subjects including
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telescopes, sensors and equipment sited at one focus of the telescope to produce some
information by processing the light beam in its broad meaning. Detailed description
of the newly developed telescopes can be found elsewhere [86], [28], and a brief
review of sensors is presented in next section. Only those equipments used at the
focus of a telescope, are referred to as an instrument in this section.

1.2.1

P h o to m etric In stru m en ts

Photom etry is one of the main methods of observation to measure the intensity, or
the direction of radiation from objects using an optical sensor such as the photo
multiplier tube (PM tube) or CCD. Measurements of output energy of an object
at several wavelengths give valuable information, for example, stellar structure or
dimension. The colour of stars determined by measurements at two different spec
tral regions leads to information of objects’ temperatures, or sometimes these are
used as a probe of interstellar dust. Photometric observation is often necessary to
determine the distance and size of a star. The HR diagram has been developed
to understand stellar evolution baaed on photometry and spectroscopy. The light
curves of variable stars or eclipsing binary stars obtained by photometry provide im
portant data about the structure and character of stars. Likewise, photometry has
been one of the most im portant observational techniques in astronomy, especially
at several wavelengths together.

1.2.1.1

P hotograp h ic P h o to m eter

Photographic cameras have long been used to record astronomical images, and they
are still the only device which can deal with the large focal planes of wide field
telescopes. It was apphed to astronomy for the first time at Harvard University
in the 1850s [54]. However, it has not been outdated by advances of electronic
sensors because of its good spatial resolution together with enormous information
storage capacity (up to several Gigabytes), and its ability to accumulate light over
long period of time to detect objects fainter than those visible to eye. The main
disadvantage is low quantum efficiency (less than 4 %) and nonlinearity of response.
Processing of a photograph is a complex procedure and there are many possibilities
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for introduction of errors. It is not possible to expose a calibration on the same part
of the plate as the astronomical exposure.
The density and sizes of the image seemed to be directly related to the brightness
of the star, actual image structure has an intensity distribution which approaches
a Gaussian pattern according to the exposed light. Photographic plates can be
reduced by microdensitometer or microphotometer for quantitative analysis of the
results. The magnitudes determined by photographic plate are not the same as those
determined by the eye. In practice, the photographic plate is more sensitive to blue
wavelength, and magnitudes determined by this method is called photographic mag
nitudes. Thus, careful consideration is necessary when comparing its results with
observations obtained by other instruments, based on a large number of standard
stars observations.

1.2.1.2

P h o to electric P h o to m eter

Since the invention of the PM tube in 1940s, photoelectric photometry has become
a powerful tool for astronomy especially for stellar photometry. The photoelectric
photometer system can be designed in various ways for specific purposes, however
the basis of the photometer is the same in most cases. After being collected by
a telescope, the light beam passes through an offset guider, diaphragm, filter, and
finally reaches to the PM tube, where the light beam generates an electric current
in proportion to the quantity of incident photons.

The linearity between input

photon and output current is excellent compared with photographic photometer.
This output current haa to be amplified either by DC electronics or pulse counting
electronics to measure the result. Often the result is written on a chart recorder or
computer memory through a proper interface for permanent record to be analysed.
The spectral response of photoelectric photometer is quite different with th at of a
photographic system. The standard UB V system was defined using the well known
1P 21 PM tube and 3 broad band filters, that give visual (V), blue (B) and ultravio
let (U) magnitudes [63]. This is still used as basic photometric system to standardise
the observational result of one observatory with one photometer, if it is a photo
metric observation regardless of what kind of instrum ent employed. According to
the specific research purposes, several other filter systems have been developed for
16

selected wavelengths. One of the disadvantages of the photoelectric photometer is
mainly appHcable for point source observation such as stellar photometry, not for
image observation like galaxies. An example of such photoelectric photometer has
been described by Han and Kim [51].

1.2.1.3

E lectronic Cam eras

Many types of cameras can be included in this group based on various different
sensors, for example, sohd state sensors (CCD), reticon (sihcon diode arrays), microchannel plate (MCP), etc. However, CCD based electronic camera is most widely
used in recent years for astronomical purposes with a telescope. Thus it is worth
mentioning the CCD camera briefly here, and discussion of the others of them can
Light

I t I
CZD

Telescope

Filter Box

Filter Wheel

CZD

S h u tte r Box

Shutter

Preamp

CCD

T
LN.

Cryostat
Copper Block with
Tem perature Servo
Com puter

Electronics
(Controller)

Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of an astronomical CCD imaging system.
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be found elsewhere [72], [129].
CCD cameras have been actively apphed for astronomical purposes since 1976 [86],
and it is not an exaggeration to say that we can not imagine modern optical astron
omy without them. They are equipped at most major observatories in the world with
any form of apphcation for observation. Main apphcations axe for direct imaging at
the prime or Cassegrain foci of the telescope, and as a detector for spectrographs.
Some im portant advantages compared with TV type cameras and photograph are,
high sensitivity with precision and stability for quantitative measurements, wider
wavelength coverage and convenient compatibility with computers for immediate
data analysis.
Highly stable and low noise electronic circuitry is necessary to operate CCD, which
is often contained in a vacuum cryostat to keep a very low tem perature [e.g. ^150 K)
for dark current reduction. Electronic shutters with milh-second precision have to
be used for exposure in front of the cryostat window, for accurate photometry of
bright standard sources which require only a few seconds exposure. After exposure,
by properly optimised electronics, the voltage signal from the CCD of an exposed
image is converted to digital data, that can be stored into computer memory. W ith
the data, many modern image analysis techniques axe available for astronomical
interpretation. A limitation of a CCD camera is relatively small sensing area, and
the work of this thesis is an effort to overcome such limitation. Figure 1.1 is a block
diagram of a typical astronomical CCD imaging system.

1.2.2

S p ectrom eters and Spectrographs

Spectroscopic observations give some fundamental physical information on chemical
composition, tem perature, densities, magnetic fields, rotation and radial velocities
of objects. Spectrometers axe used to measure the brightness of one or more element
of spectrum from one or more elements of an object observed with a telescope. They
basically consist of a dispersive element, imaging element and a photon detector.
Generally the spectrograph is a spectrometer with image detector which is able to
measure more than one spectral element simultaneously [104].
In practice, spectroscopes are usually based on one or other of two separate optical
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principles, th at is interference and refraction. The instruments based on diffraction
gratings or interferometers are related with the former ones, whereas the latter
produces prism baaed spectroscopes.

After being dispersed by either grating or

prism, the spectrum has to be recorded on imaging devices like photographic plate, or
CCD sensor for analysis. Conventional photographic plates have almost completely
been replaced by CCD sensors in most observatories. The following parameters
are useful to define a spectrometer [104] : spectral resolution (R), luminosity of
a spectrometer (L), luminosity resolution product (L*R) and detective quantum
efficiency (DQE). Particularly, L R can be considered as a figure of merit, when
comparing different spectrometers. For many particular spectrometers this product
is a fixed constant, therefore the spectral resolution can be increased only at the
expense of luminosity. Spectrometers can be classified to several groups, according
to the spectral resolution as follows.
• Low resolution faint object spectrograph.
• Interm ediate dispersion spectrograph.
• High resolution spectrograph.
• Imaging spectrometers.

1.2.2.1

G rating S p ectrom eter

In recent decades, the prism has been widely replaced by the blazed diffraction
grating which can achieve a L R product 50 times higher than the prism [104]. All the
grooves of such a grating are cut with the same inclination angle, resulting in a blaze
angle at which groove diffraction efficiency may reach 80 % for the corresponding
wavelengths. Grating spectrometers are among the most frequently used auxiliary
instrum ents in optical astronomy.
Whenever possible, grating spectrometers are attached to the Cassegrain focus of
a telescope to avoid light loss from unwanted reflections and polarisation. They
are designed for highest mechanical and thermal stability in order to minimise spec
trum shift during exposure time. Large grating spectrometers are installed in special
rooms, tem perature controlled, at the Coude focus, or equivalent space such as Nas
m yth in alt-azimuth telescopes. Classical spectrographs employ low-order gratings
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and only one order is measured at one time. Recently high order echelle spectrom
eters employing high order gratings of large blaze angle have been developed, such
as UCLES (University College London Echelle Spectrograph) [127]. Many spectral
orders, separated by means of a cross dispersing element, can be measured simulta
neously using a two dimensional detector.

1.2.2.2

Fabry-P erot S p ectrom eters

These instrum ents achieve the very high L*R product obtained by étalon, an interferometric cavity consisting a pair of plane parallel reflecting layers. All-dielectric
multilayer reflection coatings considerably improve the efficiency of the étalon, which
can reach 100 times the L R product of a low order grating [104]. High spectral
resolution is achieved by high order interference, which leads to small inter-order
separation, so that narrow filers are needed to isolate the useful orders.
Fabry-Perot spectrographs employ image detectors and are most effectively used
in high resolution spectroscopy of extensive emission line sources for only a small
num ber of spectral but a large number of spatial elements. Fabry-Perot monochro
mators allow scanning through a certain spectral interval, for example, by changing
the pressure of the gas in gas-spaced étalon. Whereas single étalon scanners can
examine only reasonably narrow emission line features, the multi-etalon scanners
are designed to scan small region of continuum light source.

1.2.2.3

Fourier Transform S p ectrom eters

The two beam interferometric Fourier transform spectrometer has found most useful
appfications in high resolution spectroscopy.

The spectrum is derived from the

interferogram obtained by scanning the path difference in a two beam interference.
The L'R product achieved with these instrum ents is comparable to that of FabryPerot spectrometers [104]. Fourier transform spectroscopy is not restricted to fine
sources, since its multiplex advantage results in a high spectral simultaneity gain
comparable with grating spectrographs. But the interferometer is scanned time
sequentially, so we lose the multiplex advantage. Interferometric instrum ents are
stable to fraction of a wavelength, while spectrographs are stable to only microns.
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1.2.3

O th er In stru m en ts

Although the photometric and spectroscopic instrum ents have been playing a major
role in optical observation, there are many other types of instrum ents for specific
research purposes. It is not intended here to introduce all features of such facihties,
but only a few examples axe given.
• P o la rim e te r : In electro-magnetic radiation, light consists of vibrations at
right angles to the direction of propagation. The vibration can be at any angle
around the direction of motion. The polarisation occurs when the vibrations
have greater amplitudes in a preferred direction (linearly polarised), or when
the plane of vibration rotates systematically in the direction of motion (circu
larly polarised). Polarisation measurements give information of the presence
of magnetic field, and the polarimeter is a device for such purposes [90].
• S p eck le C a m e ra s : Using a large telescope, a series of highly magnified
images of a star can be taken with very short exposures. This freezes the
effect of atmospheric turbulence and shows that the instantaneous image of a
star observed through the atmosphere consists of a large number of speckles.
Each speckle is an image of a star resolved to the theoretical limit for the
size of the telescope used. W ith this technique, information is obtained about
the separation and position of a double star, or the diameter and intensity
distribution across the surface of a star [90], [86].
• A s tro m e tr y : The measurement of a star’s position in the sky is another field
of astronomy th at has two main methods. The first is to measure absolute
position of stars using a transit telescope, while the other is to determine the
relative position of one star with respect to another. Transit telescopes (also
called meridian telescope) provide the basic measurements of stellar positions
for the calibration of other astrometric method.
Apart from the instrum ents mentioned above, there are a number of observational
facihties for other specific apphcations, such as CCD transit survey telescope, or
high speed CCD photometers that are described in next section. Further details can
be found elsewhere [86], [72], [90].
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1.3

O ptical Sensors

One of the most useful optical sensors is the human eye, although it is now rarely
used for primary detection. However a blink comparator is still used to detect the
variable magnitude or position of an object on the photographic plates. In this case,
the afterimage of the human eye is very useful. The photographic emulsion has been
used as a photon sensor in astronomy for more than 100 years, and the PM tube
has also contributed greatly since 1950s. Some excellent electronic sensors including
CCD have been developed in recent decades and they are replacing conventional
detectors very rapidly. In this section, a brief review and comparison of sensors are
presented. Among many electronic sensors, only the CCD is briefly described as a
representative of electronic sensors.

1.3.1

P h otograp h ic E m ulsion

When a photographic emulsion is exposed to light some photons are absorbed by the
silver halide crystals (grain), and the absorbed photons produce stable silver specks
according to the quantity of exposed photons. The silver halogen is in the form
of tiny crystals, and these are supported in a sohd transparent medium, the whole
structure is called the photographic emulsion. The size of silver halide crystals, or
‘grains’ is governed by two requirements. The first is resolution or the ability of the
film to reproduced fine detail. It is affected by both the grain size and by scattering
of the light within the emulsion. The second is that of the speed of emulsion, and
this is essentially the inverse of a measure of time to reach a given image density
under some standard illumination [72].
Grain sizes range from 50 nm for a very high resolution film, though 800 nm for a
normal slow roll film to 1100 nm for a fast roll film. A normal emulsion is sensitive to
short wavelengths to the blue, violet and near ultraviolet part of the spectrum. Most
astronomical emulsions were low contrast, but rather grainy until 1973 [104], since
then great advances have been made in terms of limiting magnitude and SN ratio
due to the development of high-contrast, slow fine-grain emulsions, such as Illa-J.
However, to achieve a reasonable speed, emulsions must be hypersensitized before
use. The most conunon developers for astronomical emulsion are Kodak D-19, D-76
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and M W P-2. After processing, the plates must be protected thoroughly from dust
and gases which influence the image silver. There are many useful references for
photographic technique where further descriptions are available [72], [129], [104].

1.3.2

P h o to m u ltip lier T ube

The PM tube has been one of the most im portant optical sensors in astronomy since
1950s, which transforms the light into electric current. The basic m aterial is specific
m etal and is supphed power of roughly 1000 volt, with respect to the ground. The
final signal pulse may contain milhons of electrons for each incoming photon. After
th at the current is amplified and measured by proper electronics. The response of
the PM tube depends on various factors such as spectral property of a light source,
power supply, noise, and the cooling system.

1.3.2.1

P rinciple and P ro p erty

The principle of the PM tube is based on Einstein’s well known theory of the ‘pho
toelectric effect’ ; If an incident photon with a certain wavelength colhdes with a
specific material, this photon is absorbed by the m aterial and an electron may be
emitted. In this case, the energy of the electron is a function of the energy of the
photon, while the number of electrons depends on the intensity of the incident radi
ation. The heart of the PM tube is the metal surface, called the photocathode that
releases the photoelectrons. These are attracted to another metal surface (dynode)
by an electrostatic potential. This process is repeated for several stages to amplify
the signal, and finally they are collected at a final metal surface (anode), from which
a current flows to the external electronics.
Because the surface of the photocathode is at a large negative high voltage with
respect to the ground, it is not constructed by a simple method but rather by a
combination of metals such as cesium antimonide (Sb-Cs) [54]. These metals are
chosen to give the desired spectral response and light sensitivity, and have typical
quantum efficiency of about 10 %. The most widely used PM tubes for astronomical
purposes are RCA 1P 21, EMI 6256 and EMI 9789, etc. The tube selection depends
on spectral response, noise performance and quantum efficiency, according to the
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observer’s research purposes.

1.3 .2.2

N o ise a n d C o o lin g

When using PM tubes for astronomical purposes, inevitably there are some addi
tional noise sources as well as the true signal from the object. This is only because
of their properties related to photoelectric effect, which includes thermal noise, field
magnetic and secondary emission noise [54]. Among these, the most im portant and
inevitable one is thermal noise which is mainly produced by the operational tem
perature of the PM tube. The only solution to this problem is to lower its operating
tem perature. In practice, to lower the tem perature, dry ice is commonly used. Antifogging methods and low tem perature sensitive material for PM tube housing should
be arranged to prevent any loss of light. Further details for PM tube noise can be
found in elsewhere [50], [54].

1.3.3

C harge C oupled D evice

The CCD was invented by a group of scientists at the Bell Laboratory of America in
1969 [86]. The first version had a format of only one line of eight pixels. A few years
later, the CCD array has been upgraded to 100x160, 400x400, 500x500 pixel arrays
by Texas Instruments. It was firstly apphed to astronomy in 1976 by scientists at
the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory of the University of Arizona. They obtained
the images of Saturn and Jupiter with a special filter mounted on a telescope [86].
Since then, during 1980s, CCD based instruments have become an essential equip
ment item at most major observatories in the world.

It is essentially a sihcon

integrated circuit of metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) type, the basic detection
mechanism is related to the photoelectric effect. The schematic structure is shown
in Figure 1.2. A more detailed description of the principle and structure is presented
in the next chapter, and some advantages over other electronic and photographic
detectors are briefly summarised here.
• H ig h s e n s itiv ity :

The quantum efficiency of a CCD is much higher than most

other sensors. In the case of peak quantum efficiency, it is often more than
40% (thinned CCD) that cannot be comparable to those of other conventional
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Figure 1.2: Schematic structure of charge coupled device. Courtesy M. Clayton.
ones’. Figure 1.3 presents the quantum efficiency of a CCD sensor relative to
the other sensors.
• L a rg e d y n a m ic ra n g e ;

Very faint objects can be observed even when a much

brighter one is also in the field. The dynamic range of a typical CCD is of
the order of 10'*

10®, which means more than ten thousands times brighter

objects can be measured together in a frame with the faintest one.
• W id e s p e c tra l re sp o n se ;

It is sensitive over a wide range of optical wave

lengths from ultraviolet to near infrared. This is especially suitable to use as a
sensor for spectroscopic instruments. Figure 1.3 also shows spectral response
of the CCD compared with the other the sensors.
• S ta b le g e o m e try a n d easy h a n d lin g :

The CCD is small, compact and very

stable, packing and cooling are less difficult. There is no danger of ruin by
over exposure as with PM tube or photographic plates.
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Figure 1.3: Quantum efficiency of various sensors [86].

1.4

A stronom ical A pplications o f CCD

CCD cameras have been widely applied to astronomy during the last ten years. Their
main appHcation areas for optical observations are direct imaging for photometry,
detector of spectroscopy, and as a detector for Photon Counting Systems, as well
as for autoguiders of telescopes including scanning mode for transit sky survey. It
is almost impossible to describe all of these in detail in here, thus a brief review of
each apphcation is presented with some examples, and more details can be found
elsewhere [68], [86].

1.4.1

D irect Im aging

One of the main apphcations of a CCD camera is direct imaging photom etry of
celestial objects. A large number of observational results have been published for
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many kinds of object. It was commonly accepted that the photometric accuracy with
sohd state sensors such as CCDs, was less than 1 per cent in the early 1980s [105].
However, A. Walker [120] showed that considerably better accuracy can be achieved
approaching 0.1 per cent using a CCD camera built at University College London
by D. Walker et al. [128].

1.4.1.1

S te lla r P h o to m e try

S ta n d a r d s ta r o b s e rv a tio n

makes it possible to compare the photometric ac

curacy of CCD camera observations with those obtained by conventional methods,
as well as to convert observational results to a standard photometric system, such
as U B V system. A lot of well established bright standard star catalogues axe avail
able in several spectral ranges ( UBV, UBVRI, or Stromgren filter), obtained by PM
tube based observations. Standard star observation with CCD camera has shown
a photometric precision approaching 0.1 per cent on bright stars using B, V, R, I
filters, and difference between the standard system and the CCD natural system was
obtained for magnitude as a function of colour indices [120]. Some of the dispersion
in observation result from the standard magnitudes themselves, from scintillation
noise, the changing extinction coefficient of the atmosphere, photon statistics and
readout noise of the CCD.
V a ria b le s ta r o b s e rv a tio n is another suitable apphcation of CCD camera. Some
light curves of Cepheid variables in the external galaxy were obtained. The analysis
of period, luminosity and colour relation of well observed light curves, can be a good
indicator for the distance of galaxies [121]. The quality of CCD based observation
is better than th at obtained by conventional methods, and light curves of visual
magnitude fainter than 16th with high accuracy could not be easily obtained by PM
tube or photographic based observation.
RR Lyrae variables, another good distance indicator of nearby external galaxies,
were also observed for more high accuracy analysis [9]. As well as those types
mentioned above, all other types of variable stars, such as eclipsing binaries [132],
BL Lac objects [134], and many other types of variables have been actively observed
with CCD cameras by many investigators all over the world, to take advantage of
CCD camera over conventional instruments. Particular interest is given to the above
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groups of stars. This is because there has hardly been enough observational data
for those objects until recently, which are fainter thau 15th visual magnitude.
O p e n c lu s te r o b s e rv a tio n can also tahe great advantage of CCD as two dimen
sional imaging detector. High accuracy photometry has been a difficult work by
conventional techniques for all member stars, or finding some variable stars among
the member stars of such open clusters. As an example, Crinklaw and Talbert [30]
made a. B, V observation with a CCD camera of 800x800 pixel array format for
the old open cluster NGC 7142 field. They discussed the presence of a single short
period variable star and evidence of small scale variable absorption across the face
of the cluster from the colour magnitude diagram.

1 .4 .1.2

S u rface P h o to m e try

Surface photometry with a vacuum tube based photometer is also a very difficult
work. The photographic observation does not provide comparable data accuracy and
stability than those of electronic sensors. Again, the advantages of CCD cameras
as two dimensional imaging device have led to them becoming dominant. CCD
photom etry of elliptical galaxies and spiral galaxies shows much enhanced detail of
the objects, than data obtained by conventional techniques.
Spark et al. [107] apphed CCD camera attached to a 1.5 m telescope for 31 elliptical
galaxies, and showed th at it is particularly effective in locating dust-lanes in ellip
tical galaxies. Another suitable example of CCD observation is the measurement
of an intense object surrounded by much fainter extended m atter. The discrimina
tion of a bright quasar from an underlying galaxy is a similar example [47]. Such
measurements of a bright object simultaneously with a diffuse region are not practi
cally possible by photographic methods. Those observations benefit from the large
dynamic range of CCD.

1.4.1.3

H ig h S p e ed P h o to m e try

The time resolution of normal CCD observation is limited by the readout time to
several seconds. Higher time resolution is possible if the data is prebinned into super
pixels, or by slowly reading out the CCD as the integration proceeds [121], [48].
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The advantage of the CCD in this case is that comparison stars can be measured
simultaneously with the program star, thus, better data quality can be achieved.
Such observation is very difficult with normal single channel photometry.

This

technique can be applied to fast varying object like cataclysmic variables [57], or
pulsars suffering rapid changes in brightness on short time scales.
A part from the above mentioned examples, highly resolved CCD observations have
been made in planetary observation. Pluto and its moon Charon were observed by
Jones et al. [64], and accurate separation between two bodies was measured. As
for the imaging applications of CCD, many other examples are available in most
periodical publications in astronomy.

1.4.2

S p ectroscop ic A p p lication

The CCD is also widely used as a detector for spectroscopic instruments. Only a
few examples are given according to the spectral resolutions of the spectrograph.
• Low R e so lu tio n S p e c tro sc o p y ;

Spectrographs for faint object observation

are based on CCD cameras capable of imaging a spectrum of a faint object
with relatively low resolution of the spectral detail so as not to spread out
the available light too much. The less the spectrum is dispersed, the more
light will be on any given pixel of the CCD and thus more accurate and rapid
measurement can be made [86]. Faint Object Spectrograph (FOS) of the 2.5 m
Isaac Newton Telescope (INT) is such an example. The instrum ent uses the
CCD in an cryogenically cooled Schmidt camera with a prism and transmis
sion grating (grism) [12]. This is a very efficient low dispersion spectrograph
which records a spectrum utilising whole wavelength range of the CCD [68].
Such instrum ent is particulary suitable for the objects like quasars which have
prominent emission lines in their spectra that stand out above the underlying
and much fainter continuum spectrum. As an example, a redshift study for
a sample of galaxies has been carried out by Lawrence et al. [73] using FOS
with the 2.5 m INT.
• I n te rm e d ia te D isp e rsio n S p e c tro sc o p y :

Such observation has been made

with CCD sensor of the INT using cassegrain spectrograph by Diaz, Pagel
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and Terlevich [31]. They used the 235 mm camera and 4001 mm~^ grating
(linear dispersion of 104 Âm m ” ^) with a CCD camera, and the slit width was
1.4 arcsec, giving a resolution of 5 Â. Red spectrum of the nuclear region of
elliptical galaxy NGC 1052 waa examined by this observation.
• H ig h D isp e rsio n S p e c tro sc o p y ;

A study was carried out with an echelle

CCD spectrograph by McKeith et al. [85] for point sources and extended ob
ject. These observations illustrate the performance capabilities of the combi
nation of an echelle spectrograph and a CCD camera for programmes in high
resolution interstellar and stellar spectroscopy, as well as for spectral imaging
of extended objects in the visible and near infrared regions. Another example
of high dispersion spectroscopic apphcation was demonstrated more recently
by Hunten et al. [59]. An echelle spectrograph with a CCD camera of 800x800
pixel array format was introduced by them for planetary astronomy. This com
bination gives remarkably high sensitivity enough to detect brighter airglow
emissions in a few minutes. Apart from these, UCL Echelle Spectrograph
(UCLES) on the Anglo Australian Telescope (AAT), Utrecht Echelle Spectro
graph (UES) on the William Herschel Telescope (WHT) are using CCDs as
their detector. It is true that the high performance of such instrum ent requires
a good detector as well as an efficient spectrograph.

1.4.3

O ther A stron om ical A p p lication

1.4.3.1

Im a g e P h o to n C o u n tin g S y stem

The CCD is available as an alternative to other TV cameras or detectors for Image
Photon Counting System (IPCS). Here the highly intensified image (gain ~ 10?) is
received by a fast scanning TV camera which continuously records the photon scin
tillations from a faint input image and passes the video signal to a digital processing
unit. This unit registers the central positions of the photon events in each frame
and accumulates the counts in corresponding locations in a large digital (computer)
memory, in which the image can be processed. The IPCS can discriminate against
dark current and ion events. More descriptions can be found elsewhere [86], [28].
Whilst the trade off is complex, in general IPCS is better than the CCD at high
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dispersion, since CCD readout noise is particularly serious at extremely low signal
level. But with improving CCD performance the ‘window of opportunity’ for pho
ton counting is constantly narrowing. Main gain with IPCS compared with CCDs
is fast time response observation. In these instruments, the TV camera can be re
placed with a CCD sensor. University College London IPCS developed by Fordham,
Bone and Jorden [44] is an example of such apphcation. They demonstrated high
resolution and good detection efficiency in counting incoming photons of the IPCS.

1.4.3.2

A u togu id er

Telescope autoguider system could be another suitable application. It is a fundamen
tal requirement for optimum use of a whole range of remote controlled instruments
th at the ability to look at the fields and guider the telescope with a remotely op
erated camera. Highly sensitive TV cameras have been commonly used for guiding
large telescopes. Recently the improvement of available CCDs, with very low dark
current, low readout noise and good sensitivity over wide spectral response has made
possible a CCD camera as a useful alternative for telescope guiding.
An excellent example of such apphcation is a CCD camera for field acquisition and
guiding for the Lick Observatory 1 m and 3 m telescopes, developed by Robinson
and Osbone [102] using a virtual phase, thermoelectrically cooled CCD. They have
dem onstrated with two cameras at two telescopes that CCD sensors can more than
m atch the performance of vacuum tube sensors for telescope guiding and pointing,
in spite of one potential problem due to possible deficiencies in charge transfer. The
advantage of geometrical stability, low cost, wide dynamic range and fast recovery
from overexposure is enough to ensure that CCDs wiU be preferred &s detector for
future telescope field acquisition and guiding equipment.

1.4.3.3

Scanning M ode

An interesting apphcation of CCD is scanning mode operation. In this case, the
projected image onto the CCD is moved along the vertical charge transfer direction
with the same speed of its clocking rate. Apparently the CCD itself is operating in
normal mode, however with this readout arrangement, the pixel to pixel sensitivity
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variation can be minimised. This is because image charge from previous pixels is
added up to the next one, and thus more photons will be collected of the projected
image by keeping up with relative position of current image, and finally, it will be
readout without any contribution of vertical direction pixel variation. If this situa
tion is apphed to a stationary telescope without tracking the object, the image on
the CCD will be drifted by sidereal rate. Instead of tracking the object image, the
CCD vertical clocking rate can be synchronised at the same rate in the same direc
tion, so th at image can be scanned at the same speed. This idea was implemented
for The CCD Transit Instrument (CTI) of University Arizona [84].

1.5
1.5.1

P u rp ose o f This P roject
P erform ance L im itations o f C C D

As weU as excellent advantages of CCD sensors previously mentioned, it has some
performance limitations for astronomical purposes. The readout noise of commonly
available devices is in the order of 5 to 10 electrons with peak quantum efficiency of
in a range of 30 ~ 80 % [28], [68]. These parameters are now being improved rapidly
by many manufacturers, thus it is reasonable to expect much improved new devices.
The dynamic range of 10^ ~ 10® of most currently available CCD is sufficient for
a wide range of astronomical purposes, except for those of only extremely low level
signals. The time resolution of a normal CCD observation is limited by readout time,
and this is typically of the order a few tens of seconds depending on its clocking
rate. However, higher speed operation is possible, up to order of a few seconds [108]
for astronomical purposes. It may be better to use vacuum tube based instruments
rather than CCD for much higher time resolution, for example, up to a few milli
seconds order with real time analysis such as for occultation observation. This is
rather specific purpose in astronomy.
The most significant limitation of the CCD sensor is its small sensing area. The
most common pixel format (which can be called as ‘standard form at’) of current
CCD is about 385x576 with sensing area of 8.5 x 12.7 m m square, or equivalent.
This is very useful for TV format sensors, but may not be enough for a large focal
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plane. There is currently a demand for large area sensors in astronomy for both
direct imaging and spectroscopic apphcations. Some examples of large focal planes
are shown as follows [124].
• T h e U K -S ch m id t T elescope :

this can illuminate a field of approximately

350x350 m m square. It is clearly impossible to cover this area entirely with
any current available CCD even the largest one.
• T h e A nglo A ustralian T elescop e (A A T ) :

wide field upgrade will illumi

nate a field of 2 degrees, giving area of 440x440 mm square. Again this is
too large an area to cover with current ‘standard form at’ CCDs.
• T h e U K 8 m T elescop e :

the current design with an / / 7 corrector will give

good images over 45 arcm in field, corresponding 730x730 mm square. This
is several thousand times the area of a ‘standard form at’ CCD’s.
• S pectrographs :

the proposed Short Camera of Utrecht and UCL Echelle Spec

trographs could illuminate a field up to 60x60 mm square.
It is true for some apphcations with modern sensors that only a very small portion of
available information collected by a telescope, is utihsed. The potential advantage
in collecting photons over a wide field may be better than the limited potential for
improvement of quantum efficiency or readout noise in terms of overall efficiency of
observational instruments. However, it seems very unlikely to be possible to cope
with a such large focal plane with currently available CCD sensing area.

1.5.2

P o ssib le A pproach : M osaic

There are two possible approaches to overcome the restriction of small CCD sensing
area. The first one is using large form at sensors (thus larger area), such as Tektronix
2048 X 2048 pixel format device that gives 49 x 49 mm square, or recently developed
4096

X

4096 pixel format (but pixel size is 7.5 f i m ) by Ford Aerospace (now Loral

Fairchild). Currently, several CCD manufacturers plan to develop, or are producing
such large format sensors. Actuahy these larger devices could have a major impact
on astronomy. However, these devices have already shown some problems, not only
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because of technological difficulties in semiconductor manufacturing process and its
high cost related to yield, but also performance limitations of reduced charge trans
fer efficiency and much longer readout time. Although those devices are available
without any m ajor obstacles, the problem may still remain, in dealing with such
large focal planes mentioned in the above examples.
Another approach is to assemble mosaics of small format CCDs at the large focal
plane. Small format CCDs are now widely available. Many of these small CCDs can
be tiled together to conform to the large focal plane, and this could be more flexible
and rehable approach. This is because the major performance limitations in using
the larger sensors can be avoided, and the mosaic array can be of any geometry
and could even conform to a curved focal surface. More advantages of this approach
compared to large format CCDs will be described in detail in Chapter 2. In practice,
some researchers [86], [68] have already estimated that the next step to improve the
efficiency of CCD imaging systems would be the mosaic technique. However, as well
as many advantages, there are some problems to be overcome.
A considerable portion of the photons could be lost by the gaps between the sensing
areas, when they are tiled together. This gap has to be reduced to minimise the
loss of photons. Recently some devices were developed which can be hutted together
to minimise the gaps between the devices by some manufacturers [124], [76]. O ther
effort has been made to mount several CCD dice on one substrate [89]. However, this
approach has a difficulty of expansible sensing area due to size and thermal expansion
restrictions on substrate. Together with buttable CCD package, the optical designs,
such as using multi-faced pyramid mirror or mosaic of focal reducer lenses for specific
instrum ental requirements can be implemented to overcome this lim itation [124].
Another im portant problem in mosaic CCD arises from its associated electronics to
control many CCDs together. It is impractical to have individual electronics for each
CCD, since this may require excessive electronics depending on the number of CCDs
employed, thus only limited number of devices could practically be implemented.
Parallel driving of many CCDs together is another prospect, however, this rules
out the possibility of individual tuning of each CCD, with the potential problem of
cross talk. Such optimisation is very im portant when the ultim ate low light level
performance is required.
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Therefore, it is necessary to consider other electronic approaches to control a number
of CCDs simultaneously in a manner which is indefinitely expansible with any number
o f mixed CCDs and in any form at within the practical limit. A new concept has
been developed for an entirely novel approach where drive waveforms are multiplexed
and interleaved for each CCD at the Optical Science Laboratory (OSL) of UCL by
D. Walker [124], A. Fish [43] and M. Clayton [28]. It is possible to implement
this concept by defining the multiplexed drive waveforms as a digital bit pattern
(hereafter Bitmap, its definition is in Section 3.3.1).
The aims of this work are to design and construct a prototype of such electronics
and develop this concept further to be able to realise it in actual circuitry, and
verify its performance through optimisation and experiments. Much effort will be
paid to improve its system performance, such as system noise and cross talk between
the CCDs. More detailed descriptions of the system design configuration and other
related research performed by many investigators will be presented in Chapter 2.
The contributions and collaborations of other members within the group in the
whole range of the project will be marked where appropriate. The author’s major
role in the whole project is briefly summarised as follows.
• Designing mosaic CCD headboard circuit for the test of electronic circuitry.
• CAD design for the controller digital circuit by using Erasable Programming
Logic Devices (EPLD).
• Designing and wire-wrapping of prototype Controller, Interface, and Analog
Driver circuit boards.
• Developing system software to control the hardware.
e Integration of system components and their functional tests.

• Optimisation and experiments to improve its system performance.
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C h ap ter 2
T h e M osaic C C D Im aging S y stem
2.1

In troduction

As mentioned in earlier chapter, assembling mosaic of CCDs is one of the possible
approaches to overcome the fundamental Hmitation of its small sensing area relative
to those the other optical sensors such as photographic emulsion. Larger sensing
areals are particularly im portant in terms of observational efficiency with a large
telescope. Employing large area sensors could be another method solving this prob
lem, however, some inevitable performance limitations have already been discussed
briefly. Physical dimension of currently available photographic plates for astro
nomical observation would not be easily obtainable with a single CCD by present
semiconductor technology, or in the near future. Many obstacles that arise from
using a large area sensor can be avoided by assembling a mosaic of CCDs. However
there are some problems to be overcome in implementing the mosaic CCD concept
as well as advantages. Such problems and advantages of mosaic CCD are discussed.
The concept of a mosaic CCD focal plane and multiple readout techniques are being
explored elsewhere, although aspects of approaches are somewhat different with this
work. Such contributions of many investigators involve various methods to overcome
gaps in a mosaic array, fibre optics techniques to illuminate several CCDs without
gaps, and electronic approaches to drive several CCDs in a multiple readout mode.
This chapter includes a brief review of other research groups’ work for the mosaic
CCD technique.
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The chapter begins with a brief introduction of the principles and characteristics of
the CCD. Im portant performance parameters of the CCD such as quantum efficiency,
charge transfer efficiency and readout noise have been reviewed. The examinations of
available CCD sensors from several manufacturers have been made. The advantages
and problems in mosaicing CCD technique have been presented together with some
other mosaic CCD works performed by other research groups. Finally, the design
considerations of this work axe included in this chapter.

2.2

P rinciple and C haracteristics o f CCD

2.2.1

S tru ctu re and P rin cip le

Since the basic concept of a CCD was proposed in early 1970s [8], the rapid de
velopments of CCDs have been achieved to current sensitive devices. The CCD is
essentially a sihcon integrated circuit of metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) type.
The CCD comprises an oxide covered sihcon substrate on which is formed a closely
spaced array of polysilicon electrodes.

The basic structure of these devices has

already been illustrated schematically in Figure 1.2. The detection mechanism is
related to the photoelectric effect.
Light incident on the semiconductor produces electron-hole pairs, and the electrons
are then trapped in potential wells produced by numerous small electrodes. There
they accumulate until their total number is read out by charge coupling the detect
ing electrodes, to a single read out electrode. Charge is collected beneath those
electrodes with the highest apphed potentials, because a positive potential on the
electrode cause underlying sihcon to be in depletion, and thus assumes a positive
potential which attracts the negative charged electrons. The active paxt of the de
vice is called the channel and this region is bounded by electrically p-type channel
stop regions. In the CCD, signal information is conveyed in the form of a quantity of
electric charge (electrons) : electrons are the basic unit of information. The electrons
are stored in the potential wells defined by the shape of the potential distribution
beneath the electrodes. More detailed information of the principles and operation
of the CCD sensors can be found elsewhere [8], [17], [18], [22], [82], [86].
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Figure 2.1: The technique of charge coupling [17]. Courtesy of M. Clayton.

2.2.2

C harge Transfer

Charge coupling is the technique by which a package of charge, stored beneath one
electrode, is transferred to the next. Couphng is achieved by raising the potential
on one electrode adjacent to the current charge store, then reducing the potential
on the original charge storing electrode. Thus by sequentially pulsing the potentials
biasing the electrodes between high and low levels in order along the array, a package
of charge can be transferred across many electrodes with hardly any charge loss and
very little noise.
The transfer may be in either direction, and all charges stored over two dimensional
imaging area are moved simultaneously in those directions. This process could be
repeated in order to transfer the accumulated two dimensional charge distribution
over many pixels. To achieve successful coupling, some waveforms are needed and
these must be generated by external circuitry for operation.
Figure 2.1 shows the charge transfer mechanism employed in a three phase CCD. In
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the figure, the charge signals can be stored under every third electrode in the array
and will be transferred together along the array under the control of drive pulses. In
summary, by sequentially biasing array electrodes, the two dimensional distribution
of photogenerated charge is converted into a sequential (one dimensional) line, in
the form of a time varying voltage from a single output amplifier.

2.2.3

Fram e Transfer and Slow Scan O p eration

Currently several types of CCD are being produced by many manufacturers. Linear
sensors are normally composed of a few columns {e.g. 1~ 10) with many pixels, such
as 2048 or more. These devices can obtain linear images, however the area image
can also be obtained by scanning the object image. The linear sensors are widely
used for industrial purposes, for instance in a facsimile. Apart from this, the area
image CCDs can be largely classified into two groups as interline device and frame
transfer device. The sensing area of the interfine devices are shielded from light by
an extra overlying interfine-strip. The signal charges are moved sideways at very
high speed by one pixel to be located in the shielded next pixel, then transferred
down along the shielded column to the output amplifier. This type of CCDs are
suitable for high speed imaging in commercial use, such as in video cameras.
The frame transfer CCDs can be used in low fight level applications with long
integration time, such as in astronomy. The frame transfer CCD comprises an array
of horizontal electrodes above a number of vertical charge transfer channels (or
columns) defined by channel stop regions. The horizontal electrodes are grouped
into two sections with comparable size, an upper image section and a lower storage
section and may be clocked to transfer the charge image. During the frame transfer
interval, the charge image accumulated in the image area is rapidly shifted to the
storage area from which it can be slowly readout during the reset frame time. The
storage area is generally similar to the image area, except th at is covered with an
opaque screen to prevent smearing of the image by fight still falling during readout.
Stored charge in each row of storage area pixels is transferred into an output serial
register. The output serial register is one dimensional CCD structure with each
element connected at the end of each column to two dimensional, or parallel register.
One end of output register is connected to an output amplifier. The charges in the
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of a 4x5 pixel CCD [17]. Courtesy of M. Clayton.
output register axe transferred one at a time to output amplifier in exactly the way
that the charges are transferred across the parallel part of the device (Figure 2.2).
Most of the devices structured with separate image and store regions are also avail
able without opaque screen over the storage area. The storage area pixels are then
just as light sensitive as those in the image area, and so users, such as astronomers
who can use a mechanical shutter, will benefit from a doubhng of number of sensitive
pixels.
Many devices are primarily designed as a CCD frame transfer axray, however some
selected devices can be used to operate in a full-frame slow-scan mode for low light
level apphcations in astronomy. In this mode, both the image and store area are used
to form one continuous photosensitive region with signal readout directly through
line readout section. Device cooling to cryogenic tem perature can be employed to
virtually eUminate dark current so that long charge collection times become prac-
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Figure 2.3: CCD Drive pulses [17]. Courtesy of M. Clayton.
tical, up to several hours for integration at very low light level. Readout at slow
rates (10 ~ 100 KHz) facilitates the use of signal processing techniques to reduce
system noise to very low levels. In this ca^e, the major changes compared with frame
transfer mode are as follows [22].
• Simplified pulse timing diagram as shown in Figure 2.3.
• Relaxed drive pulse edge specification.
• Low tem perature operation.
• Use of more sophisticated signal processing.

2.2.4

O peration al P aram eters o f C C D s

The operational parameters of CCDs are given very briefly. It is not intended here to
mention all the operational parameters in detail, but short review is made. Further
details and recent improvements of these parameters have been extensively discussed
by Leach [74], [75], Jorden [66], Mackay [82] and McLean [86].
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2.2.4.1

R esolu tion

An im portant param eter of any image sensor is the spatial resolution that it provides;
th at is, the ability to discriminate between closely spaced points in the image and
is related to the number of picture elements (pixels) comprising the image. It is
convenient to assess resolution in terms of the spatial frequency of an image focused
on the device, and the modulation transfer function (MTF) of the output. The space
of electrodes can be expressed as a spatial frequency fo (usually line-pairs per mm),
and spatial frequency / of the image focused on to the device may be normalized as
the ratio f / f o.
The resolution is limited ultimately by the spacing of the resolution elements to
a normalised spatial frequency of f / f o = 0.5, known from sampling theory as the
Nyquist limit, which means at least two resolution elements are necessary to image
one line pair [8]. In practice, the resolution is limited by carrier diffusion degradation,
which is more pronounced for longer wavelengths, and charge transfer losses which
are a fundamental limitation of the CCD.

2.2.4.2

C harge Transfer Efficiency (GTE)

Another im portant performance of a CCD is the efficiency with which a clearly
defined charge packet can be transferred from one potential well to the next. The
charge transfer efficiency is a measure of completeness of charge transfer. It specifies
the fraction of charge that is transferred during one clock transfer cycle. This is
usually a function of signal level, and poor CTE can reduce useful dynamic range
and sensitivity, particularly at very low signal levels. There are several factors that
can stop the charge from being transferred properly.
Problems will occur if potential well under the electrodes is nearly filled. Other
problems related to the specific device fault in individual columns or at specific
elements of the output register, and a break in one of the electrode strips, or defects
in bulk substrate silicon. In this case, charges can be caught there, and transfer past
them can be delayed in a rather nonhnear manner. It is often difficult to design clock
drivers to give the highest CTE, since the structure of overlapping electrode may
create small pockets in the channel potential that can trap small amount of charge.
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2.2.4.3

R ead ou t N oise

Readout noise is the noise on the signal at the output in the absence of optical input,
and can be derived from the standard deviation of digital counts within a subarray
of a short dark integration, multiplied by the system gain expressed in electrons
per digital counts. Minimising readout noise for a particular system with a CCD
combination can be a difficult and very system dependent task, and obtaining good
readout noise begins with careful design of the electronics of the CCD system. This
includes good regulation of all DC supplies, especially those th at directly drive the
CCD on-chip amplifier.
A reasonable isolation of digital switching noise from all analog circuit is required.
Operating conditions for a CCD must be optimised for low readout noise. The
signals most affecting the readout noise are those that the drive on-chip amplifier,
specifically, the source follower drain voltage, the reset transistor drain voltage and
reset transistor gate clock. Readout noise, combined with quantum efficiency and
CTE determines the inherent device sensitivity, which is a measure of the minimum
optical signal detectable with the imager.

2 .2.4.4

Q uantum Efficiency (QE)

Quantum efficiency is defined as the mean number of free electrons created by each
photon incident on the sensor (light to charge process), where 100 % figure implies an
electron-hole pair generated every incident photon. In the case of CCD, only those
photons th at penetrate the electrode layer and generate an electron which is captured
by potential well, will contribute to signal output. Although the penetration depth of
the light increases strongly with wavelength, those electrons generated more deeply
in the silicon can diffuse back up to potential wells on the front face of the CCD.
The fact that the potential wells are a ‘sink’ for electrons establishes a concentration
gradient towards the front surface and this causes a net motion of electrons towards
these regions [17].
As already seen in Figure 1.3, it can be seen that a loss of response occurs at both
ends of the spectrum for a CCD, at shorter wavelengths (towards the blue) because
of absorption in the electrodes, and at longer wavelengths (near infrared) because the
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electrons are generated too deeply for collection. Particularly at wavelength longer
than 1.1 //m, the energy of photons is not enough to generate any photo-electrons.
It is possible to thin the supporting substrate of the CCD down to the boundary
with epitaxial layer, to improve the spectral response in short wavelength. It can
also be improved by coating the device with an appropriate phosphor to convert the
radiation to the sensitive region. More information is available elsewhere [66].

2.2.4.5

D ark Current

Dark current arises from the thermal generation of electrons that accumulate in
the elements of the CCD and which add directly to the photogenerated signal. In
an ideal case, the dark signal would be uniform over the whole device and not a
significant performance limitation, since it would contribute to all elements equally.
In practice inhomogeneities in the device lead to a spatial variation of dark current.
The spatial variation of dark charge is known as fixed pattern noise as it is equivalent
to the formation of some base pattern on an ideal CCD. Imaging with signal levels
below fixed p attern noise is impractical because the true image becomes ambiguous.
For an EEV P86000 device, the fixed pattern noise tends to be higher than the
thermal noise and so set the lower limit of device dynamic range [17]. The dark
signal and the fixed pattern noise are highly tem perature dependent and ultimately
limit the sensitivity of CCD by limiting the exposure time of the device. Dark
current can be significantly reduced by operating the device in inversion mode. The
recent devices manufactured by multi-phase pinned (M PP) technology allows the
CCD to operated totally inverted manner. In this case the CCD well is formed by
an electrode voltage near 0 V, while clock level of the other electrodes is set to about
-10 V. Further details are given elsewhere [86].

2.2.4.6

D ev ice U n iform ity

When an exposure is taken with a CCD of a perfect flat, uniform scene, it is evident
th at an image is distinctly nonuniform. Individual pixels can be particularly high or
low relatively to the mean, if they are defective. Other faults in the device fabrication
can cause bright or dark columns (wholly or partially), trapped states th a t appear
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as short section of a column that look defective. Furthermore, flat field images at
different signal levels will often show that some of these defects are nonlinear at any
signal level.
Generally, it is wise to abandon any attem pt to extract data from significantly non
linear pixels and columns, and ratioing of fiat field exposures taken at different
signal level is the best way to identify these areas. To give the excellent linearity
of the CCD, we have to take a uniformly illuminated image to calibrate out the
nonuniformities. In practice, however, this process is much more complicated, prin
cipally because the nonuniformities are significantly colour dependent. At different
wavelengths the photons are typically absorbed at different depths in the device [82].

2.3

A vailable Sensors

During the laat 10 years, the number of CCD manufacturers has been increased
rapidly. It was less than 5 in early 1980s, however more than 10 manufacturers
are producing many types of CCDs in 1992. Meanwhile, the quality of the CCD
has been improved greatly, and the cost of the devices has dropped, thus it is now
possible to get better quality CCDs with much lower prices than 10 years ago. Peak
quantum efficiency and average quantum efficiency do not seemed to show significant
improvement relatively during the period, while readout noise of CCDs has enhanced
dramatically to less than 10

in 1990, compared to that of average 40

in

early 1980s.
Jorden [66] ha>s examined most available CCDs and shown some parameters of 1990
‘standard CCD’ th at most represents those in use all observatories. Table 2.1 has
been quoted from his article [66] together with projected 1995 ‘standard CCD’ pa
rameters for the comparison. From Table 2.1, we can expect a 1024x1024 pixel
format CCD of 80 % peak quantum efficiency, and 2

readout noise with the

cost of around $3000 as a widely available standard CCD in 1995. More recently,
an extensive examination has also been carried out by M. Clayton [28] for most
available CCDs which can be apphcable in astronomy.
In this work, a new examination has been carried out referring to recently avail
able information from most of the CCD manufacturers. Tables 2.2 ~ 2.5 illustrate
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available sensors with pixel format, size, imaging area, peak QE and readout noise.
It is noticeable th at Loral Fairchild 4096x4096 device and Tektronix 2048x2048
device are now available. However, the former device has relatively small pixel size
(7.5 fim square)^ and thus it does not seem to be the largest area sensor considering
its pixel format. The smaller pixel size device can achieve higher resolution, but
has relatively smaller full well capacity which may result in narrower dynamic range
of the device. It also has to be seriously examined for astronomical application
whether smaller pixel size could enhance spatial resolution, particularly when we
take into account image seeing disk of an observatory site with a given telescope,
and its associated optics.
In these tables, it does not include all the CCDs currently being produced, because
too many CCDs are actually being produced for various apphcations. They are
selected mainly based on the possibility of scientific apphcations.

For example,

SONY Semiconductor produces a wider range of CCDs, but mainly interhne-transfer
devices, thus their products have been excluded in the tables. EEV has renamed
their devices recently, so the new names are listed in the tables, selected only for
scientific purpose devices. The old names of the devices are also included in the
tables, and these old names wiU be used throughout this work, to make it easy to
compare with other earlier works. Recently, Ford Aerospace CCD Division became

Table 2.1; The standard CCD, 1990 and 1995, quoted from Jorden [66].
Param eter

1990

1995 (projected)

512x512 or 385x580

1024x1024

Pixel size

20x 20/xm

IbXlSfjLID.

Peak QE

40 % (thick), 70 % (thinned)

80 %(thinned)

Pixel format

Readout noise
Operating tem perature
Cosmetic quality

Cost

150 - 160 K

180 - 200 K

No column defects.

No column defects.

< 10 image area traps

< 2 image area traps

1 ~ 2 % pixel variation

< 1 % pixel variation

$1- 2K

- $3K
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Manufacturer

g

Device

Format

Pixel
Size,

fT

Eastm an Kodak

KAF0400

to
to

Eastm an Kodak

e

Image

Peak

Area, m m

QE (%)

Readout

Notes

Noise

768x512

9

6.9x4.6

~45

13

[34]

KAF1300L

1280x1024

16

20.5x16.4

r-50

13

[34]

Eastm an Kodak

KAF1400

1317x1035

6.8

9x7

/^45

13

[34]

Eastm an Kodak

KAF1600

1536x1024

9

13.8x9.2

~40

13

[34]

o
0

Eastm an Kodak

KAF4200

2033x2044

9

18.4x18.4

-4 5

13

[34]

Î
1

EEV

CCD02

385x578

22

8.5x12.7

-5 0

5

Rename-P86000,[35] [66]

EEV

CCD02-06

320x500

22

7x11

-7 0

5

Back Illuminated, [35]

EEV

CCD05-11

298x1152

22.5

6.7x26

-5 0

5

Rename-P88100, [35] [66]

EEV

CCD05-20

770x1152

22.5

17.3x26

-5 0

5

Rename-P88200, [35] [66]

EEV

CCD05-30

1242x1152

22.5

27.9x26

-5 0

5

Rename-P88300, [35] [66]

EEV

CCD05-50

2182x1152

22.5

49.2x26

-5 0

5

Rename-P88550, [35] [66]

EEV

CCD13

512x512

21

10.7x10.7

-5 0

EEV

CCD15-11

1024x256

27

27.6x6.9

EEV

CCD17

512x512

15

7.7x7.7

i

—

Highspeed, [35]

—

—

[35]

—

—

Prototype, [35] [66]

M anufacturer

I

Format

Pixel
Size,

Image

Peak

Area, m m

QE (%)

Readout

Notes

Noise

EG&G Reticon

RA1200J

400x1200

27

10.8x32.4

~30

5

[37] [66]

EG&G Reticon

RA0512J

512x512

27

13.8x13.8

r^45

5

[38]

EG&G Reticon

RA1024J

1024x1024

13.5

13.8x13.8

^45

3

[38]

IO

EG&G Reticon

RA2000J

2048x2048

13.5

27.6x27.6

~45

3

[38]

Loral Fairchild

CCD222

488x380

12x18

8.8x11.4

~15

—

Interhne[80]

t

Loral Fairchild

CCD412

512x512

15

7.7x7.7

^50

—

[80]

Loral Fairchild

CCD422

1024x1024

15

15.4x15.4

--50

—

[80]

Loral Fairchild

CCD441

2048x2048

7.5

15.4x15.4

^50

—

[80]

Loral Fairchild

CCD442

2048x2048

15

30.7x30.7

-5 0

—

[80]

Loral Fairchild

CCD481

4096x4096

7.5

30.7x30.7

-5 0

—

[80]

to

w
i

o

00

Device

Ï

g
£T.

M IT/Lincoln

^450x500

20

iCL

M IT/Lincoln

420x420

27

604x576

10x15.6

i

Phihps

N XAlOll

-3 5 ?

6x4.5

5

Prototype [66] [28]

—

9

Buttable [15] [28]

—

-

[97]

M anufacturer

i?r

to
g

o
o

ê

t

r
8

Device

Format

Pixel

Image

Peak

Readout

Size, fxm?

Area, m m

QE (%)

Noise (e^^J

Tektronics

TK512

512x512

27

13.8x13.8

~35

8

[111]

Tektronics

TK 512m

512x512

27

13.8x13.8

~60

8

Back Illumination [111]

Tektronics

TK1024

1024x1024

24

24.6x24.6

~35

5

[111]

Tektronics

TK 1024m

1024x1024

24

24.6x24.6

~60

7

Back Illumination [111]

Tektronics

TK1024T/1

1024x1024

24

24.6x24.6

rx.80

Tektronics

TK2048

2048x2048

24

49x49

~35

5

[111]

Tektronics

TK 2048m

2048x2048

24

49x49

r^60

7

Back Illumination [111]

Tektronics

TK2048TA

2048x2048

24

49x49

-v80

Texas Instruments

TC211

204x165

13.8x16

Texas Instruments

4849

390x584

22

—

Thinned, AR C oated[lll]

—

Thinned, AR C oated[lll]

19

Virtual Phase[58] [28]

~75

11

Virtual Phase[112] [28]
[66][91][28]

—

I

Texas Instruments

800x800

15

60

14

ï

Texas Instruments

800x800

15

75

18[91], 12 [10]

800x800

15

--0.70

6.2-10.7

I

Notes

Virtual Phase [10] [62] [91] [28]

Texas Instruments

Thin

[74] [28]

Texas Instruments

V PIM

1024x1024

18

50

30

Virtual Phase[113] [28]

Texas Inst. Japan

TC215

1000x1018

12

60

7

Virtual Phase[109] [26] [28]

Manufacturer

ibC
ÜI

Üt
o

I
?

■g
?r

o
g.
s

Device

Format

Pixel

Image

Peak

Size, urn?

Area, mm

QE (%)

Readout

Notes

Noise

Thomson CMS

TH7863

384x576

23

8.8x13.2

~35

5

ex TH7861 [115] [88]

Thomson CMS

TH7882

384x576

23

8.8x13.2

rs.40

5

Full-frame [115] [66]

Thomson CMS

TH7895A

512x512

19

9.7x9.7

<-35

4

ex THX31159 [116]

Thomson CMS

THX31157

400x579

23

9.2x13.3

~ 40

5

Buttable [6] [66] [101]

Thomson CMS

TH7896A

1024x1024

19

19.5x19.5

-3 5

4

ex THX31156 [116]

Thomson CMS

TH7897M

2048x2048

15

30.7x30.7

—

4

Planned, Buttable[117]

a part of Loral Fairchild company, thus the old Ford Aerospace devices are listed by
their new names.
The RCA CCDs have been excluded in these tables, since the devices axe now ob
solete. The Tektronix device names such as ‘TK512RA:’ or ‘TK1024T^’ are given
by the author arbitrary to distinguish device performances, particularly because of
the different peak Q.E. The device names are stand for TK512 Backside illuminated
device and TK1024 thinned, anti-reflection coating device, respectively. The re
cent information for M IT/Lincoln and Texas Instruments CCDs was not available
at the time of writing, thus they have been quoted from M. Clayton’s table [28].
The performance of Thomson CMS THX31157 three-side-huttahle CCDs has been
dem onstrated by Leach [76], and Reiss et al. [101] in their mosaic CCD projects. It is
noticeable th at a 2048x2048 three-side-buttable device (TH7897M) is being planned
by Thomson CMS. However, note th at the fourth side is far from buttable due to
the lead-out cable at the fourth side (see Figure 2.6).
Much effort is now being made to improve QE of CCDs by many manufacturers
especially for the u ltra violet (UV) sensitivity in short wavelengths. These are briefly
itemised here as follows, and further explanations have been given by Jorden [66]
and Mclean [86].
• Thinned, backside illumination
• The virtual phase structure
• Dye coating and phosphor coatings
• Deep depletion CCDs
It is unlikely expected in the near future to be developed more larger devices with
more pixel format than the largest ones in Tables 2.2 ~ 2.5, unless revolutionary
breakthroughs have been made. This is not only because the problems of tech
nological difficulty in semiconductor manufacturing process, but also performance
limitations of poor charge transfer efficiency (CTE) and much longer readout time.
This is one of the main purposes of this work to avoid such limitations. Some ex
amples of the advantages in mosaicing CCDs are given in the next section. The
CCD sensors employed in this project are EEV P86320 devices (385x576) for test
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purposes, and EEV P88300 variant devices (1242x1152) are planned for the final
working instrum ent. Their details are given in Chapter 5.

2.4

A dvantages and P roblem s o f M osaic CCD

Using many available devices shown in Tables 2.2 ^ 2.5 of the previous section, a
mosaic CCD focal plane array can be built to conform a large sensing area. By
assembling a mosaic CCD focal plane, we can benefit from many advantages that
cannot be obtained by using a single small format device. On the other hand, there
are many problems in practical implementation of the mosaic CCD focal plane
concept. This work is an attem pt to tackle the problems in mosaicing CCDs. This
section describes the advantages and problems in implementing a mosaic CCD focal
plane array.

2.4.1

A d van tages

An im portant advantage of a mosaic CCD array is its large sensing area depending on
the number of CCDs employed, and this is also the purpose of this work. Flexibility
and low cost compared with the same total sensing area by a large device is another
benefit. Further, system performance, such as charge transfer efficiency and readout
time, could be better than the case of a single large CCD. Some m ajor advantage
of this approach is summarised as follows [124], [43].
• L a rg e S en sin g A re a :

This is one of the main motives of assembling a mosaic

with many devices. The sensing area is thus depends on the sizes of individual
devices and the number of devices employed in an array. In the long-term, it
is possible to achieve comparable physical dimension to that of photographic
plate in principle, or even a larger area. This advantage is not necessarily
relative to the area of a single small area sensor. Even some large area sensors
can also be assembled together if necessary, particularly for a very large imag
ing area. Assuming that array of nine (3x3) Tektronix 2048x2048 devices,
the total sensing area would be more than 15x15 cm square, which is rea
sonably comparable that of typical photographic plates. Separate controllers
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can be prepared for each individual device if the number of devices is small.
Simultaneous parallel driving from one controller is also possible.
• F u tu re A v a ila b ility a n d Low R isk :

When new devices are available with

more improved performance in the future, or a manufacturer discontinue pro
duction, it is relatively easy to find other alternatives than a single large device.
This is very im portant because many new upgraded devices with better qual
ity axe being developed consistently by many manufacturers. Standard devices
generally have better quality at low cost than specially selected larger devices.
They are widely available now and are routinely made for purposes other than
astronomy. A wider choice is also available for better spectral response, or
for readout noise in the case of standard devices. It is also less risky for un
foreseen accidents which might happen at any time, either electronically or
mechanically than losing a single laxge device at once.
• F le x ib ility :

The array with many devices can conform any shapes for different

apphcations. For direct imaging, the image area can be arranged according to
the shape of appropriate focal plane, such as approximating to a circular type
or square type by tihng many devices together.

Spectroscopic application

can also be benefit from arranging devices to conform along the spectrum
shape, like trapezoidal for an echelle format, or in the other plane, even for a
curved focal surface. More interesting point is that devices with different peak
quantum efficiency can be mixed in a mosaic array to give optimal detective
quantum efficiency over the spectrum of a spectrograph.
• B e tte r C h a rg e T ra n sfe r Efficiency : CTE is a fundamental problem for large
devices due to many transfers involved through many pixels. The CTE factor
of 0.999999 is the upmost value th at of a current scientific standard CCD.
As an example, if this is apphed to a 2048x2048 format device, it would be
only 98 % of its original signal charge for the last transfer [86]. Such variation
across a large device would result in a comphcated data reduction procedure.
This can be overcome with an array of small devices for the same total area.
• S h o rt R e a d o u t T im e : Readout time of a large device would be much longer
because of relatively many pixels than small devices. If we suppose a pixel for
m at of 10,000x 10,000 device, it would take more than 16 minutes to readout
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whole frame with a pixel readout time of 10 fiS. Thus in some large devices, a
multiple readout (typically two or four output amplifiers) technique is imple
m ented to overcome this problem. However with an array of small devices, it
can be readout much more quickly by multiplexing or parallel driving. Short
readout time is particularly im portant to improve the efficiency on observation.
Further related discussions have been made by Walker [123] and Fish [43].

2.4.2

P rob lem s

On the other hand of many advantages mentioned above, there are some problems
to be solved in assembling mosaic CCDs. An array of small CCDs is more difficult
to integrate in a single compact package than a single large compact device, which
is especially im portant for new instrum ent, such as unfolded spectrograph cameras
(e.g. classical Schmidt), where the CCD could be an obstruction in the light path
due to its larger physical dimension. Another inevitable problem is light loss caused
by the gaps between the devices. The electronics and data handhng would naturally
become more complicated to drive many devices together, than using a single de
vice. Apart from these, there could be many other unforeseen problems in practical
procedure for implementation of the mosaic CCD concept. Briefly, major problems
have been categorised into three groups here; inter-device gaps, electronics and data
handhng.

2.4.2.1

G ap s B e tw e e n th e S en sin g A reas

As long as many devices are tiled together in an array, it seems to be inevitable to
allow some spaces between the devices. The CCDs must have unavoidable ‘bond
pads’ around the sensitive area (at one side at least). In most cases of standard
package, four sides of sensitive area is surrounded by bond pads to give space for
connection of bonding wires. Extra space is also needed for guard ring, packagebody and pin arrangement. In practice, a considerable area would be surrounding
the sensing area, so causing ‘dead space’ between the sensing areas of the devices in
an array of standard CCDs. Much effort has already been attem pted to solve, or at
least to minimise this problem.
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In the Optical Science Laboratory (OSL) of UCL, the group had already considered
mounting several CCD dice on one common substrate. Through the discussion with
m anufacturer EEV, it was soon found that this involves numerous problems, not
only because the expansibility due to size and thermal expansion restrictions on
substrate, but also problems of handhng [124]. The problem becomes more serious
in terms of its flexibihty, especially when one of the devices is dead among the
sensors in the array. Such a ‘dead sensor’ can not be replaced in this case because it
has been fixed to a common substrate with the others. Nevertheless such a concept
has been demonstrated by Monet at the Naval Observatory [89].
Another method to minimise the gap is to employ buttable packages. Such devices
have recently become available from some manufacturers [76], [124]. The OSL group
has already obtained buttable packages through collaboration with manufacturer
EEV. These devices have been designed to have the minimum ‘dead space’ and thus
to allow the assembly of a mosaic CCD array, as near to being four way buttable
as possible. It can be expanded any direction with minimum loss of signal photons.
However, small amounts of dead space are unavoidable to accommodate bond pads
and a guard ring.
In the case of the standard EEV P88300 (1242x1152) device, the image area is
26x28 mm square and the dimension of the total package is 54x33 mm square.
Meanwhile, the modified version developed by collaboration of EEV and the OSL
has only the total size of 35x28 mm square.

The mosaic filfing factor in this

development would be 75 %, compared with only 35 % for the standard package.
The total dead space between the sensing areas of pairs of adjacent CCD in a mosaic
would be 1.6 mm on the side, 6.7 mm on the end, compared with 7 m m and 28 mm,
respectively, in the standard package, [124]. Further development is proposed for
phase 2 jigsaw buttable sensors by the group. Figure 2.4 shows these arrangements
schematically developed within the OSL group.
Of considerable importance in arrangement of the buttable devices on the mosaic
array is the precise alignment of relative locations and gaps between the sensing
areas. If the gaps are arranged to coincide to the integer number of pixel size along
the row and the column, it would be very beneficial in data analysis, and in case of
on-chip pixel binning. Whilst the misalignment of relative locations of the devices
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Figure 2.4: Buttable CCDs developed by EEV and OSL.
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with different sizes of gap would maJke data reduction complicated. An acceptable
alignment accuracy for such a case would be less than one tenth of a pixel size [124],
[101], which gives about 2~3 //m. Reiss et al. [101] have demonstrated such an
alignment for a mosaic focal plane in their work. However in the OSL group, it was
decided not to attem pt such an alignment, but to re-bin the data in software.
W ith the above buttable CCD packages, some optical designs can be arranged to
overcome the problem of gaps between the sensing areas. The designs of a dissector
or a reimager can be be considered depending on specific instrum ental requirements.
Some possible optical arrangements are suggested by Walker as follows [124].
• M u lti—faced p y ra m id m irro r w ith re -im a g in g o p tic s :

It was found that

there becomes a de-focusing problem as the pyramid facets advance ahead of
the focal plane. This could be overcome by diamond milhng individual inclined
facets into a plane surface. However this method might not be successful when
there is not sufficient solid angle available to contain all CCDs and re-imaging
optics.
• M o saic of w edge p ris m :

This can be used to dissect image-plane by refrac

tion. The prism introduces deviations into the beam, perm itting the CCDs
to be spaced apart without leaving gaps in the focal coverage. This has po
tential application particularly in spectrographs. In this case the prisms will
introduce pupil dispersion. Again for very large mosaics, solid angle will be
the limitation.
• M o saic o f focal re d u c e r lenses :

This works like a fish-eye. It dissects and

compact sections of focal plane, which then fit onto the CCDs leaving no
gaps. This is truly indefinitely expansible since there is no beam deviation.
Any number of lenses and CCDs can be mounted side by side. However,
for the control of the aberrations, it is essential to minimise the amount of
de-magnification, that is the packaging dead space.
Recently an investigation has been carried out within the OSL group by Radley [98]
as shown in Figure 2.5. He developed an optical design for focal reducer lenses to be
used with a large scale CCD mosaic array using ray tracing software. In his work,
it waa shown by software simulation that such an optical design can be apphed to
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Focal Re du ce r Lenses

Mos ai c C C D s in Focal P l a n e

Figure 2.5: The optical arrangements of focal reducer lenses for a mosaic array.
the mosaic array. This design, consisting of some demagnification lenses, allows
avoidance of the gaps between the CCDs with minimum aberrations. The study
adopts the most basic optical arrangement possible, with a simple three element
design for each lens in the bank of lenses. A doublet lens design turned out to be
not practical due to large abberations. All these elements can be mounted on a
single piece of glass.
Using the fibre optics technology is another approach to tackle the problem of the
gaps. Cook and Luther [29] have proposed the concept of a focal plane mosaic of
CCDs optically bonded to tapered fibre optic bundles. In their work, they suggested
this approach is far more flexible in appHcation than equivalent large devices, how
ever, it was pointed out that the measurable effect of coupling the fibre optic conduit
to the CCD is a loss of approximately 50 % sensor quantum efficiency.

2.4.2.2

E lectronics

There have been many attem pts to improve the efficiency of the electronics, par
ticularly for a single CCD [11], [25], [106]. Such developments are mainly aimed at
improving the specifications for versatihty, rehabihty, compactness, low power and
low cost. However it is not a simple task to deal with many CCDs simultaneously,
when we consider the need to comply with all the requirements. In addition to the
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problem of inter-device gaps, a CCD system electronics has to allow the following
range of configurations [86].
• Slow or fast readout mode.
• On chip pixel binning for two axes.
• Digitisation only subset of the image area.
• Bidirectional charge shifting.
e Overscanning.

Complying with these conditions for all CCDs in an array makes it more difficult
to design such electronics. To some extent, a certain level of compromise would be
helpful in dealing with as many CCDs as possible. One im portant factor for the
mosaic CCD electronics is its compactness, independent of the number of devices
employed. Otherwise the number of components has to be increased according to the
num ber of CCDs to be controlled. However, an inevitable feature is that because a
CCD is inherently an analog device, independent analog drive waveform circuitries
have to be supphed for each device, so that individual adjustments to operating
conditions are possible.
Independent electronics for each device are impractical, particularly taking into
account the large number of CCDs, which is the long-term goal. In such a case,
many separate electronic units may be required depending on the number of devices
employed. Additionally it may not be so easy to control all devices in an integrated
manner. An advantage of this approach is that it is possible to tune individual
devices for their optimum operating conditions.

This is very im portant for low

light imaging apphcations such as for astronomy. Another merit is the possibility of
mixing different format devices together in an array. This approach can be apphed
effectively to a relatively smaller number of devices.
Parallel driving is rather a simple method of controlhng a number of devices together.
Many devices of the same format requiring the same operating conditions can be
physicaUy connected together from the same electronics to drive them directly at
the same time. However this may be impractical, not only because of the difficulty
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of optimising each individual device, but also problems of its performance, especially
cross talk between the devices in an array. Further, different format devices cannot
be used with this method. Such tests have been performed by Jorden [69] at Royal
Greenwich Observatory with two of the same EEV devices, showing unacceptable
cross talk including many other problems, apart from the individual optimisation.
Considering these problems, it is imperative to examine other possible methods of
the drive waveforms to allow individual tuning for any number of mixed CCDs in
any format. A new concept haa been developed within the OSL group [123], [43],
[28]. The main idea is that the parallel drive waveforms are digitally multiplexed
and interleaved for each device, and demultiplexing them for the analog waveforms
of each device. Two different approaches are being investigated to implement this
idea in actual circuitry in the OSL group, by M. Clayton [28] and by the author. In
principle, both methods can deal with any number of CCDs in any format, allowing
individual device adjustments. All necessary functions are controlled by a computer,
however, no microprocessors were utilised in these approaches, unlike as in the case
with some other approaches to such work. Instead, a compact electronic component,
an Erasable Programmable Logic Devices (EPLD)^ contains all the required digital
circuitry in a single chip. This approach greatly improves not only efficiency of
electronics, but also simphcity and flexibihty. The prototype controllers by both
approaches have been designed to drive four EEV CCDs simultaneously for the
tests. Further details are explained in the following chapters. Some other electronic
approaches investigated by other research groups are described in the next section.

2.4.2.3

D a ta H andling

A mosaic CCD array could contain a large number of pixels depending on the
number and format of individual CCDs employed. Accordingly the data from the
electronics would be much more than that from a single standard device. As an
example, a mosaic CCD array with a total of 10000x10000 (thus 100 milhon) pixels
generates data of about 200 Megabyte for an image, when using 16 bit Analog Digital
Converter (ADC) [86]. This is really an ‘astronomical’ number compare with that of
currently available computer storage. Recently available optical disks have a storage
capacity up to 2 Gigabyte, and this can only store less than ten images from such
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a mosaic CCD array. This is another difficulty of the mosaic CCD technique, as is
the case with a single very large device. However the storage capacity of present
computer technology is being improved rapidly, such as an optical tape, which can
handle data capacity up to a few Terabytes. Thus we can expect this difficulty to
be solved in the near future with the advances in associated technology. Tyson [118]
has briefly described a currently available data acquisition technique for dealing with
va^t amount of data from a CCD mosaic focal plane. Recent developments in data
compression techniques can also be apphed to this problem.
In the case of direct parallel driving^ it would be more difficult to cope with such
a data from the electronics, because every individual CCD will produce its own
data at the same time. D ata acquisition has to be accomphshed using the parallel
processing technique in this case, otherwise additional computers may be necessary
to collect the data from each device in the array simultaneously. Therefore data
acquisition in this mosaic CCD technique should be achieved by using some form of
multiplexed manner. If data from an individual device carries its own CCD address
information, then it would be possible. A video multiplexer or temporary buffer
can deal with such data before it is read out by a computer, even though the data
arrives synchronously from each device.
Parallel driving o f CCDs in multiplexed manner seems to be very effective in data
acquisition. Each device generates its own data sequentially, according to the order
of multiplexed drive waveforms from a single controller, then a computer can read
them as is the caae for a single device without any great difficulty. The advantage
in this case is th at, it is possible to arrange that only one digitiser circuit can
be used for several CCDs employed, within practical limits. This is because the
digitisation time required for one pixel video signal is relatively shorter than one
pixel readout time, in slow scan mode for low level signal imaging. Therefore, many
other CCD video signals can be digitised during one pixel readout period. The
timing arrangement can be critical in this case, and is mainly dependent on the
software and the processing speed of the computer. A good example of a CCD data
acquisition system has been described in detail by Robinson et al. [103].
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2.5

A stronom ical C ases

Astronomical applications of the CCDs axe currently limited by the small sensing
area, aa discussed earlier. Only a few percent of the focal plane area of the large tele
scopes can be utihsed with current standard type sensors. As an example, less than
1 % of the focal plane (350x350 mm^) of the UK-Schmidt telescope can be covered
by an EEV P86320 sensor (8.5x12.6 mm^), and the information in the residual area
cannot be utihsed. The large sensing area with the mosaic CCD imaging system
can improve performance of such telescopes, in terms of its indefinite expansibility.
Their existing apphcations can also be extended with improved efficiency of the in
strum ents in observation. Only a very few examples for such astronomical cases of
the large sensing area have been outlined here.
One of the best apphcations requiring such a large sensing area is the survey work
with Schmidt type telescopes. Focal plane areas of such telescope are very large and
cover a wide field in the sky. The photographic plate had been widely used for this
purpose, before CCDs were introduced. Currently some workers are using the CCDs
for this purpose in scanning mode [84]. W ith a large sensing area sensor in the focal
plane of the telescopes, the efficiency of such observation can be improved greatly.
Such survey work is very im portant to the study of several subjects in astronomy.
The star count study provides the information for interstellar reddening related to
interstellar medium and gas in the Galaxy. The large scale structure of the universe
and the Hubble constant study also require observational information for external
galaxy distributions from the survey work. The long, and short term monitoring by
the sky survey, is a very suitable means of identifying new variable objects such as
supernovae, comets, active galaxies, quasars, variable stars and X-ray sources.
The direct imaging for photometry of the galaxy is also a proper appHcation as two
dimensional large area detector, particularly for extended objects. These observa
tions enable us to study the dynamical structure of the galaxies and morphological
classifications for physical parameters of them, such as mass distribution, structure
and distances. Open clusters are another suitable objects with the large sensing area,
since their member stars are normally dispersed over a wide field of view. These ob
jects had been observed by photographic plates, but with relatively poor accuracy,
and the photoelectric observations were apphed to only member stars individually.
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M ulti-band observations of these objects allow the building of colour-magnitude di
agrams, th at supply valuable information for the age and evolution related to the
star formation region, with high accuracy and efficiency in observation.
The variable star observations are also good candidates for application of the large
sensing area detectors. Normally these objects axe observed together with some
nearby reference stars of similar magnitudes and spectral types compared to the
programme stars, to achieve higher accuracy in multi-band differential photometry.
However it is not always easy to select such reference stars in the vicinity of the
programme stars, thus separate exposures axe needed with small CCDs in many
cases, 2LS in the case of PM -tube based photometry. The large area detector can
avoid this trouble, providing wide field near the programme star. The observation
of RR Lyrae variables as well as 8 Cephei vaxiables in the external galaxies or
clusters, supply an im portant clue when estimating the distance of the objects. The
basic astrophysical parameters, such as their sizes, luminosity, surface tem perature
and masses axe obtained from the eclipsing binaxy observations, together with their
spectroscopic data.
The laxge axea sensing can also be applied to spectrographs, as their detector. An
example is the UCLES, the size of the Echelle spectrum for the high resolution mode
is about 100x50 mm^, th at cannot be entirely covered with a single CCD or even
with the IPCS data window. The situation is the same for the spectrum size of
90x80 mm^ in the low resolution mode [32]. In fact, the short focus camera with
the mosaic CCD array is being planned for the UCLES in the A AO, and the UHRF
(Ultra-High Resolution Facility) developed in the OSL group is also a good candi
date. Another interesting feature is th at a long spectrum from a spectrograph can
be followed by arranging the mosaic CCD array along the spectrum. Possible ap
plications also include multi-object spectroscopy, allowing simultaneous acquisition
of several hundred spectra. The spectroscopic observations provide valuable infor
mation, by analysing detailed line profiles and radial velocities, such as structure
of interstellar medium, chemical composition of galaxies and stars, as well as their
dynamical structure related to evolutional stage. To sum up, the large sensing axea
detectors can be apphed to all objects observed by photographic plates, but with
higher accuracy and greater efficiency.
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2.6

O ther M osaic CCD W ork

The concept of a mosaic focal plane array and multiple CCDs with its multiple driv
ing techniques have been attem pted by many investigators during the last decade.
A SPIE conference was already dedicated in 1980 to the subject of ‘Mosaic Focal
Plane Methodologies’ (Vol. 244, 1980), although many apphcations were for infrared
band. In this conference, Chang [24] had shown some examples of mosaic CCD focal
plane for star sensors. He suggested the mosaic focal planes are the key to future
star sensors. Many groups have attem pted various methods to overcome gaps in a
mosaic array. Fibre optics technique has also been adopted to illuminated several
CCDs without gaps by some researchers [29], [52]. While other researchers have been
developing electronics to handle many CCDs together effectively [76], [77], [79], [16],
[101], [28]. It would be im portant to understand how the other research groups have
managed to deal with such problems in mosaic CCD technique. Some of the related
works performed by the other groups have been reviewed here.

2.6.1

Four S hooter C C D C am era

This instrum ent has been developed by Gunn et al. [49] and is being used at the
Cassegrain focus of 5 m Hale Telescope at Mt. Palomar Observatory. The four
shooter is the first instrum ent employing more than one CCD to obtain a large
imaging area with a telescope for astronomical observation. Instead of implementing
a mosaic CCD array in the focal plane, this uses a four faceted pyramid mirror to
dissect the image plane. The pyramid is in the focal plane of the Cassegrain beam
of the telescope, and angles are sufficiently small th at there is little light loss along
the edge of the facets. Then the light enters the camera, which reimage the focal
plane onto four 800x800 TI3P CCDs. The image scale is 0.336 arcsec per pixel,
and field is about 8.8 arcm in on the sky [49].
The camera control electronics is multiplexed to handle the four cameras. Each
CCD can be individually adjusted for its bias requirements.

Bias voltages and

output video signals from each CCD are handled by circuitry adjacent to each of
four cameras to avoid sending low level analog signal over long distances.

The

complex clock waveforms for the CCDs are generated in one clock driver circuitry.
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and are connected to all four cameras by a bus. When readout, the cameras attach
to the bus one by one in a readout cycle. The data acquisition is accomphshed in
a way of selecting the appropriate one by a video multiplexer. The readout time
is 25 fiS per pixel, and each device is read out in about 20 seconds, thus about 80
seconds to recover a full image [49].
In this system, another CCD has been used in a spectroscopic channel, thus it is
possible to obtain simultaneous imaging spectroscopic observation with this instru
ment. Another interesting feature of the system is, it can also be used in a scanning
mode observation as described in Section 1.3.3. In this mode, the vertical clocking
rate is synchronised with telescope tracking rate so as to keep the charge image
aligned with the optical image. The arrangement gives advantage of averaging out
nonuniformities in response along CCD columns, and the flat fielding becomes eas
ier. The technique is particularly effective in sky survey observation such aa high
redshift quasar.
The CCDs of four shooter are physically separated, and the focal plane is dissected
with four pyramid mirrors. It is difficult to say that the system is a ‘mosaic CCD
focal plane array’ exactly. However, in terms of obtaining the large sensing area
with more than one device, it is reasonable to deal with here. The gaps between the
devices do not make any problem in this case, accordingly it is not necessary to use
any buttable devices. The electronics allows individual adjustm ent for each device
independently, while control of the whole system is accomphshed with integrated
manner. The output video signal from each device is readout one by one in a way
of multiplexing with one digitiser circuit. In this case, the readout time for all
devices heis to be increased exactly proportional to the number of CCDs employed.
Expansion for more sensing areas with additional CCDs requires more electronics,
as well as considerable modification of optical arrangement with this approach.

2.6.2

ESO M osaic C C D C am era

A new approach has been explored by the European Southern Observatory (ESO)
group. Reiss et al. [101] have employed buttable CCDs to minimise the gaps between
the sensing areas, which were developed by the manufacturer Thomson CMS. The
buttable CCD THX 31157 was the modified version from the standard TH 7882
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sensor with a pixel format of 579x400 and a pixel size of 23 /zm (see Table 2.5).
Three sides of the device are buttable and the bonding pad for the connectors were
arranged at one side only, where ceramic supporting connectors axe linked to the
electronics. A 2x2 prototype CCD mosaic array has been built. It seems that
they paid much effort on alignment for the gaps between the sensing areas to be
corresponded to an integer number of pixels along the columns and rows. The
alignment accuracy has been achieved less than 3 /zm. As mentioned earlier, this is
very im portant to simphfy the data reduction and to minimise the loss of resolution
in the case of on-chip pixel binning. W ith these arrangements, the gaps between
the sensing areas have been accommodated to be approximately 200 /zm in vertical,
and 400 /zm in horizontal, respectively [101]. Any additional optical measures were
not taken to avoid the gaps, probably because the gaps are negligibly small.
They developed new electronics for this mosaic CCDs, based on the VME bus and
new CCD interface boards. A microprocessor was utihsed in their work for supplying
all the digital signals to run one or more CCDs, with a random access memory
(RAM) th at contains the microcode with instructions and other necessary digital
information. All clock waveforms and bias voltages for each CCD can be optimised
by the software. The system can be expanded to deal with more CCDs, up to 16 of
the same type in a format of ‘2 x N ’ by adding some more boards, depending on the
number of devices. It is also possible to control about four different type and size
devices using different micro program [101].
D ata acquisition is achieved for all CCDs in parallel, by only one digitizer (ADC)
with a video multiplexer. This is a different readout procedure with that of the four
shooter in a way of simultaneous data processing. The noise performance test of
their system has shown readout noise less than 5

for all CCDs with 2x40 /zS

correlated double sampling time. In terms of indefinite expansibility of the sensing
area, some difficulty is expected, due to the bonding pad and connectors from one
side of the CCD, which limits the ‘4 way buttability’. Figure 2.6 shows the mosaic
geometry of their work with the Thomson buttable CCDs. This is comparable with
Figure 2.4. Although their devices have a relatively small format of 579x400 at the
time of their work, it is now available more larger format CCDs. Further, Thomson
CMS are now planning to develop 2000x2000 format buttable CCDs [115].
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Figure 2.6: Mosaic geometry of ESO buttable CCDs [101].

2.6.3

K eck Spectrographs M osaic C C D C am era

Robert Leach and his colleagues have contributed several publications for the mosaic
CCD controller design since 1988 [76], [77], [79], [7], including CCD evaluation work
[74], [75]. Their controller design has been developed and modified in the meantime.
Finally the design has been chosen for the Keck telescope to operate the low and
high dispersion spectrograph cameras, which were being built at the time of their
work [79]. Any optical arrangements to reduce the gaps between the CCDs in the
mosaic CCD focal plane were not included in their work. The effort was mainly
devoted to the electronics design of the controller.
The first design [76] was aimed at ‘2 x N ’ mosaic using Thomson buttable THX 31157
CCDs as exactly the same as with the work of the ESO group’s, which was shown in
Figure 2.6. The controller design is based on a microprocessor (Digital Signal Pro
cessor, DSP), and includes a bank of digital to analog converters for clock generation,
a simple video processor, and a fibre optic serial data link communicating with an
instrum ent control computer. The software generates arbitrary timing waveforms
and its voltage level for up to 16 CCDs, and each CCD is able to adjust individually.
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W ith separate video processors for each CCD in the mosaic, simultaneous readout
of each device is possible. The design approach is somewhat similar to that of ESO
group’s. However in this work, it was suggested th at some compromise in readout
tim e might be expected for a full implementation of a 16 CCD mosaic array because
of bandwidth limitation of the DSP and the serial link [76].
The later controller [79] is basically the same approach with the earlier ones. How
ever the design was planned for an eight readout implementation from four large
CCDs. Each of the four devices contains two readout sections independently. One
readout circuit board is dedicated to each readout processing which contains a video
processor with amplifier, integrator, and digitiser circuitry including a 16 bit ADC.
This is a different approach with that of the ESO group’s, which employed only
one digitiser by the video multiplexing. They indicated th at multiplexing would
result in some savings of electronic circuitry but would result in unacceptably long
readout times (particularly in serial readout mode for data acquisition, such as in
the case of four shooter). It was pointed out that the board space and component
cost of video processor and ADC are not a large fraction of a total system [79].
The controller utilises a very powerful microprocessor (DSP) as its heart with an
electrically erasable programmable ROM (EEPROM) th at contains the DSP pro
gramme to be loaded into the DSP internal memory. Both timing and voltages are
programmable. The noise measurements of the video processor showed 3.6

with

its input grounded, after subtracting the contribution from the ADC [79].

2.6.4

T K 2 0 4 8 x 2 0 4 8 C C D M osaic by J. T y so n Group

Apart from the above work, Tyson [118] and his colleagues are building 2x2 mosaic
with 2048x2048 pixel format Tektronix CCDs (mounted on a sihcon substrate). The
optically sensitive part of the array measures 18 cm diagonally. Because no detailed
information available on their work at the time of writing, it would be better to
quote some parts directly from of their article [118].
We are building 2x2 mosaic of 2048x2048 pixel Tektronix CCDs.
The dewar window is 22 cm diameter. Dithered image processing will
produce 5000x5000 pixel final images. The field covered will range be-
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tween 12 and 40 arcm inutes (0.12 to 0.5 arcsec/pixel), depending on the
telescope

the peak raw data for the camera would be 10 G b/night,

including calibration frames. It is possible to process, reduce, analyze,
and archive this imaging data base in nearly-real time. A CCD mosaic
imaging survey of a 100 square degree patch of the sky would produce
vast amount of data which would have to be managed and processed....
It is imperative th at the design of such a system make adequate pro
vision for easy and rapid data analysis.... The individual 2048 CCDs
will be read out in quadrants through four on chip output amplifiers,
creating 16 channels for the mosaic, with readout time of 21 seconds at
50 K pixel/sec. The electronics for each channel will use triple correlated
sampling.....
They planned to use very laxge CCD devices for the mosaic array with four divided
readout sections in the CCD to reduce the readout time. Multiple readout electronics
may be needed. This project is presumably still in progress at the time of writing.

2.7

D esign C onsiderations

As we already discussed, many other groups have been attem pting to implement the
mosaic CCD concept with various approaches. Some work utilising buttable CCDs in
a mosaic focal plane, either small format devices or large format devices to minimise
the gaps between the devices. Such buttable devices are already available from some
manufacturers [124], [101]. The pixel format of such devices is roughly in the order
of 1000x1000 at the present time, and buttable 2000x2000 formats are now under
development [117]. For the electronics, most groups adopt the controller design
with a microprocessor based approach to deal with multiple readout operation. The
data acquisition procedure is in the form of video multiplexing, either parallel mode
[101] or serial mode [49]. In R. Leach’s work [76], data axe collected after being
individually digitised [79]. In this section, some general design requirements of a
mosaic CCD imaging system for the various design approaches have been reviewed,
and final design goals of this work have been summarised.
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2.7.1

R eq u irem en ts o f M osaic C C D S y stem

It is very difficult to define which approach is the most efficient in dealing with such
a mosaic concept, because the requirements of a system can be different according
to the particular purpose of the observation in terms of its efficiency. However some
general requirements in designing the system that have to be taken into account to
implement a mosaic CCD concept can be summarised as follows.

2.7.1.1

E xp an sib ility w ith M inim um Gaps b etw een C C D s

The ability to cope with an indefinite number of CCDs with little or no modification
is actually the key feature of mosaic CCD systems. Of course, there axe practical
limitations in increasing CCD numbers either in a mosaic focal plane array or in the
electronics, depending on the size of the focal plane (or cryostat window) and con
troller design. In the focal plane, using some buttable sensors would be a reasonable
approach, considering future space for additional devices. Actually these sensors
have been primarily developed for the purpose of mosaic and to minimise the gaps
between the devices in a mosaic focal plane. Four side buttable CCDs would be
ideal if possible, as shown in Figure 2.4 (Phase 2), which was proposed by the OSL
group to expand any direction. Three side buttable devices can easily pattern ‘2 x N ’
format as demonstrated by Reiss et al. [101] and Leach [76].
As for electronics, using some microprocessors or whatever, there seems to be no
m ajor difficulties in the digital electronics design, such as timing waveform sequencer
logic. However in dealing with the necessary analog circuitry to drive any number of
CCDs, it is inevitable to attach some additional circuitry depending on the number
of CCDs, since the CCD is inherently an analog device, particularly for individual
tuning of the devices. Therefore it is im portant to design such analog circuitry to be
independent of the number of controllable CCDs, so that the least or no hardware
modification would be necessary in dealing with many CCDs.

2.7.1.2

F lex ib ility

It would be most desirable for the system to handle any number of CCDs in any for
m at without any modifications. Most of the system parameters have to be adjusted
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easily to meet the specific requirements for different operating conditions, such as
readout time, timing of drive waveforms and voltage levels. The most efficient way
to accomphsh these flexible adjustments for individual parameters would be secured
by software control through a computer, minimising any hardware modifications for
specific requirements. It is possible to control such parameters by using a personal
computer (PC) systems which are commonly available.
Obviously, some of the mosaic system parameters can not be easily controlled by the
software. For example, the design of a headboard (or a focal plane) which mounts
CCDs to fit any devices, would be just about impossible, since most of CCDs have
different pin configurations and different operating conditions. The analog circuitry
also has difficulty in software control, such as video processor circuitry. Further,
it may not be more efficient to devote much effort to programming the software
to deal with many different operating conditions, if there are any simple hardware
alternatives. More flexibility requires more comphcated software that may not be
easily managed, in the long run.

Thus a certain level of compromise would be

necessary between the flexibihty and efficiency of the system.

2.7 .1 .3

S im p licity and C om pactness

The simple design of the system could not only reduce any chance of potential
troubles, but can also help with any possible modification to cope with different
operational conditions, if necessary. Again, simphcity and operational requirements
conflict in designing the system. It is not always easy to allow simple design and
flexibihty of the system together. Simplicity of the hardware could mean complexity
of the software, in return. In recent years, with the advance of related electronic
technology, it is possible to simphfy the design to some extent by adopting a micro
processor or Erasable Programming Logic Devices (EPLD), in dealing with multiple
readout of the mosaic CCD imaging system. As shown by R. Leach [76], the number
of boards in the KPNO CCD controller (which was designed in the late 1970s for
controlhng two CCDs) was 23, while his design allows only 2 boards.
Compactness is also an im portant factor, particularly for the case of residing the
electronics inside a cryostat to reduce any possible noise pick up. Using multilayer
printed circuit boards helps to reduce dimension of electronics. Recent developments
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of Surface Mount Device (SMD) technology provide a wider choice of compact elec
tronic components to achieve such system requirements. This is especially im portant
for analog circuitry, because digital electronics can have software alternatives with
some devices, such as microprocessors.

2.7.1.4

Low est S ystem N o ise and Cross Talk

The system noise of a CCD imaging system is one of the most im portant system
parameters, particularly for low light level appHcation such as in astronomy. The
source of the system noise can be divided mainly by two categories, firstly from the
intrinsic CCD noise produces by the on-chip output transistor, and secondly other
from the control electronics. Recent scientific purpose CCDs show noise level less
than 10

and actually 5

or better devices are also available [66]. More

low noise devices are being developed, thus it can be expected that some devices
with noise levels less than 2 e~^^ will be widely available in the near future. The
system noise from the associated control electronics can be minimised by careful
consideration during the initial stage of the system design. In fact, this is one of
the most difficult tasks in the development stage of the system. All voltage sources
should be regulated thoroughly and filtered carefully, particularly those that are
directly related to CCD bias levels. Reasonable isolation of digital switching noise
from the analog circuit is also im portant.
As a mosaic CCD imaging system, the noise performance should be as good as that
of a single CCD camera, at least. Reiss et al. [101] demonstrated a system with the
noise performance less than 5
showed 3.5

using 4 Thomson CCDs, and Leach and Beale [79]

for their analog video processor circuitry. More careful attention

has to be paid to cross-talk between the output channels of each CCD in the case
of driving more than one CCD. Some inevitable cross-talk may appear in the image
signals from each CCD output channels caused by the interference of associated
electronics in driving many CCDs, particularly in the case of parallel driving. Such
cross-talk should be minimised to an acceptable level with the lowest system noise.
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2.7.1.5

Short R ead ou t T im e

The total readout time of all the frames from all devices on a mosaic array is also
an im portant system param eter of a mosaic CCD imaging system.

Ideally, the

readout time of a system should be independent of the number of CCDs employed.
This also implies th at some methods of multiple readout (or parallel readout) of
the total frames should be implemented. All other approaches mentioned in the
previous section utihsed such a concept, except in the case of the four shooter CCD
camera developed by Gunn et al. [49]. Otherwise, the readout time would be become
considerably longer, when many CCDs are involved. This is practically unacceptable
in a mosaic CCD imaging system, in terms of its observational efficiency.
In practice, particularly for large format devices, the electronics should also be able
to deal with multiple readout operation from a single CCD in a mosaic array, to
reduce the readout time and improve the charge transfer efficiency. Most large
devices (roughly more than 1000x1000 format) have readout sections of two or
four channels to make it possible for such multiple readout operation. It would be
desirable for the total readout time of all the frames to be the same or insignificantly
different to that of a single CCD readout time. This could be possible by a parallel
readout operation, or by multiplexing the drive waveforms for each CCD.

2.7 .2

D esign G oals o f T his W ork

The system design and its performance as a mosaic CCD imaging system can be
different according to its specific uses, such as direct imaging or spectroscopic apphcation. The system components have to be individually optimised and customised
to achieve the best performance for each appHcation. However in this work, the
system design aimed at a common-user instrument aa an initial development stage
of a prototype, rather than an instrum ent designed for a specific purpose. This also
implies th at the system has to be designed to meet the needs of as many research
programmes as possible. Therefore the design goals of this work have been selected
to meet the general requirements as a mosaic CCD imaging system. W ith refer
ence to such design requirements and to the other design approaches of some other
research groups, the design goals of this work have been summarised as follows.
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• C ontrollable N u m b er of C C D s
This is one of the im portant specifications of a mosaic CCD imaging system
in terms of indefinite expansibility of its sensing area. It would be desirable to
cope with any number of CCDs that can be controlled without modification.
In the electronics, the digital circuit design is possible, such as waveform se
quencer design for many CCDs, without creating many difficulties. However,
there are limitations particularly with analog electronics, because each CCD
needs separate analog drive waveforms, as well as a video processor circuit.
Therefore the controllable number of CCDs directly depends on the analog
circuits which are devoted to each CCD. The digital circuit design in this
work reserves four bit information for the CCD address, that can generate
digital drive waveforms for up to 16 CCDs (If we use one spare bit as CCD
address bit, then up to 32 CCDs. More details are in Chapter 3). However,
analog drive waveforms axe designed for the four CCDs in one circuit board
as a prototype. For system performance tests, two separate video processor
circuits will be used to verify system design concept of this work.
• C ontrol o f M ixed C C D s w ith D ifferent T y p es and Form ats
This would be an advantage achieving the best performance of a focal plane
array according to specific purposes, such as a spectroscopic application. For
example, several CCDs from various manufacturers with different peak quan
tum efficiencies can be optimised, according to the spectrum of a particular
wavelength range. The system will be designed to allow the driving of CCDs
with different formats and sizes. Drive waveforms for each device can be ar
ranged by the software, however, system control param eters such as the num
ber of lines and pixels, can be set to the format of the largest device in the
array for simphcity. A proper software subroutine will be developed to meet
this requirement.
• Softw are C ontrol o f W aveform T im ing and B ias L evels
To increase the flexibility of system control, all necessary drive waveforms and
bias voltage levels are defined by the software through keyboard data input
from a computer. The timing of the drive waveforms is controlled by a system
software subroutine. Their voltage levels together with bias levels are defined
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by the digital data supplied to Digital to Analog Converters (DAC) from the
computer with the software. This is im portant to find the best combination
of system control parameters for optimisation of system performance. This
design approach makes it possible to test a wider range of timing and voltage
levels, without any hardware modification (Chapter 4 gives more details).
• Ind ivid u al Tuning o f W aveform and B ias for each CC D
It should be noted that the best operating conditions of all the CCDs are at
least slightly different, even among the same type with the same format devices
from the same manufacturer. In terms of driving many CCDs together, all the
devices in an array have to be optimised for their best performances, similar to
the case of a single device. As for the waveform timing, it is possible to control
these individually by arranging the software to include specific CCD addresses
together with timing information. As previously indicated, four bits of digital
information is devoted to this purpose. For the voltage levels for both drive
waveforms and bias levels, the use of the octal DACs (eight channel DACs in
a single package) makes it possible practically for individual adjustments.
• C om p actn ess and F lex ib ility by U sing E P L D
Many systems built in the early 1980s utifised TTL or CMOS logic devices for
their digital design with a great number of digital logic components. Recently
most of other designs for mosaic CCD imaging system are widely employing
microprocessors in the digital circuit design to deal with many CCDs [101],
[79]. However in this work, most of the digital circuitry will be integrated by
the CAD software package into a single device, EPLD (Erasable Programming
Logic Devices)^ without using any discrete TTL logic devices. The digital
logic will be designed to act as a special ^sequencer\ The timing output of the
whole logic design can be thoroughly checked by simulation, and therefore it
is possible to upgrade. Even after the EPLD is programmed, it can be erased
and then re-programmed. This approach greatly improves the flexibihty and
the compactness of the system design as well as its simpHcity. In principle, a
total of 2 digital devices (one EPLD, one memory chip) plus a system clock
and buffers can deal with all the required digital logic to control many CCDs.
Some advantages in using the EPLD over the microprocessor based design are
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given in Chapter 3.
• Low N o ise Perform ance
Much effort is necessary to optimise the noise performance of the system.
Particular attention has to be paid to the design of the analog electronics
including isolation of digital switching noise, regulations of all DC supphes,
noise filtering circuits. A careful selection of low noise components has to be
made, such as for analog switches and op amplifiers to achieve low system
noise. Other groups [101], [79] have already demonstrated noise levels less
than 5

It was realised th at this might not be simply achieved, since the

system performance test of this work will be made with wirewrapping circuitry
to allow easy modification if necessary in the developing stage, as a prototype
laboratory test version. Ultimate system noise for the observatory working
version with this design after optimisation is to achieve below 3

excluding

the CCD intrinsic noise. However, the provisional goal with wirewrapping test
circuitry in this work is planned to be in the range of 10~20

as the total

system noise, from all noise sources, including CCD and electronics. Once such
a level is obtained with the wirewrapping circuitry, it could be improved by
re-arranging the circuit layout in PCB, according to the optimisation results.
• Insignificant Cross Talk
One of the most im portant tasks in designing mosaic CCD imaging systems is
to avoid any possible cross talk between the CCDs caused by the associated
electronics and wiring. This factor mainly depends on the way in which the
CCDs are driven, such as parallel or serial waveforms for each CCD. More
possibility of cross talk can be expected in the case of parallel control. In this
work, the CCDs are controlled in multiplexed manner, that is, slightly phase
shifted drive waveforms for each device. This could minimise any possible
cross talk between the associated electronic channels. It can also depend on
the timing of data sampling in the case of using one digitiser circuit. The target
for this design is to achieve no substantial cross talk contribution between each
CCD output signal to the true image signal.
• Short R ead ou t T im e
This is essential to improve the observational efficiency in dealing with large
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sensing areas. It mainly depends on the waveform timing for one pixel read
out including the timing of the correlated double sampling (CDS), and their
arrangements for each CCD in a mosaic array. In this work, the hardware
will be designed so that the readout time of one pixel and their arrangements
for each CCD would entirely depend on the software. It defines such digital
information according to the multiplexing concept. It is therefore possible to
arrange th at the total readout time can be almost the same (only a few mi
cro seconds difference) with that of one single CCD readout time, or slightly
longer to allow easy software modification depending on user’s choice. In the
case of mixed CCDs with different formats in an array, the readout time of
the largest device will be the substantial total readout time of an array.
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C h ap ter 3
P r o to ty p e H ardw are D esig n and
C on stru ctio n
3.1

In trod u ction

The Optical Science Laboratory of UCL has been carrying out a research project
to develop a mosaic CCD detector which uses initially four, and ultim ately many
CCDs to extend the sensing area. The hardware of a CCD detector system generally
consists of several main units listed as follows, although it has to include some other
peripheral electronics, such as an electronic shutter and a tem perature controller to
form a whole system. The structure of the system hardware is schematically shown
in Figure 3.1.
• D ig ita l C o n tro lle r :

This generates all necessary system control logic, digital

drive waveform sequence logic. It also ha^s to supply interface logic between
the system and computer for the software control by a user. The design of
this unit is directly related to the efficient control of many CCDs.
• A n alo g D riv e r :

All input and output electronic connections of a CCD have

to be made in analog form due to the character of CCD as an analog device.
Convenient control of this analog electronics by a computer can be achieved
by using some Digital to Analog Converter (DAC) devices. This is im portant
to adjust voltage levels of analog drive waveforms and bias levels for a large
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Figure 3.1: Hardware structure of a mosaic CCD imaging system,
number of CCDs without any hardware alteration.
• C r y o s ta t :

This contains the headboard which mounts the CCDs and a copper

block for conduction of liquid nitrogen (LN2) tem perature to cool the CCDs to
the proper tem perature for operation. Thermoelectric cooling or liquid helium
cooling have not been considered in this project since these are not routinely
used with CCDs.
• V id eo S ignal P ro c e s s o r :

This unit amplifies the video output signal from the

CCDs. It includes Correlated Double Sampling (CDS) circuitry for low light
level apphcations such as astronomy. It is the most sensitive part in terms of
the noise performance of the whole system.
• D ig itise r :

The output of the video processor is then sampled by using an Analog

to Digital Converter (ADC) to produce a digital image data frame that is ready
to be collected by the computer. It includes such digital circuitry before data
acquisition is performed.
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The author has participated in this project since October 1988 and contributed in
developing circuit designs, prototype wire wrapping of above units, and system tests.
This chapter describes such hardware developments mainly made by the author,
and other parts of hardware developed by collaboration with other colleagues in the
group will be described in Chapter 5. In the OSL group, the other design approach of
mosaic CCD controller has been developed by M. Clayton [28], which controls DACs
dynamically, hence, the Dynamic Controller hereafter. Most of the circuits have
been designed to be compatible as much as possible with this controller especially
pin assignments of the circuit boards. This is mainly for performance comparison
of two systems and for compatibility of some parts that can be shared in common,
such as for data acquisition.
It was decided in the group to employ four EEV P86320 devices with format of
385x576, for the first experiment stage of the project. Thus the headboard, digital
and analog electronics were initially designed for these CCDs. Particular considera
tion has been tahen throughout the work for its ‘compatibihty and expansibility’ to
deal with different CCDs (possibly much larger format) and to increase the number
of CCDs for future apphcations. The headboard circuit has been designed and it
was printed on a printed circuit board (PCB) by a photographic and etching pro
cess. However the headboard has to be re-designed to accommodate other CCDs
with different pin configurations or format. A copper block was also designed for
four CCDs to cool them around to 150 ~ 160 K. Details follow in this chapter.
The circuit design of the controller was closely associated with software. It is im
portant to understand how software supphes digital information as a form of input
signal for the circuitry of this controller. The detailed description of the software is
presented in Chapter 4. The system control computer used in this work is an IBM
PC clone equipped with an Intel 8255 based 48 pin I/O interface card (programmable
peripheral interface device). Most of the IBM clone machines could control the sys
tem if it is possible to generate digital signals with its validity (strobe) signal by
software using any available I/O interface boards under the DOS environment. This
gives wide compatibihty of the controller hardware and software by taking advantage
of the most widely available Personal Computer (PC) system.
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The prototype designs of the digital controller and analog drive waveform circuits
have been wirewrapped in the boards and tested functionally. Two versions of the
digital controller circuitry have been developed in this work. The first one is for the
direct digital bit pattern (i.e. Bitmap) implementation by the software for a pixel
readout cycle, while the other is to deal with more CCDs and events efficiently
with the same controller memory space by event delay counting concept for a pixel
readout cycle. The later design gives more enhanced specifications with only a few
additional components. The digital design of these controllers have been achieved
with EPLD (Erasable Programmable Logic Devices) CAD software. The designs
were programmed into a single chip as a form of hardware which minimises chip
counts and power dissipation.
In designing analog circuitry, several Octal DACs — eight DACs integrated in a
single package — have been adopted to supply voltage levels of analog drive wave
forms and bias levels for comprehensive computer control. The Octal DACs are
particularly useful to cope with requirements for many controllable analog voltage
sources. Although the design has been initially made for four CCDs, the circuitry
can be easily repficated to supply more voltage sources for additional CCDs.
The heart of the mosaic CCD hardware is the digital controller logic circuitry that
is contained in a single EPLD chip. This is a unique approach of this work unlike
most other designs that utilise microprocessors for the same purpose. This approach
can lower the chip count with a great flexibifity, compared to the microprocessor
based designs, and no timing problems are raised to perform the task. This chapter
presents a detailed description of the hardware designs including functional tests,
preceded by a discussion of EPLD controller design approach with a brief introduc
tion of the EPLD CAD software used for this work.

3.2

C ontroller D esign A pproach w ith E PLD

It is desirable to describe some basic features of the CAD software used in this work
for the design of the digital logic circuit, although it is a very brief description.
User configurable logic devices combine the logistical advantages of fixed integrated
circuits with the architectural flexibihty of custom devices. These programmable de-
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vices allow the designer to electrically programme standard logic elements to meet
the specific need of each apphcation. This allows computer design and fabrication
w ithout the costs and lengthy times related to building custom integrated circuits.
A ltera’s EPLDs range in density from a few hundred to several thousands of equiva
lent gates allowing cost effective implementation of TTL functions onto a minimum
board area without drawbacks of custom circuits [2].
The EPLDs are created using CMOS EPROM (Erasable Programming Read Only
Memory) technology. Their architecture is explained more fully in User Manual [2].
The CAD development software system associated with these EPLDs runs on an
IBM PC clone and is used in conjunction with hardware modules in order to pro
gramme the EPLDs with the logic produced. Before it is programmed, the logic can
be tested using software simulation. This ability to test the logic before hardware
programming is a very useful facihty of the system. The recently-upgraded software
package offers graphical timing diagrams to analyse the simulation results.
One of the main advantages in EPLD design approach is that the chip count for
a controller design can be minimised to only a few components. It is possible to
design a digital circuit for a mosaic CCD controller with a total of 2 digital devices
(one EPLD, one memory chip) plus a system clock and buffers, in principle. This
is im portant to deal with an indefinite sensing area [i.e. many CCDs) as the long
term goal, and particularly to accommodate the digital circuits in the cryostat by
minimising the circuit areas for low noise performance. The analog circuits can
also be minimised by using surface mount devices. The fast system clock rate is
another advantage of this approach. The clock rate of microprocessor based design
(or transputer approach) is about 20 MHz, at most [106], [28], whilst the fastest
clock rate obtainable with the EPLD design is 80 MHz (in the case of EPM 7256).
This implies that more CCDs can be driven by multiplexing the waveforms within
a given period of time.
The EPLD based architecture does not lack the design flexibihty of microprocessor
based controllers. A EPLD based design can be easily upgraded with the CAD
software, and programmed chips can be easily erased to implement another design.
Further, timing delays of the design are predictable by software simulation. The
advantages of using the EPLD CAD software in designing the system may be sum-
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marised as follows.

• Compactness : Up to 20 thousand logic gates can be integrated in a single
EPLD device.

This can contribute to lower the chip count compared to a

microprocessor based design for the same purpose.
• Flexibility : Modification or upgrade of a design, e.g. for a completely different
CCD architecture, is possible if necessary. The old design programmed into a
EPLD can be erased, and a new design can be reprogrammed into the chip.
For all normal optimisation of devices, only the Bitmap would of course need
to be changed.
• Low cost and easy handhng : It could be more economical than using many
discrete TTL devices for the equivalent circuit. A digital circuit can be easily
implemented with minimal hardware work, such aa soldering or PCB process
ing. Chances of malfunction can be reduced compared to a design with many
discrete TTL devices.
• Timing delays of the design are predictable since the EPLD is not subject to
any instruction or interrupted time overhead compared with microprocessors,
and does not require any low level-language programming.
• Simulation ability : Any circuit design can be verified by simulation with
graphical timing waveforms before it is programmed, and the simulation result
is reflected exactly in actual performance.
• Simple system control software : Due to its simple hardware architecture, the
system control software can be simpHfied compared to a microprocessor based
software.
e Easy to copy : The design can be programmed into as many EPLDs as we

need. No hardware work is necessary to produce the same circuitry.
Throughout this work, two versions of the EPLD CAD software have been used.
Most of digital logic designs of this chapter have been created by the MAX-fPLUS
(Multiple Array m atriX Programmable Logic User System) CAD software system
which is the recent version of the Altera company. The earlier version, A-I-PLUS
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A ltera Programmable Logic User System), has been used to design the 48 bit De
multiplexer Latch that distributes the digital drive waveforms for each CCD. Except
for this, the A-fPLUS haa been employed only for the design of the initial developing
stage circuits until the MAX-fPLUS version was released. MAX-j-PLUS can handle
up to 20 thousands logic elements in a single chip and offers graphic waveform edit
ing facihties to analyse the simulation results. The structure of this software system
and associated utiHties are schematically shown in Figure 3.2 [1].
In fact, MAX+PLUS is a combination of hardware and software which allows circuit
designers to develop and implement custom logic circuits providing rehable hard
ware chips very conveniently. This software was installed on an IBM 386 compatible
PC with an Intel 80387 m ath co-processor. It was used with a Mouse in conjunc
tion with a Programming Unit and a Programming Circuit Board to produce the
EPLDs. Appendix B presents a brief description of this software utiHty, and further
explanations can be found in related user references [1], [2], [3].
Using the facihties of the software system shown in Appendix B, a digital logic circuit
design can be conveniently implemented into an actual working siHcon hardware
with its functional testing and related timing performance evaluation. However
it is not always easy to obtain the required circuit design with correct simulation
results to be programmed into a device. This is not only because it needs skilful
manipulation of compHcated software but also proper use of available resources of a
chosen EPLD such as internal assignments of macrocells (more detail in Appendix B)
or pin arrangements of a given circuit. Selection of a suitable EPLD device for a
given circuitry is another im portant factor. The general sequence to design a circuit
is also described very briefly in Appendix B.

3.3

C ontroller B oard D esign

3.3.1

O verview

This section presents descriptions of the digital design for the mosaic CCD controller
which can drive many CCDs simultaneously. Initially the design is aimed at driving
four CCDs. However, as far as the digital design is concerned, it can easily deal with
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a larger number of CCDs, that is up to 32, with only a few modifications depending
on associated software and the analog circuitry. Hereafter, the exact meaning of the
Controller of this work is defined as the digital circuitry that generates the entire
sequences of digital waveforms which are needed to readout the integrated charge
on the CCDs. It also includes relevant signals to interface with a computer and
system control signals. This is a rather narrow meaning, reminding th at the term
‘controller’ is often used to mean the whole CCD electronics.
There axe many methods to provide proper drive waveforms for reading out the
integrated charge on the CCDs. McLean [86] has extensively described possible
methods to control the CCDs which can be classified into two categories in gen
eral. The first one is based on the hardwired system meaning th at the electronic
functions are carried out by circuitry and cannot altered by typing instructions on
a computer keyboard. Meanwhile the other is based on programmable designs such
th at electronic functions can be controlled by computer commands. In this work,
the circuit has been designed to allow adjustment of as many system parameters as
possible by the software. As an example, the number of pulses together with their
timing and phase, the number of CCDs to be controlled and its clocking sequences
can be arranged by the software with a computer. Therefore the design of this work
can be classified as the latter case. This kind of approach requires the use of mem
ory devices which can store the necessary information for required drive waveform
sequences.
In fact the basic concept of a controller circuitry of this work can be characterised
as a memory device control circuit. The information stored in the memory device is
w ritten by the software as a form of Bitmap, which represents the specific instruc
tions for timing waveforms. A Bitmap is defined as a series o f logical O^s and 1 ’s
in controller memory devices which specifies the Low and High o f the CCD clocks.
The Bitmap, comprising many O’s with a few I ’s, defines events.
The sequences of digital drive waveform which is apphcable to most kinds of CCDs,
can be defined as a form of a Bitmap, and generated by a proper circuitry, for example
a sequence of one vertical clocking followed by a horizontal clocking, etc. The most
im portant part of the design is the logic circuit which controls memory addresses
during downloading a Bitmap from software or reading it out from memory devices.
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Figure 3.3: The controller design concept.
After writing the Bitmap into the memory devices, cycling round the memory can
generate the digital waveform directly. Many of the system parameters such as the
num ber of pixels and lines can also be given as input data to the hardware by a
user. In this work, the hardware for such digital controller circuitry has also been
made by CAD software, and contained in a single EPLD chip. The concept for the
controller design is shown in Figure 3.3.

3.3.2

E PL D C ontroller D esign

Most of other works for mosaic CCD imaging system have employed microprocessors
in dealing with digital logic for the required waveforms [79], [101], [106]. Recent
advances of CMOS EPROM technology make it possible to integrate a complicated
digital circuit that consists of up to 20 thousand logic gates. This means th at it
enables a whole digital circuit for a mosaic CCD controller to be concentrated into
a single EPLD chip. It works as a special sequencer that produces specific digital
signals required in driving CCDs as arranged by the design. In the light of this,
there are no fundamental disadvantages compared to a microprocessor based design
in dealing with a given job for the same purpose. Rather this m ethod has some
advantages as described in the previous section, such as compactness, flexibihty and
simple software structure without any necessity of low-level language programming.
Actually this is a unique approach in dealing with mosaic CCDs.
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Figure 3.4: The block diagram of the EPLD controller circuit design.
The main task of the EPLD controller is to supply memory address information
when writing the B itm ap by the software to the memory devices and reading out
the information from the memory devices. When writing to the memory devices,
the B itm ap data is supplied together with address information by the software at
the same time. This approach allows great flexibihty to users for implementation
of various CCD drive waveforms by modifying the B itm ap , because the B itm ap
directly reflects the required analog waveforms. It is therefore very im portant to
organise effectively such B itm ap by the software to deal with many CCDs. The
whole procedure to generate proper waveforms for many CCDs is entirely dependent
on the software. The EPLD design also includes some other control signals such as
system control according to the user’s commands or buffer control signals.
The whole design of this work has been organised by several sub designs as lower
hierarchy level designs of the top-level design according to their functions. The block
diagram of the EPLD digital controller circuit design is shown in Figure 3.4, and
summarised as follows.
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• In te rfa c e Logic B lo ck :

This logic block receives the data, address, master

clocking signal, and system commands from a computer by a user and dis
tributes them to the proper parts of the controller circuit.
• C o n tro l Logic B lo ck : This logic block handles the commands like start, reset,
read, and write. It also controls the data and address buffers according to the
arranged manner or by the instruction of a user. Some control signals are
directly connected to the external circuit.
• S e q u e n c e r Logic B lo ck :

This block stores and selects the system parameters

such as the number of lines or pixels given by a user. The addresses of mem
ory devices are controlled here to provide proper waveform sequences either
writing or reading mode. The circuit consists of some latches, multiplexers
and counters.
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Figure 3.5: The block diagram of the Sequencer Logic Block design.
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• S y ste m C lo ck in g Logic B lo ck :

It generates some relevant clocking signals

from the m aster clock or from the data strobe signal of the control computer.
The most im portant part of the logic design is the Sequencer Logic Block, which
generates memory address information and is directly connected to the external
memory device address input pins. Thus the block diagram of this logic block is
shown schematically in Figure 3.5. The description for the whole process of the
design is necessary to understand how the EPLD generates the memory address
information in dealing with proper waveforms for many CCDs. However it may not
be easily understood without some acquaintance of the CAD software. Therefore
it would be appropriate to present a brief description of each logic block design in
the Appendix. Full circuit diagram and more detailed explanations of the design
are presented in OSL Documentation [92]. In fact the design of the EPLD wzis the
most laborious and time demanding job throughout this work.

3.3.3

S ub d esign In tegration and P rogram m in g E PL D

All the sub design logic blocks described above have been designed using the CAD
software. The sub designs have to be integrated at the top level design by calhng
those sub designs as a symbol. The designs should be compiled, simulated and tested
to check the result, setting input conditions before programming into an EPLD
chip. Only correctly defined designs can be compiled, simulated and programmed.
In practice, even correctly defined and compiled designs showed false simulation
results for many unforeseen reasons, mostly in relation to resource usage of the
selected EPLD and software manipulation. Such designs can be modified using the
other facihties of the software until a satisfactory result can be obtained. Throughout
the design, many discussions have been made with the software suppHer to examine
design feasibility within the software performance.

3.3.3.1

S u b d esig n I n te g ra tio n

After each individual sub design has been tested and verified in the compile and
simulation process, it can be defined as a symbol and possibly be used at a higher
hierarchy level like an ordinary TTL device in the library. Ah lower level subdesigns
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have been symbolised and connected with each other at the top hierarchy level.
Some minor logic designs were necessary at the top level design to interconnect each
subdesign. Inputs and outputs have to be re-arranged according to their circuit
connection. Some outputs of a subdesign were connected to the inputs of the oth
ers, or to the top level design outputs. The outputs of the Sequencer Logic Block
(particularly from the Memory Addresser) are directly connected to the outputs of
the top level design. As a whole, there are 18 inputs and 33 outputs.

3.3.3.2

C om piling

Any designs have to be compiled in the Compiler utihty although they are composed
of ‘already compiled’ sub designs. Most design errors were reported in this process
by the software with the indications of the cause of errors and suggestions against
them. Some of the frequently occurring errors often related to EPLD resource usage.
These are the number of Macrocells^ Pins, and Expanders available in a Logic Array
Block (LAB) in a specified EPLD. The definitions of these terms are presented in the
Appendix B. The software arranges all pin assignments automatically unless they
are indicated to specify the I/O pins separately by the user. During this process, the
Compiler may require more resources than available in a specified LAB, especially
in the case of the design that requires many Macrocells and pins. Many actions
have been taken to avoid this problem, and a good way to prevent the problem has
been found by using a separate Text Design Files (. TDF) to specify some pins or
Macrocells in a particular LAB by the command of the user.

3.3.3.3

Sim ulation

A compiled design can be simulated with any given input conditions to test whether
the outputs of the design correspond to the expected timing and logic. The Wave
form Editor is a very useful facility to define input conditions and examine output
results with graphic timing waveforms. The Simulator facility works in conjunction
with the Waveform Editor to read and write its results. This is a very similar func
tion to a Logic Analyser to test digital logic in actual hardware. The bus functions
can also be grouped together conveniently in the Waveform Editor.
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Each sub design for the Controller has been successfully simulated individually. How
ever this does not guarantee the top level design works correctly, because such sub
designs were interrelated with each other at the top level design.

Actually the

simulation result of this design did not correspond to the expected timing at first
in spite of no error being reported in the compile process. Later, it was found that
location of some logic components in a specific LAB causes some timing delay. In
the case of this design, 20 nS delay for all outputs from LAB H (8th Logic Array
Block) was found. It has been sorted out by removing them from the LAB H using
the Text Editor and re-locate them to the other LABs.
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Figure 3.6: Pin arrangements of the programmed EPLD Controller design.
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3 .3 .3 .4

Program m ing an E PL D

This is the process of creating a real ‘hardware’ EPLD chip by the software. The
Logic Programmer Card and Programming Unit have been installed to provide the
interface between EPLD hardware and software circuit design. In this work, the
EPLD EPM 5128J package of the Altera company was selected to programme the
design. This has 68 I/O pins and 128 Macrocells within 8 LABs. The programming
of a design to an actual EPLD device can be accomphshed in the programmer facihty
of the CAD software. The structure and full descriptions of the EPLDs are presented
in the data book [3]. Special care has been taken in handhng the device, as it is very
static sensitive. If necessary, the programmed design can be erased by exposing it
in UV light, and can be re-programmed. As an advantage of the software system, it
can be produced as many times as we want, if any blank EPLDs are available. The
I/O pin arrangement of the EPLD of this design is shown in Figure 3.6.

3.3 .4

T h e W irew rap ped C ontroller B oard

The digital logic design for the CCD controller that has been discussed so far was
programmed into a single EPLD chip. However these are not all the digital logic
circuits required to generate digital drive waveforms for the controller. In addition
to the EPLD, some digital components are necessary such as memory devices or a
m aster clock, which are not programmable by the CAD software. The controller
is composed of such digital components, including the EPLD logic circuitry as its
heart. In this work, a master clock, two memory chips, some buffers and a line
driver axe the components for the Controller board. The circuit has been designed
and wirewrapped with these components as a prototype, and the results have been
tested by a Logic Analyser. This section presents a brief description of the above
components of the Controller board and prototype circuit design.

3.3.4.1

M aster C lock

The m aster clock supphes an original clock signal for the whole circuitry. Several
crystal oscillators have been examined as a master clock, such as a microprocessor
crystal, a quartz crystal and a programmable one. We used a programmable crystal
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housed in a standard 16 pin package containing a divider that can be programmed
to provide 57 different output frequencies. It has been used in an early stage of the
project, however, it does need many control inputs. For the simphcity of the circuit,
it has been replaced with a 4 pin TTL quartz crystal oscillator, which gives a fixed
10 MHz frequency. This does not require any input signals, thus a simpler circuit
is possible. 5 MHz rate is obtained by logic design of the Interface Block from the
EPLD. It gives 200 nS basic timing resolution of the Controller for the events taking
place in the circuit. Clocking rate can be altered simply replacing the device with
the other ones.

3.3 .4 .2

M em ory D evices

The Controller Bitmap information is stored in these devices, and address control
of them can provide proper digital drive waveforms for CCD readout. Wide choices
are available to store such digital information either some kinds of ROMs or RAM
type devices depending on their functions. For purpose of well developed builtin system, it would be better to use ROM type devices, since once it has been
written, no further writing process is necessary. Meanwhile RAM type devices are
more convenient in developing stage for flexibihty of required information. Another
im portant specification of the memory device is its access time, considering the
clocking rate of 5 MHz. In this work, 45 nS memory access speed was selected, and
this would be fast enough compared with 200 nS clocking interval.
Memory organisation of 4096 words by 16 bit RAM would be ideal for this design,
which means only one memory device is enough to store the required Bitmap. How
ever such device was not available from any manufacturer. Thus two 2048 words by
8 bit devices were selected. There would be no practical difficulties in using a 2048
word device for the prototype design to drive four CCDs since it can specify up to
400 /xS as a unit of a pixel readout time. The I/O data is connected at the outputs
of the EPLD data, and its address signals are coming from the Sequencer Logic
Block. Control signals for Write Enable (WE), O utput Enable (OE) are supphed by
the Control Logic Block from the EPLD.
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3.3 .4 .3

D igital Buffers

These buffers are im portant to control data bus of this design, particularly in relation
with the control of memory devices, since the memory devices share the same I/O
pins together. In writing mode, two 8 bit data sets for two devices are written
sequentially one by one controlled by their own WE (Write Enable) signal. On the
contrary during readout time, the data from the two devices should be readout in
parallel simultaneously. This will result in contention of two data sets, otherwise
isolated.

An Octal TTL 74541 buffer was employed to prevent this contention

between two memory devices. Apart from this, two other same buffers were used for
the safety of the EPLD to reduce possible risks from any external electric hazards.
Subsequently, two other buffers were employed for assurance of secure TTL level
communication between the computer and the system considering their distance.
Two more buffers were used for data isolation between the Analog Driver Board and
the Controller board after the aualog circuitry was downloaded from the software.
Most of the control signals for these buffers are provided from the EPLD Control
Logic Block.

3.3 .4 .4

V id eo P rocessor Signals

To reduce the reset noise of a CCD, Correlated Double Sampling (CDS) technique is
widely used for slow scan operation in video output signal processing circuit (video
processor). Three digital signals. Sample Reset (SR), Dark Sample (DS) and Signal
Sample (SS) have to be provided from the Controller circuit with drive waveforms.
Additionally, one bit of ADC trigger signal is necessary to specify digitisation timing
for video output signal from the CCD. Four bits were assigned in the B itm ap for
these signals and they are stored in the second memory device. For valid logic level
of the video processor signals, a quad line driver was employed to transm it them.
In practice an edge triggered octal buffer TTL 74574 was used before the line driver
to prevent any possible noise pick up. In dealing with the line driver, the polarity
of these signals has been taken into account carefully. The ADC trigger signal was
connected on the digitiser board through the backplane data bus. The other four
bits were dedicated to send CCD address information.
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Figure 3.7: Configuration of the Controller board.
3.3.4.5

O pto-Isolators

These components were not employed in the Controller board until system perfor
mance was tested. During optimisation process, it was decided to isolate electrically
between the system and the computer to reduce system noise level. Operation of
the Controller without these components for functional test of the system design
was successfully accomphshed. In practice, the opto-isolators can also be installed
in the computer side (in the I/O board) rather than in the Controller. Such I/O
Interface boards are already commercially available. In this work no adequate space
was found in the I/O Interface board, so they were included in this design. Nine dual
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opto-isolators were used to isolate between the computer and the Controller rack
for 17 bits digital information including the Strobe (STRB) signal of data validity.
Particular caxe has been taken in dealing with these devices because they axe very
vulnerable to external electric hazard and expensive.

3.3 .4 .6 Inp u ts and O u tputs o f th e C ontroller B oard
Except those components described above, three groups of pin-headers were used for
signal connection between the Controller board and the other units of the system.
These can be referred directly as inputs and outputs of the Controller board. A 20
way DIL (Dual In Line) pin-header is to receive data and address from the computer
with STRB signal (Inputs), second is to send digital drive waveforms to the Analog
Driver Board (Outputs) and the last one is dedicated to send CDS signals and CCD
address to the video processor (O utputs). Downloading of data and address for the
Analog Driver board is accomphshed through the backplane bus connector of the
Rack via this Controller board (O utput).
The circuit of this design has been wirewrapped onto a board and tested thoroughly
with a Logic Analyser. Successful digital drive waveforms and related signals were
confirmed. Figure 3.7 shows configuration of the components in the wirewrapped
Controller board. The number of electronic components employed in this circuit
design is altogether 12, excluding opto-isolators, because these can be regarded
as a part of the I/O Interface board.

This is comparable with Robert Leach’s

‘Timing Board’ [79] which employed more than 40 components for similar work
with a microprocessor although their functions are not exactly the same.

3.4

D elay C ounting C ontroller B oard D esign

The Controller design and prototype wirewrapped board described in Section 3.3
have been successfully verified to supply all necessary drive waveforms and relevant
signals for four CCDs with its associated software. This section describes another
controller design which can deal with more number of CCDs efficiently in terms
of indefinite expansibility of the sensing area. The design is based on the event
delay counting concept^ and much more information to define drive waveforms in
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the Bitmap for many CCDs can be easily arranged within small memory space.

3.4.1

O verview and C oncept

The Bitmap, generated by the software, contains all necessary events for both vertical
and horizontal charge transfers during one pixel transfer time as a unit of repeat
pattern. W ith 200 nS system clocking rate, the length of the Bitmap for 50 pS
horizontal transfer time (one pixel time) requires 250 Bitmap elements. Similarly to
obtain 100 /iS vertical transfer time, we need 500 Bitmap elements in the memory
space. It contains not only clocking information, but also video processor signals
(CDS), CCD number and ADC trigger signal. About 20 events are required to drive
an EEV P86000 device for slow scan operation, for example horizontal clock phase 1
{(fiHi) changes from HIGH to LOW.
The Bitmap is composed of such events, and except those 20 required events, their
logical state should be the same until the next event is defined. Thus among the
750 Bitmap elements of above example, only about 20 elements are actually used to
define the events. The duration period of any events is determined by the repetition
of the same events in the Bitmap. For example, 10 pS horizontal clocking HIGH state
is obtained by repeating the same event 50 times in the Bitmap in case of 200 nS
clock. More detailed explanation of the Bitmap is given in Chapter 4.
In terms of digital electronics design, one of the significant factors for the number
of controllable CCDs, is the memory length to store the Bitmap information. This
means th at the memory space of the device has to be large enough to store as much
as Bitmap information to define many events for a large number of CCDs. Let
us assume four CCDs of the above example to be driven by equally spaced 10 pS
multiplexed clock waveforms for each CCD. In this case number of events for 4 CCDs
will be about 80 for horizontal waveforms during 50 pS with 250 memory words.
There is no practical difficulties to arrange such events within 250 memory words.
However considering to drive 16 CCDs with the same pixel time, the events for
horizontal waveforms of 16 CCDs will be about 320. This requires more memory
elements than 250, within the pixel readout time of 50 pS. Another problem is that
although 320 memory space is available to use for 16 CCDs, it is not an easy task to
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arrange these events without ‘duplicated timing event’ in the given memory space.
For example, in the case of both the horizontal clock phase 1

of CCD3 and

the reset clock {(j)R) of CCD7 have to be located in the same memory address 27
for required timing, it is difficult to sort out the problem.
Therefore it is practically very difficult to drive more than 16 CCDs with the same
condition, because the memory space is too short to include all necessary Bitmap
information for CCDs. The problem becomes more serious particularly when we
consider ‘prebinning’ mode operation, which requires much more Bitmap spaces
depending on its ‘prebinning factor’. For example, prebinning factor two (x2) for
both charge transfers need four times larger Bitmap than normal one as a unit of
repeat pattern. This suggests it may not be enough to drive large number of CCDs for
all necessary operational modes including prebinning, with small memory devices.
One solution for this problem is using larger memory devices with a much faster
m aster clock. Memory devices are inexpensive and widely available. Currently one
of the largest Static RAMs available with reasonable price has the organisation of
32 K words by 8 bit, or 16 K words by 16 bit. These are enough memory spaces to
contain required information. The clocking rate can also be increased such as 20 or
30 MHz considering the access time of memory device. However faster clocking rate
requires larger memory for the same pixel readout time. The pixel readout time still
depends on the memory spaces. This means the longer pixel readout time requires
the larger memory space, and in dealing with many CCDs, more memory space is
necessary as well. Besides this, the Controller design has to deal with more bits
than 12 for the memory addresses, such as 16 bits (or lines). This may not be so
simple with current Controller design considering the resources of the EPLD used.
Therefore it is necessary to find another approach for indefinite expansibility of the
sensing area, th at is, control of more CCDs efficiently. One alternative was found by
noticing the fact that the Bitmap events stay the same logical state until next event
is specified, and the duration of one event is decided by the number of the same
events in the Bitmap. If we can specify the number of same events in a separate
memory device as Event Delay Information (hereafter Delay Number), instead of
repeating it until next event, the required memory spaces in the Bitmap could be
dramatically reduced.
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It could be possible to generate required waveforms for many CCDs by only storing
event changes, with the Delay Number stored in another memory device. For above
example with the same condition to drive four EEV P86000 devices, only about
80 Bitmap events (memory elements) would be enough with an additional memory
device which specifies the Delay Number for any event, without repetition of the
same events. Any pixel readout time can be arranged independently with memory
spaces. It could save memory spaces greatly compared with the earlier design.

3.4.2

D ela y C ounting C ontroller D esign

To implement this concept, a new Controller board has to be designed with a new
EPLD design. Also a new Bitmap software is required and details of it is given in
Chapter 4. As a practical approach, an additional third memory device has been
included to store such Delay Number, and the other two memory devices axe to
store only different events. In this design, the Delay Number is a part of the Bitmap
in the same memory address as the corresponding event. Then before any event
take place, the Delay Number (from the third memory but the same address with
specified event) sets the time for how long the event will last. This arrangement
will make it possible to save memory spaces greatly without storing the same events
again repeatedly. An 8 bit memory would be enough to store Delay Number which
can specify up to 51.2 /zS delay in case of 200 nS clocking, thus the Bitmap width
become 24 bit altogether. More than this delay period would be hardly expected
in practice, but can be easily possible by specifying it one more time. The block
diagram of the Delay Counting Controller is shown in Figure 3.8.
The EPLD controller design should be modified as a whole because the structure
of the new design has to be changed basically in term of its main clocking logic.
However many parts of the sub design could be apphed again with only a little mod
ifications since the expected output would be the same. The main difference with
earlier design is that one additional sub design logic block is necessary to count the
Delay Number (hence named as Delay Counter). This counter loads the Delay Num
ber from the third memory and holds a memory address until its counting will be
finished. Except this, the main clocking logic for the Memory Addresser is triggered
by the output from the Delay Counter instead of the main clock signal (MCLK). The
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Figure 3.8: Block diagram of Delay Counting Controller design concept.
MCLK signal triggers the Delay Counter in this design. In the Controller board, some

more buffers are needed to control the data and addresses.
However, one problem is obvious if we take more cautious attention to the sequence
of the process. It seems a logically contradictory situation th at an address of the
memory device should be held according to the information supphed by the same
address itself from the third memory. This is because to stay at a given mem
ory address for a certain period, the Delay Number should be tahen out from the
memory to specify a delay period before any events take place. In fact, the Delay
Number is stored in the same address with the corresponding event. To overcome
this problem, it was considered to locate the Delay Number at one higher address
than the corresponding event. But this turns out to be impractical due to its compli
cated waveform timing. Some other problems were also arose, and related discussion
follows.

3.4.3

D elay C ounter D esign

This has appended as another lower hierarchy subdesign of the top level EPLD
Controller design for this version only. The main function of this logic block is to
supply clock signals for the Memory Addresser only when such Delay Counting has
finished. Otherwise it does not trigger the Memory Addresser, thus the output of the
memory devices keeps the same logical state. The design consists of an 8 bit counter
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cascaded by two 4 bit counters and an 8 bit multiplexer, some flip flops and other
logic gates. The circuit is a comphcated combination of the devices. The inputs are
the Delay Number (8 bit), main clock (MCLK), start signal (ST), and 10 MHz master
clock. Comparison of main clock arrangement for two controllers is schematically
shown in Figure 3.9, and the block diagram of the Delay Counter design is shown
as Figure 3.10.
Apparently it looks not so difficult to obtain such functional outputs, however two
m ajor problems were soon realised. The first one has been briefly mentioned in the
previous subsection in relation to the contradictory logical condition for the Memory
Addresser. A breakthrough was found from the fact that the ripple carry out signal
of the 8 bit counter is generated a little bit earlier (about 60 nS) than it actually
finishes its counting. It is the unique trait of the CAD software. This means it
could be possible to obtain Delay Number information by triggering the Memory
Addresser with the ripple carry out signal from the 8 bit counter before it finishes
its counting. The memory access time of the device is 45 nS, hence about 15 nS are
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of system clocking for two controller designs.
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Figure 3.10: Block diagram of Delay Counter subdesign.
available to set up next address. The circuit has been designed based on this hint.
The second difficulty was due to the attribute of the sequential digital logic device.
W ith the given 200 nS MCLK, the 8 bit counter cannot specify any addresses to hold
shorter than 400 nS, because the output of a counter is a toggled form of the input
clocking, th at is, doubled period of input clock timing. This means it is unable to
deal with such case th at no Delay Number is necessary. In practice, this is very
likely to happen for two events that are located next each other. This was sorted
out by designing a lower hierarchy sub design of the Delay Counter triggered by the
100 nS master clock input. The subdesign, named Single Shot subdesign, provides
100 nS single pulse from the 10 MHz master clock for such cases by some logical
combinations. The design has been simulated and analysed its timing with its logical
state, and symbolised as a lower level design.

3.4.4

D esig n M odifications o f V ersion 1 E PL D C ontroller

The sub design logic blocks of the earlier design have been modified in accordance
with the design concept mentioned above. Because of main the clocking modifica
tion, the whole design has been affected. Some of them can be used with only a
little modifications. While the Clocking Logic Block has been changed significantly.
These modifications are briefly summarised here. However explanations given in this
subsection and next subsection can be more easily understandable by referring to
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Appendix A and B, for the details of the EPLD Controller design and the description
of the CAD software.

3.4.4.1

S ystem C locking B lock

The 200 nS main clock (MCLK) signal is used to trigger the Delay Counter, not for
the Memory Addresser as explained above. But in writing mode, the MCLK is still
necessary, because it is originated from the strobe (STRB) signal in the computer
when only data and address axe valid. Thus selection has to be made between these
two modes. A multiplexer was employed for this purpose. The other im portant
changes were made for clock signal of the Demultiplexer Latch (details are in next
section) in the Analog Driver Board, since it has to be triggered by the same clock
with the Delay Counter. Sequential logic was necessary with some flip flops and other
combinational logic gates. A MCELL buffer was used to adjust its timing differences.
The simulation result only for this sub design showed correct timing, however it did
not show required timing exactly in the top level design simulation. It was found
later th at the output timing at the top level design had been changed according to
the relative locations of the MCELL buffers in the different Logic Array Block (LAB).
This was overcome by specifying a proper LAB location for the related MCELL buffer
at the top level design.

3.4.4.2

Interface Logic B lock

An im portant modification has been made in this logic block related with number
of bus lines. In earlier design 12 bit lines were used for the data communication
for convenience. However this is not a standard way of designing bus lines although
there were no practical problems. In this design it was decided to use 8 bits, and the
data has to be sent twice, i.e. 8 bits first and 4 bits later. This is not only for the
standard communication but also to allow many spare address bits, including some
other command lines that may be necessary in the future upgrade. This requires
software modifications as described in Chapter 4.
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3.4 .4 .3

C ontrol Logic B lock

Some additional control signals are certainly necessary for the newly employed de
vices in this prototype. The third memory and its associated buffer control signals
were designed. The address decoder TTL 74138 has been replaced by TTL 74154
4 to 16 decoder to deal with the 12 bit latch enable signals in the Sequencer Logic
Block, since now the latches have to be written to twice, first 8 bits and 4 bits.
Four more enable signals were needed for the second 4 bits, and the decoder is able
to provide the required signals. The start (ST) and reset (RST) logic has also been
modified to apply this Delay Controller design. The ST logic has no problem, but
the RST logic showed a timing problem related with the finish (FIN) signal. This has
been sorted out with some combination logic design.

3.4 .4 .4

Sequencer Logic B lock

This logic block has no major changes except for 12 bit data handhng with an
8 bit bus as mentioned above. Among the sub designs of this logic block, the 12 bit
latch design should be modified to fit the requirement of an 8 bit bus. It has to
be w ritten to twice, 8 bits first and 4 bits later. It had been w ritten to as 12 bits
together in the earlier design. Therefore, the latches were modified to be enabled
twice separately but with the same inputs and outputs. The design has been verified
by the simulation and symbolised as the new 12 bit latch. No particular problem
arose for this modification by positioning the related MCELLs in the LAB, whereas
it often did in the case of sequential logic.

3.4.5

S ub d esign In tegration and P rogram m in g

All individual sub designs have been successfully verified by the simulation including
the Delay Counter without any particular difficulty. New 8 bit inputs were appended
for delay information from the third memory device. Some new output pins were also
added in the top level design. These output pins were mainly related control signals.
The sub designs have to be integrated at the top hierarchy level design by using the
symbolised subdesigns. However integration of the subdesign and the compiling of
the top level design showed some problems, although individual sub designs were
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successfully simulated. This is mainly due to resource usage of the given EPLD
related with number of pins and Macro cells.
One m ajor problem of this new design was its incorrect timing waveform compared
with the expected result of the top level design simulation. When the design is
compiled, the location of each Macrocell in a LAB of the EPLD EPM 5128J is
autom atically allocated regardless of its function. If the number of Macrocells of
any sub design requires more than that of the specified LAB (16 Macrocells per
LAB), the software can not compile the design, and reports an error message. In
the earlier design, it was able to be compiled using the Text Editor to solve this
problem. Nevertheless, it was not easily possible for this design simply because
the design requires too many resources, particularly for Macrocells and I/O pins in
certain specified LABs.
2LS the same bus pins or the same latches, not for the different
Furtherm ore there was not enough room to allocate any Macrocell to the suitable
location since only a few vacancies were left in most LABs. If we force them to
locate in a particular LAB that has vacancies but not directly related with given
logic circuit, often unforeseen timing delays were occurred between the LABs. This
resulted in entire mixed up of the waveform timing and logic in disorder.
The only possible approach for this problem was combining the sub designs one
by one, not altogether, and compiling them by adjusting the location of related
Macrocells in the same LAB manually. After plenty of trial and error, it was just
possible to confirm the locations of the Macrocells in the LABs one by one correctly.
The location of a Macro cell for the related sub design is then fixed by the Text
Editor and the next Macro cells with related sub design have been followed likewise.
In practice, this was a more laborious job than the designing itself.
Another problem is the timing delays of the correctly compiled design circuit that
were most likely related with locations of the Macrocells in the LAB. Adjustments
of such timing delay have been attem pted by adding or omitting a MCELL buffer in
related hierarchy level designs. The Text Editor also has been used. By this reason
some MCELL buffers have been included in some lower hierarchy level designs, that
seem irrelevant to the specific subdesign. However, these were necessary for the
timing arrangement at the top level design, rather than any sub designs. Finally,
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Figure 3.11: Pin arrangements of the programmed EPLD Delay Controller design.
the circuit design has been successfully simulated and programmed into an EPLD
EPM 5128J package. Its pin arrangement is shown in Figure 3.11.

3.4.6

W irew rap ped D elay C ounting C ontroller B oard

The programmed EPLD of the Delay Controller has been wirewrapped for the test,
together with some digital devices as described Section 3.3. An additional memory
device with the same organisation was employed to store delay information. Same
address and data connections were made by the bus for the new memory device
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and buffers. Two additional buffers TTL 74541 were also used. One is to isolate
the data between computer and the system, another is for the safety of the EPLD
between the third memory and the EPLD. Except for these, all devices were the
same components as for the earlier version including crystal oscillator, line driver,
pin-header, etc. The Delay Counting Controller board is almost the same as the
earlier one except for a memory and two buffers in terms of hardware structure. In
fact the compatibility of these two controllers were considered as the first priority,
i.e. they should not require any modification for the performance comparison.
Advantages of the Delay Controller over the earlier design are summarised below.
• N u m b e r o f c o n tro lla b le C C D s :

Because only events and the Delay Num

bers are stored in the Bitmap without any duplicated events, the controllable
CCD numbers have dramatically increased. W ith 2 K word memory, this Con
troller possibly can deal with more than 32 CCDs’ Bitmap in principle, if only
normal readout mode is considered. W ith more larger memory like 32 K word
SRAM, it can give truly indefinite expendability about the number of CCDs
within the practical limits (although in this case, it may be mainly limited by
the analog circuitry).
• F le x ib ility fo r o p e ra tio n m o d es :

Because of ample space in the memory,

many other operation modes such as fast scan, prebinning, and other related
modes can be stored together, without downloading them each time separately.
This improves design flexibihty for both software and related hardware.
• A d a p ta b ility for a n y pix el tim e : The pixel time is the independent factor
of the Bitmap size in this design. The Controller would not require any more
memory space when increased pixel time is required. Whereas earlier design
does need more memory according to the pixel time, thus the Bitmap for many
CCDs with longer pixel time requires much more memory space.
As for the performance of this design, a doubt still remained about the operation of
the programmed EPLD. The simulation can not reflect real waveform timing since
the input conditions of the EPLD were determined by its own output as mentioned
earlier. Actual input conditions could not be given by this reason until the external
third memory device provides delay information. Therefore a functional test at this
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stage was particularly im portant for this design. The hardware functional test was
made with a Logic Analyser and an oscilloscope. It showed successful operation
providing proper drive waveforms and relevant signals for four CCDs. The compo
nents arrangement of the wirewrapped prototype Delay Controller board is shown
in Figure 3.12.
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3.5

A nalog D river B oard D esign

3.5.1

O verview and D esign C oncept

The functional tests for digital logic circuit design described in the previous section
were successful to provide proper digital waveforms and biaa levels for 4 CCDs. How
ever the CCDs are essentially analog devices. A certain analog circuitry is necessary
to drive CCDs triggered by the digital waveforms. There could be many possi
ble methods to supply the required analog signals such as a simple voltage source
circuit. W ith recent advance of electronic technology, a circuit of programmable
voltage source by using DAC (Digital to Analog Converter) would be one of the
reasonable approaches. Since the controller design depends on the analog waveform
circuit design, it is would be better to consider its design together with the controller
design at the initial stage. Some considerations taken before the design of analog
circuit axe summarised below.
• Analog clocking and bias levels have to be controllable easily by software to
optimise performance of individual CCDs.
• The chip count and the area of the circuitry have to be minimised so that they
can be accommodated in the cryostat, if necessary, for lowest system noise.
• Waveform demultiplexing (or decoding) circuits from multiplexed Bitmap for
individual CCDs have to be included.
• Possible compatibility to other controller design with minimum modification.
The circuit can be simply designed if only stable voltage sources are considered with
related digital logic. However it seems difficult to satisfy the first condition with
out using programmable DACs that provide software controllable voltage sources.
Recently available octal DACs are particularly practical for this work as they allow
great flexibihty in a compact package to deal with many voltage sources efficiently.
The device contains 8 identical DACs using the same data and address inputs bus
to assign 8 different output levels. Considering the number of required waveforms
and bias levels of an EEV P86000 is less than 16 for slow scan operation, two octal
DACs would be enough to supply all necessary signals for one CCD of this type.
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The drive waveforms can be designed in several different ways. For example, by
the timing control of inputs of some DACs as the control logic from the Bitmap
indicates, or by using some analog switches triggered by the Bitmap control logic
generated from the controller. Actually as the above examples suggest, two different
approaches have been examined at OSL by using the octal DACs.

In the first

example, the digital inputs can be given in the form of timing waveforms, if the
setthng time of the octal DAC is fast enough compared to the CCD clocking rate.
It is possible to control the input timings of octal DACs according to the digital
timing waveforms from the memory devices. The outputs of the DACs then reflect
the input timing waveform with the analog voltages corresponding to the input
digital data. The amplifiers can be employed for the required voltage ranges. In
this case, the inputs of the DACs are dynamically controlled. This approach has
been successfully verified by Clayton and a full description is given by him [28].

I ll

The other approach has been attem pted in this work by using analog switches.
Two DACs are assigned to the HIGH and LOW levels of a required clock waveform,
respectively. Then outputs of these two levels are selected by an analog switch that is
controlled by the digital waveform supphed from the Controller. Some amplifiers can
also be used to obtain proper analog voltage levels. The control of the octal DACs
is simple in this case, since only one data setthng of the DACs is required before
any operation. Whereas, the analog switches could be considered as a disadvantage
compared to the other approach in terms of chip counts in the circuit board. The
block diagram of this design concept is shown in Figure 3.13.
W ith regard to the controllable number of CCDs, it directly depends on the design
of this analog waveform circuit in practice. This is because one circuitry hag to be
dedicated to one CCD for individual controllability. This implies that to drive ‘N’
CCDs, we need ‘N’ duplicated circuitry. In the light of this, it can be considered
th at the controllable CCD numbers are practicaUy limited by the number of the
analog waveform circuitries for each CCDs, rather than by the digital electronics.
This restriction appHes to not only this work but to most other approaches by other
research groups th at allow individual voltage adjustments for the drive waveforms
and bias levels. However such a restriction can be improved by using Surface Mount
Devices (SMD) that can reduce circuit board area significantly. In this work, the
prototype circuit for analog drive waveforms has been designed for four CCDs, and
wirewrapped on one board with about 40 components.

3.5.2

O ctal D A C s

The Digital to Analog Converter (DAC) is a useful device to convert digital values
to analog voltage levels. It is often used to control analog circuits by digital inputs,
particularly in computer control systems. CCD clock drive waveforms and biag levels
can also be controlled in this way by the software that generates digital signals. To
drive an EEV P86000 device for slow scan operation, we need at least 12 analog
signals including 7 analog clocking waveforms and 5 bias levels, hence for four CCDs
at least 28 analog signals. In terms of minimum chip counts in this work, this
requires too many DACs to handle. The octal DACs are very useful devices for such
a case that offer eight different DAC channels in a single package. Two types of
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octal DACs have been tested in this work ; BTllO (by Brooktree) and AD7228 (by
Analog Devices).
Both devices use 8 bit data and 3 address bus lines and are TTL compatible. The
B T llO has very fast setthng time (100 nS) with error of ±1 LSB. It is current source
device and with a 1 Kf2 resistor, an output range of 0~ + l V can be obtained.
Then some op-amps have to be employed to amplify its range to a required level.
Two types of packages are available of 44 pin J-lead, and 40 pin DIP (Dual In-hne
Package). Meanwhile AD7228 is available with a type of 24 pin DIP but slower
setthng time than the BTllO . It can provide 10 V output directly without any
external passive components and bipolar output is also available. More details of
them are given in the data sheets.
The BTllO s have been used at the initial design for tests, later the AD7228 devices
have been selected for prototype design. The main advantages of AD7228 are small
package with less pins and simple operation with less external components. Slower
setthng time cannot be a problem in this design. But as an apphcation for the
Dynamic method developed by M. Clayton [28], it turns out to be too slow, thus
BTllO s were employed instead. The output voltage Vout of AD7228 is expressed by
the following equations.
•( ^ )
V^, = {l + ÿ ^ ) - D . V„, - ( | î ) . V „ ,

(3.1)
(3.2)

W here Vref is the reference voltage, N is the 8 bit binary digital data word expressed
as decimal number, D is the fractional representation of the 8 bit digital word, and
/?i, J?2 &re the resistor values connected with the external op-amp, both 10 Kfl.
Equation 3.1 and 3.2 are for unipolar and bipolar output, respectively.

3.5.3

C ircuit D esign

Using octal DAC AD7228 with some other components including analog switches
and op-amps, several test circuits have been made. According to the their results,
modifications have been made for proper results. Two different but similar circuits
have been designed for analog drive waveforms and bias levels. Since bias levels
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axe not related to timing sequence, no analog switches are required. The output
requirements of the circuit are as follows to drive four EEV P86000 devices.
• 28 clock waveforms (7 per one CCD) with output voltage range -1 2 ^ + 1 2 V.
• 20 bias voltage levels (5 per one CCD) with output voltage range G'^+24 V.

3.5.3.1

C lock D rive W aveform

The concept of this circuit is very simple. According to the digital data and address
provided by the software, two DACs in an octal DAC are assigned HIGH and LOW
voltage level of an analog drive waveform. These two levels are chosen by an analog
switch, which is controlled by the digital drive waveform from the Controller circuit.
Then the selected signal is amplified to the required voltage level. The circuit design
for one channel of analog waveforms is shown in Figure 3.14 schematically.
In this figure, the resistor

is very im portant because the rising and falHng time

of a waveform depends on the value of this resistor. Capacitor C is for decoupling of
the lower level DAC output and is used to reduce the cross talk of switch the SW201.
The connection of Vref (reference voltage) and inverting input of the op-amp OP471
were suggested in the data sheet of the AD7228 for bipolar operation. The reference
voltage is obtained by the 10 V precision reference voltage source with the voltage
follower (unity gain buffer) LH0002.

HIGH
DAC

• Rs : 22 Kn
Analog

O c ta l DAC

Sw itch

AD7228K

O P -A m p
LO W

DAC

C ontrol Logic

T V.e/ (lOV)
<7
Figure 3.14: The circuit design of an analog clock drive waveform.
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For all clock waveforms for four CCDs, 28 pairs of HIGH and LOWlevel output DACs
are necessary. Therefore to reduce the number of DACs, an arrangement was made
to share one DAC output for different phases of the same level of the same clocking.
This was possible because different phases of the same clock levels hardly need to
be adjusted individually. For example, HIGH level DAC outputs of the horizontal
clock signals

<f>H2 and <j)Hz share the same DAC output, and LOWlevel vertical
ÿVg share the other one as well. However, the reset {(j>R) pulses

clockings ÿVi,

have its own DACs for each CCD. W ith this arrangements 24 DACs (three AD7228s)
were employed in the clock waveform design for four CCDs.

Nine quad analog

switches and the same number of quad op-amps were connected from the octal
DAC outputs.

3 .5 .3 .2

B ias Level

Since no analog switches are necessary for bias levels, this design is simpler than
clock drive waveforms. The output of a DAC is directly amplified for output voltage
range 0^25 V from the DAC output range 0~10 V. Figure 3.15 shows the design
of this circuit for one channel. O utput voltage range is determined by the ratio of
TZg/Ai in this circuit. 10 KÇt and 15 KQ, values were selected for the resistor R\
and i?2, respectively, to supply a voltage range of 0~25 V. Five bias voltage levels,
RD (Reset Drain), SS (Substrate), OG (O utput Gate), OD (O utput Drain), ABG (AntiBlooming Gate) are provided for an EEV P86000 device. The same circuits were
rephcated for four CCDs. One octal DAC was dedicated to one CCD bias level, thus
four octal DACs were used for 4 CCDs. The other remaining three channels in an
octal DAC axe left as spare channels for future use, such as other types of CCDs.
These DAC outputs were amplified by eight quad op-amps MC33714.
O P -A m p
DAC
V ptif

r-A /W

Figure 3.15: The circuit design for a bias level.
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^

3.5 .4

D a ta and A ddress C ontrol

Some digital circuits are necessary to assign digital data according to their addresses
for the octal DACs th at specify the analog waveform voltage levels and bias levels.
Eight bit data and address lines were connected through the backplane bus of the
system Rack from the Controller board. The software sends the data and address
to set the initial DAC values through backplane bus including one bit Board Select
signal which selects the Analog Driver board or the Controller board. The EPLD
controller design includes this signal. This board is selected by enabling a 74138
decoder when this signal is in HIGH state, otherwise any digital signals presented on
the backplane bus are ignored in this board.
Of the eight bit address bus, three bits are dedicated to select an octal DAC by
the 74138 decoder, and another three bits are for internal DAC selection of an octal
DAC. D ata are always presented together with their addresses enabling a DAC in an
octal DAC by given order from the software. Whenever one set of data and address
are produced, one strobe (STRB) signal is supplied from the I/O Interface board in
the computer. W ith this arrangement, the data can be written in the DACs exactly
as the software indicates. Two 74574 edge triggered buffers were employed to dehver
data and address from the computer through backplane. These are enabled by the
STRB signal from the Interface board to make sure only one set of valid data and

address can pass through. A timing problem was experienced in this arrangement
to obtain valid data and address, however it was sorted out by some timing delay
of the STRB signal.
The above digital circuit is also possible to be integrated into a single EPLD, however
it was not attem pted since only four chips are necessary.

Compatibihty of the

design has been considered. The DACs can be easily set up with a proper form
of digital data and address inputs by any IBM-PC clone. One im portant input is
the STRB signal which has to be generated together with every set of address and
data inputs. This can be easily obtainable by the Intel 8255 microprocessor based
Interface board th at are widely available commercially. In practice the circuit design
has been initially tested using a VME based 68000 computer with software written
by Clayton [28] using the digital drive waveform from the his Dynamic controller.
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3.5.5

W aveform D em u ltip lexin g for C C D s

Demultiplexing (or decoding) of drive waveforms for each CCD requires another
digital circuit in this board. This is one of the im portant tasks in dealing with many
CCDs efficiently in the whole system. The Bitmap includes CCD address information
as a multiplexed manner for each CCD. Each of the events in the Bitmap is dedicated
to oTie CCD for one interval of 200 nS. Among its 16 bits, 4 bits are dedicated to
hold CCD addresses in binary number format for 16 CCDs. If we use one spare
bit among 16 bit Bitmap, then 32 CCDs can be addressed. The Controller sends
out these Bitmap events sequentially to this Analog Driver board including 4 bit
binary coded CCD addresses (but excluding 3 bit video processing signals and one
bit ADC trigger signal). In practice only two bits are used among 4 bits to address
four CCDs in this design. The waveform signals (7 for one EEV P86000) have to be
decoded for each CCD according to its CCD address.
The output voltages of HIGH and LOW levels determined by a DAC are connected to
inputs of the analog switches. Demultiplexed digital Bitmap waveforms then trigger
control inputs of the analog switches to select between HIGH and LOW at a given
interval of 200 nS for a specified CCD. This arrangement is such that the digital
waveform timing can be directly reflected to the output of the analog switches, but
with an analog level. A digital circuitry has been designed that plays a role of a
decoder and a 48 bit latch. In this design, inputs are the digital drive waveforms with
CCD address, and outputs are 4 groups of digital waveforms for each CCD according
to its address. The design needs more than several hundred logic gates that requires
considerable chip count and board area when using discrete TTL devices.
Therefore to minimise chip counts and board area, the circuit has been designed
by the EPLD CAD software, and named as Demultiplexer.

A t the time of this

design, only the A+PLUS software was available, which is the earlier version of the
MAX+PLUS. An EP1800J 68 pin EPLD was chosen for the design. 12 bits are
assigned to inputs for 7 clock signals including 5 spare bits. Four groups of 12 bits
are assigned to output pins. However, 7 bits are used for analog switch control inputs
for an EEV P86000, in practice. The design was initially a transparent latch. To
avoid any noise pick up during the enable period and give more flexibihty to adjust
the timing, it was modified to be an edpe triggered latch. The design haa been
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compiled and simulated successfully, and programmed into a single EPLD EP1800J
package. The block diagram of this design is shown in Figure 3.16.
The trigger clock is provided by the Clocking Block from the EPLD Controller. The
enable input of the EPLD is prepared especially for its expansibility of the design
to deal with more than four CCDs. For example, to decode 16 CCDs, 4 of the same
EPLDs can be used together with a decoder to control its enable signal. Hence this
design can be apphcable directly to any possible number of CCDs, in practice. The
circuit may be regarded as a part of the Controller in the sense of dealing with digital
signals only, related to the Bitmap. However if we locate this EPLD Demultiplxer
in the Controller board, it is easily expected that there will be great difficulties in
dealing with a great number of demultiplexed signal lines between the boards. It is
thus more reasonable to locate this circuit in the Analog Driver board.

3.5.6

P ow er Supply Sw itching

Four different level power suppHes are necessary for the Analog Driver Board; -j-5 V
for digital devices including the EPLD, -j-15 V for octal DAC AD7228, ±15 V for
analog switches and op-amps OP471 (for clocking signals), and +24 V for op-amp
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MC33714 (for bias level). All these power supplies have been decoupled with proper
capacitors and regulated using voltage regulators. In arrangement of the bias and
drive waveform voltage levels, two problems were found in terms of timing of the
set up procedure related to the safety of the CCDs.
The first problem arises when power-on of the system take place. At th at moment,
the octal DACs are not yet set up by the software. The outputs of the op-amps
connected to CCDs directly, cannot be predicted because of no octal DAC input
data. Further, no digital control inputs for the analog switches are yet supplied
from the Controller. This unpredicted voltage level at such a moment may not be
so serious for the clocking inputs of CCDs. However for bias voltage level, there is
a possibility of perm anent damage of output transistors inside a CCD when some
other bias levels are reverse-biased against the substrate (SS), such as reset drain
(RD) or output drain (OD). This situation has to be avoided somehow.
Second critical moment is when the DACs axe set up from software. The software
cannot handle all DACs simultaneously, but sets them up one by one serially accord
ing to the addresses. At this moment such a reverse-bias situation could occur when
the first one is defined and the others are undefined, even though it could happen
for less than a milh-second. Thus all bias levels should be supphed synchronously
together with their proper level for the safety of the output transistor of the CCD.
This situation cannot be handled by the software as long as the DACs axe defined
one by one. Some hardware arrangements were necessary to set all voltage levels at
the same time.
To solve this problem, two dual relay switches were employed with a relay driver
controlled by a digital input. Only digital power and -fl5 V for the octal DACs axe
supphed during power-on of the system. The other analog components could not
be powered as long as they are not activated by the relay switches. Then all DACs
are defined to a proper level by the software without applying any analog voltage
to the CCDs. The digital control input signals of the relay switches axe supphed
by the Controller only after all DACs have been defined completely. This digital
control logic has already been included in the EPLD Controller design. W hen the
control signal of the relay switches enables other power supphes, all properly defined
voltage levels are supphed simultaneously without giving any risks for the CCDs.
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3.5.7

W irew rap ped C ircuit B oard

The design has been wirewrapped in a circuit board as a prototype for the test.
The same circuitry for one CCD has been rephcated for 4 CCDs. A total of 46
components were employed excluding some passive components. A 20 way pin-
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Figure 3.17: The Analog Driver board layout and component arrangement.
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header was used to collect the Bitmap information and some related digital signals
from the controller. Four sets of 16 way pin- headers were employed to send analog
drive waveforms and bias levels to the cryostat for four CCDs. Figure 3.17 shows
the layout of this wirewrapped circuit board and component arrangement.
W ith regard to the controllable number of CCDs with this analog drive waveform,
almost twice the number of components would be necessary for 8 CCDs. It is true
th at the practical limitation of the controllable number of CCDs mainly depends
on this circuit, rather than the digital controller circuit. Individual adjustments of
operating conditions for each CCD axe possible when only each CCD has its own
controllable voltage source for bias and drive waveforms. A reasonable approach
to control more CCDs can be achieved by using the same circuit boards based on
the modular design. For example, in this work, four similar circuit boards can be
employed in a rack connected through the backplane bus for 16 CCDs with only a
little modifications.
Minimising the area of the circuit board and reducing power dissipation of the
devices are also im portant, in dealing with many CCDs. Using devices produced by
surface mount technology could significantly reduce the area of the circuit board,
particularly for the observatory version design.

Such surface mount devices are

available for many components employed in this design, but are more costly. A
rough estimation gives circuit board area less than 30% of the wirewrapped board,
in the case of using the surface mount devices for this design.

3.5.8

F unctional T est and C alibration

It is necessary for the wirewrapped board to examine its actual output voltage levels,
according to its digital input signals. Each DAC is programmed to produce output
by software, from eight bit digital data and its address. The outputs of an octal
DAC are determined by the eight bit digital inputs and the reference voltage as
shown in Equation 3.1 and 3.2, within the range of 10 V. The reference voltage
(K e/) was given as 10 V, according to the recommendation of the octal DAC data
sheet. The circuit design has the voltage ranges of ±10 V for clock drive waveforms,
and 0 ^ ± 2 5 V for bias levels, respectively.
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The analog voltage of each DAC has been tested, compared with its eight bit digital
input. The tests have been made over output ranges from 5 V to 20 V for the output
channels of this circuit board, for all CCDs. An oscilloscope was employed to record
output voltage. Similar tests have been made for bias level voltage outputs. These
tests were made using a digital voltmeter. From the both tests, it is clearly seen
th a t there is good linearity between the input and the output voltage ranges. The
accuracy of the output voltage is within a range of di 0.05 V, at most.
The output voltage Vout of the circuit can be calculated by the following equations,
as a function of the required output voltage range Vmg^ (positive integer number),
and 8 bit digital data word D (0 < D < 255).
For clocking drive waveforms,

Ku, = ( ^ ) • K . , - ( ^ )

(3.3)

v ^ , = ( ^ ) • %.»

(3.4)

For biaa levels,

W ith the above equations, the software can be programmed to supply any output
voltages by the two variable inputs of Vout and Vr„g. The equations can also be used
to calculate the required digital word D value, for a specific output voltage. Because
the input and output voltages are reasonably linear, no particular correction is
necessary. The individual differences of each voltage channel for each CCD, were also
within the range ± 0.05 V. These differences are likely due to individual differences
of the components in each channel, including the tolerances of passive components,
such as capacitors or resistors. This suggests that the experiments have to be made
again to obtain accurate results, if some modifications are made by replacing the
components in the circuit board.
W hen more accurate adjustments are necessary, it would be better to test the out
puts of the circuit, according to the input digital words, whenever such test is
required. The output voltage difference is not expected to be larger than the error
shown above. Nevertheless, a test of 20 V swing, from -10 V to -{-10 V showed
a problem. The linearity becomes poor below -7 V, however, this could not be a
m ajor problem, since it is hardly expected that such 20 V swing isnecessary to drive
a CCD.Typical drive waveform voltage swing is normally about 10 V [86].
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3.6
3.6.1

H eadboard and C opper B lock D esign
H eadboard

The Headboard is a circuit board th at mounts the CCD devices with all necessary
connections to the outside cryostat including the constant current source circuit. In
this work it was necessary to design such a circuit board to test the electronics and
system noise with four CCDs, as a prototype. This does not necessarily mean that
the design m ust consider the minimising the gaps between the devices, or should
be able to fit other devices such as EEV P88300. However the gaps between the
devices has been minimised, according to its original purpose. It was designed to
m ount four EEV P86320 devices on this headboard. The devices are m ounted on
the board and should be inserted into a cryostat to obtain cryogenic tem perature
for low dark current.
In designing the circuit, the physical dimension of EEV P86320 device was related
with the four copper block access holes of the board. Particular considerations have
been taken for the location of the CCDs, space between them and connection ar
rangements from the pins of the devices. The board was pre-cut to form a circle
approximately 140 mm allowing ample space for movement when inserted into the
cryostat, then divided into four sectors, one for each CCD. The aim was to make
spaces between the CCDs as small as possible, however this being limited by the
necessary PCB track to the pins of the CCDs, 5 mm horizontally and 10 mm verti
cally, respectively. The area of headboard corresponding to the image sensing area
was removed to allow the cryogenically cooled copper block to access directly the
rear of the CCDs. The remaining area of headboard available for circuits was found
to be insufficient to support many components, so it was decided to minimise the
components, except the constant current source circuits. The other components like
the amplifiers can be arranged outside the cryostat.
Because the design of this work is to operates a full-frame slow scan mode for imag
ing apphcations in astronomy, both image and store section clock waveform input
pins should be connected together to form one continuous photosensitive region of
385x576 pixels with signal readout directly through the line readout section. For
each CCD device, seven clocking lines, eight bias lines, and one video output line are
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connected to each corresponding pin-header through the PCB track. Four bias lines
operating at the same voltage range, O utput Transistor Drain (OD), Dummy Tran
sistor Drain (DQD), Bias Point (ODD), Anti-Blooming Drain (ABD) were connected
together to a single line.
Both sides of the boards were used to arrange that bias connections tracks are on
the upper side, and waveform tracks are on the underside, respectively. This was to
minimise cross-talk between the devices. The circuit has been drawn on a inch scale
graph paper and carefully taped onto a transparent celluloid film using circuit tapes.
After taping, the circuit is printed on the board by photographic and etching process
at the departm ental photographic laboratory. The output of the circuit is connected
to two groups of pin-headers. One is 28 way for four sets for clocking waveforms from
the underside of the board, and the other is 20 way pin-headers for bias connections.
All connection points were carefully soldered and tested thoroughly to avoid any
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Figure 3.18: Headboard circuit diagram for one CCD. Courtesy of M. Clayton.
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possible defects. Four video output lines are connected with coaxial cables by hard
wiring to minimise possible cross talk with clocking signal lines. The CCDs were
mounted on the board with two rows of SIL (Single-In-Line) type sockets that were
soldered firmly on the board. Figure 3.18 shows the headboard connections including
the constant current source for one CCD. The other three are exactly the same.

3.6.2

C on stan t C urrent Source

Between the video output and substrate of a CCD a constant current source circuit
has been designed. Figure 3.18 includes the circuit diagram which consists of four
JF E T (Junction Field Effect Transistors) and resistors. These circuits are to provide
maximum gain for the output transistor of a CCD [56]. The gain is increased with
increasing source current, and consequently can degrade the noise performance. The
output current of this circuit has been tested against apphed voltage between the
gate and drain of the JFE T 2N4392. The current output showed reasonably stable
between 7 V and 16 V apphed voltage, and lower current output seemed to be more
stable. For these reasons, the output current of these circuits are arranged to give
1 mA each.
However, four circuits using the same component values showed slightly different
output current to about 15%. This was likely caused by individual differences of
JF E T 2N4392 because apphed voltage and the resistors used axe the same. The
difference can be possibly ehminated by selecting different resistor values to give
the same output current of each JFE T. This implies the tolerance range of selected
JFE T s has to be examined by the circuit and current output test before implement
ing in actual circuitry. However, the more im portant factor is the better performance
of individual circuits rather than their uniformity of outputs. The output current
of these constant current sources can be adjusted later in optimisation procedure of
the overall system.

3.6.3

C opper B lock D esign

To achieve long integration times up to several hours, cooling of the CCD sen
sor to cryogenic tem perature is essential to reduce the dark charge contribution to
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the signal. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the CCD dark current is highly tem per
ature dependent. Cooling to about 200 K reduces dark charge generation to one
electron per pixel per second, and at about 150 K the charge generated is to one
pixel per hour [22]. An im portant negative consequence of operating the device at
low tem perature is a reduced quantum efficiency, especially at longer wavelengths.
However, the supplied diagram from the manufactures can be used to estim ate the
performance of the device at low tem perature [22].
Device cooling by a cold finger to a liquid nitrogen (LNg) heat sink was the method
chosen for this project. An Oxford Instruments Cryostat Model MN1815 was em
ployed. It consists of a vacuum tight body with a fixture for evacuating the chamber
in which the CCDs are to be positioned. The CCDs are mounted on four copper
blocks which extend down to a copper plane that is tightly bolted to a stainless steel
cylinder. The cylinder contains LN2 to maintain the cryogenic tem perature during

Oblique View of Copper Block
• M aterial : O n e piece of c o p p e r (oxygen free)
• S cale

: ~ 50 % of th is figure

• T o lera n ces : ± 0.1

mm

Figure 3.19: Oblique view of the copper block.
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operation.
The copper blocks have been designed considering the position of four CCDs on the
headboard, and particularly gaps between them. The contact area of the blocks
and image sensing area of four CCDs exactly coincide. The copper blocks have
been made of one piece of copper. Oxygen free copper was used to prevent gas
leakage at cryogenic tem perature. For tem perature measurements and control, two
small holes were made to insert a tem perature sensing diode and a resistor. Figure
3.19 shows an oblique view of the copper blocks. To ensure good therm al contact
between copper blocks and CCD devices, the headboard itself is screwed down by a
bolt against the stainless steel chamber of the cryostat.
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C h ap ter 4
Softw are D ev elo p m en ts
4.1

In troduction

The software of the mosaic CCD imaging system is a very im portant part of the
whole system. It can be considered as head of the system, and the controller can be
expressed as heart of the system. In any system, some kind of interface is necessary
between the user and the hardware, either in a form of manual switches or the key
board in a computer controlled system. Generally, using many manually selectable
switches to control the system may be simple and convenient, but has a problem
in control flexibihty and practical limitations when applied to a compHcate system.
Controlhng the system by a computer with associate software is the more general
way recently developed, allowing great flexibihty and dealing with many operational
modes efl&ciently, not necessarily modifying hardware of the system.
In this work, the software plays a major role in control of the system by generating
relevant digital information, according to the commands issued by a user through a
keyboard of a computer. The hardware electronics for this work is controlled by a
computer with an interface board that based on an Intel 8255 microprocessor, and
with the software to be described in this chapter. The computer system employed
is an IBM PC 386 clone with a math-coprocessor.
The software consists of several subroutines according to their main functions they
deal with. It has been designed to have an open architecture to give further flexibihty
depending on their apphcations. This chapter presents a description of the software
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subroutines developed for the hardware electronics in this work. The data acquisi
tion and data analysis function is not included in this software, since such software
has already been developed within the OSL group. Initially it has been modified for
test purposes by M. Clayton [28], based on the software that already had been used
in the OSL group with a VME 68000 computer for SA AO CCD camera [128]. Later,
a new PC version software has also been developed by him for data acquisition from
multiple CCDs including some statistical subroutines. Thus particular attention has
been paid to the compatibility with his system in data acquisition.

4.2

Softw are R equirem ents

The software or the hardware in this work cannot stand alone independently. Both
parts are closely related, thus they were considered at the same time in the initial
designing stage, otherwise it may be difficult to support fully each other’s require
ments to perform their specified functions efficiently. The controllability of this
software is directly related to hardware structure. A fully software controllable sys
tem may require very complicate software and hardware structure, whilst a hardware
optimised system could have a difficulty in control flexibihty of the system at the
expense of simple or no software. Therefore a balanced compromise has to be made
at a reasonable stage between the two parts.
In this work, it was decided that the system control parameters are suppfied from
the software. These include a unit of repeat pattern for clocking waveforms as a
form of the Bitmap, DAC control information and controller initialise parameters.
Such digital information is given as variable inputs from the keyboard together
with some commands that supply trigger signals for system operation. In terms of
hardware structure, four groups of digital information are required from the software
to operate the system. Each of these items is briefly introduced here and further
explanations are given in following sections.
• D A C C o n tro l :

The DACs in the Analog Driver board should be programmed

to their proper state of HIGH or LOW by the software. All DACs are directly
addressable digitally from the software. This allows a user to choose any
combinations of clock voltage levels and bias levels conveniently within the
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range of hardware design. This information is stored in the internal latches of
the octal DACs.
• C o n tro lle r In itia lis e P a r a m e te rs : The initial system control parameters have
to be set before any operations. These include pixel and line numbers of a
CCD, and one pixel readout time as a number of units by timing resolution
(200 nS), for both horizontal and vertical clock waveforms. This information
is stored in the internal latches of the programmed EPLD to set the opera
tional conditions of the system. A user may select any combination of these
param eters for his own purposes with great flexibihty.
• B itm a p :

The software has to provide the Bitmap, which is a series of logical

HIGH or LOW levels that deflnes the CCD clock level at any given moment.
It consists of 16 bit digital information, including CCD addresses, video pro
cessing signals as well as clock information. The information is stored in the
controller memory devices, and cycling around the memory generates digital
clock directly. A user may produce any form of drive waveform signal by
modifying this Bitmap in a subroutine, or as a form of a data file.
• S y ste m C o n tro l C o m m a n d s :

Some command signals are necessary to con

trol the system such as ‘start readout’ or ‘select writing mode’. The command
signals from the computer generate an associated pulse in the controller, to
trigger required operations. Most of these signals are stored in some internal
latches of the EPLD until operation terminates, and are cleared immediately
after the operation for next commands.
Figure 4.1 shows the structure of the software schematically, particularly in driving
EEV CCDs. The digital information is actually generated from the Intel 8255-based
48 way I/O interface board that is installed inside an IBM-PC machine, according to
the instruction given by the software. This board is widely available commercially
and its performance has been well proved in other apphcations.
The Quick Ba^ic language was used to programme the software, which allows easy
modifications for a wider range of users according to their own specific apphcations.
It does not require a compiling process, like other languages (such as ‘C’). However
if necessary, it also can be compiled to make an executable file, (.EXE), for linking
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with other software coded by other languages. W ith some available logical operators
of the Quick Basic, such as AND or XOR (eXclusive OR), it possible to handle individ
ual bits independently. Some example software written in Quick Basic to control
the Intel 8255-based 48 way I/O interface board was provided by the manufacturer.
This makes the programming more convenient and easy. The speed performance of
this language is not required in this work, because the hardware does not require
any timing-critical jobs from the software in controlling the system. Therefore, a
simple system software structure is possible with the Quick Basic language, due to
the simple controller structure by the EPLD design approach. The data acquisition
software, however, requires a very fast processing speed, achieved by using an as
sembler language, or faster processor like an Intel 80486 to handle image data within
a given period specified by the hardware.

4.3

D A C C ontrol

It has already been discussed to employ several octal DACs in the Analog Driver
board in Chapter 3.4. Individual DACs are addressable from the software by the
control of internal enable inputs of an octal DAC and chip select input signals
externally with their data. This is achieved by sequential transfer of addresses and
data information with their valid strobe (STRB) signal from the computer. To select
the Analog Driver board, the first address bit among the address 8-bit word, has to
be coded HIGH to activate this board as board select signal. All address words have
been arranged to specify a DAC for a particular CCD’s drive waveform levels, or
bias levels by hardware connection in the circuit. For a correct pair of address and
data set, it has been arranged to store a pair of their values at the same locations
in the two dimension array variables in the software. This ensures th at the software
calls only the same location of any variables, which contain correctly m atched pairs
of data and address one by one when they are sent from the computer. The input
conditions to obtain a pair of digital bytes for address and data set in this subroutine
are described below.
• A ddress
The address of any data indicates the location of a DAC where the data to be em
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ployed. This implies that input parameters for address generation have to be related
with DAC select signal in hardware design. Two groups of signals are necessary to
select any particular DAC in hardware. Three bits are for internal octal DAC, other
three bits are for octal DAC chip select, up to 8 devices. It is convenient to use these
two groups of signals directly as input variables in programming, and digital word
in decimal format can be obtained with the following expression, as an example.
ADD [ I , J ] = 1 OR J * 2% OR I *

Where I and J represent internal and external octal DAC select signals in decimal
integer number format, respectively. ADD [ I , J ] is the decimal address word speci
fied by I and J in array variables. These values are given in the software to specify
a DAC. This arrangement allows a convenient way to identify a location of a DAC
and ensures to m atch correct pairs of addresses and data. The number 1 included
in above expression is the board selection indicator. Subroutine software has been
programmed according to the arrangements. However these input variables can be
arranged in any other formats as a user wishes to modify.
• D ata
A pair of DACs has to be programmed to determine a level of a drive waveform,
while only one DAC is needed to specify a bias level. The digital input data of a DAC

Table 4.1: An example of DAC setting.
H0RZ2H

5 .5 :

= 0 :

2 : DATA [ I , J ]

H0RZ2H

H0RZ2L

= - 5 .5 :

= 0 :

3 : DATA [ I , J ]

H0RZ2L

VERT2H

=

4 .5

:

= 1 :

2 : DATA C I ,J ] = VERT2H

- 5 .5

:

= 1 :

3 : DATA [ I , J ] = VERT2L

4 .5

:

= 2 :

1 : DATA C I ,J ]

= RESET2H

RESET2L

-5 .5

:

= 2 :

5 : DATA [ I , J ]

=

RD2

11

:

= 4 :

0 : DATA [ I , J ]

RD2

SS2

2

:

= 4

:

1 : DATA C I ,J ]

SS2

AB2

0 .5 :

= 4 :

2 : DATA [ I , J ]

0D2
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RESET2H =

RESET2L

0D2

23

:

= 4 :

3 : DATA [ I , J ]

0D2

DG2

5

:

= 4 :

4 : DATA [ I , J ]

0G2
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is directly reflected to its analog output voltage referring to the range of reference
voltage.

This implies two input variables are required to set a DAC as shown

Equations 3.3 and 3.4. The digital words (0<D<255) can be easily obtained from
these equations. The reference voltage can be given as variable input in hardware,
however current design has a 10V fixed input. Particular attention has to be paid to
avoid a situation such th at HIGH level voltage is lower than LOWlevel. The hardware
cannot handle this condition, especially in the circuit with analog switches. The
locations of these data array variables are the same with address’s specified by I
and J to prevent mismatch of them. Some examples are shown in Table 4.1 for DAC
setting of the second CCD.

4.4

C ontroller In itialisation

The hardware design of the Controller requires its initial conditions to be set before
any operations. Here the term ‘initial conditions’ directly refers to the system pa
rameters of one pixel readout time fo r both horizontal and vertical^ and number of
pixels and lines of a CCD. Generally these four parameters determine a sequence of
repeat pattern to readout the image charge of a CCD. It can be considered that the
first two parameters of above characterise how to transfer charge inside a pixel or a
line, specifically in terms of their timing. The latter two determine how to transfer
the charge in terms of their number of transfers for a CCD frame. This information
is given from the software and the sequencing is done by the hardware electronics
according to the contents of the Bitmap.
The four groups of digital signals are stored in the 12 bit latches prepared inside the
EPLD controller. Each part of the information can deal with numbers up to 4096,
which allows any combination of these system parameters with great flexibility. Two
groups of digital signal, data and addresses are necessary to allocate them at the
proper places. Address indicates their location for the 12 bit latches with correspond
data. A software subroutine has been developed for this work, including the process
for handling of 12 bit data with 8 bit bus. Inputs of this software can simply be given
as decimal integer numbers up to 4096, and it can generate proper binary format
numbers with their addresses from the I/O interface board. Although the address
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is sent first followed by the data separately from the software, they are collected
together synchronously in the hardware by using the strobe (STRB) signal. The four
param eters are described as follows.
• H orizontal P ix el R ead ou t T im e
This defines the readout time th at is required for a horizontal charge transfer in one
pixel composed of 200 nS unit time resolution number. Number of resolution units
gives one pixel time directly, with inputs of decimal number format. For example,
250 was given for 50 pS pixel readout time in the case of slow scan operation.
Similarly 10 pS pixel time can be obtained with input of 50 resolution units.
• V ertical P ix el R ead ou t T im e
This defines the period of time required for vertical charge transfer in one line of a
CCD, with the same resolution unit of 200 nS. As an example, 500 was given for
100 fiS as one vertical transfer time. It has been known th at slower vertical clocking
facihtates better charge transfer and gives large capacitance in vertical transfer from
the experience of the OSL group. Technical notes [22] from the CCD manufacturer
also mentioned this point.
• P ix e l N u m b er
The number of horizontal transfers to readout the charge of a CCD is assigned by this
param eter. A 12 bit number for this parameter allows handhng of CCD pixel formats
up to 4096x4096, which is currently the largest available ones. Particularly this
charge transfer numbers given by this parameter, does not necessarily correspond
to the number of pixels of a CCD, because of the overscan in readout. For example
in the test of EEV P86000, 440 can be assigned to this number to obtain some
additional overscan region data. Additionally most CCDs have some dummy pixels
at the end of a row. Therefore the number for this param eter would be normally
larger than the actual CCD format.
• Line N u m b er
This specifies the number of drive waveforms for vertical charge transfer up to 4096.
Generally this param eter refers to the number of lines of a CCD, however it does
not necessarily correspond to them by the same reason of pixel number.
All the above four parameters are related to the readout time of a CCD. This can
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be calculated by the expression,
R D T = { { HT

X

PN) + VT) x LN

(4.1)

where R D T is the readout time, H T and V T represent the one horizontal and
vertical transfer time, respectively, and P N and L N are the numbers of horizontal
(pixel number) and vertical transfers (line number), respectively. As an example for
an EEV P86000 CCD, one pixel readout time can be estimated with the values of
H T = 50 /iS, V T = 100 /iS, P N = 440, and L N = 576. W ith above expression,
it gives 12.73 seconds for one CCD. The total readout time for 4 CCDs could be
slightly longer than this depending on the multiplexed timing gap (in practice a few
micro seconds) between the CCDs. It is mainly depends on HT , which does include
the timing interval for 4 CCDs in the Bitmap aa a multiplexed manner.

4.5

T h e Bitmap

One of the im portant work of this software is the generation of the Bitmap and
transfer it into the controller memory devices. The Bitmap defines not only the
details of the drive waveforms during the charge transfer but specifies CCD addresses
of the events for each CCD, and Correlated Double Sampling (CDS) information for
video processing as well. Its definition was given in Chapter 3.3.1. The Controller
has been designed to cycle around the memory devices to produce drive waveforms
which depend on the contents of the Bitmap stored in the memory devices.

4.5.1

P rogram m ing C oncept

The concept of software control for CCD detectors has already been established by
many investigators [86]. The basic idea of this work is th at after storing waveform
details and related information into the memory devices for the charge transfer as
a digital bitm ap format, then control of memory addresses by the hardware in a
proper manner can generate required clocking sequences for CCD readout. The
digital drive waveforms then trigger control logic of the analog switches to select
proper voltage levels to produce analog waveforms. To implement such an idea,
the software plays an im portant role since it deals with all necessary instructions for
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timing and clocking. Currently many CCD detector systems adopt similar approach
with this idea, however mainly for a single CCD without any m ajor problems, not
for many CCDs simultaneously.
In this work a software subroutine has been developed to deal with drive waveforms
as well aa other relevant information for many CCDs together. The implementation
of such an idea is possible by including the information to specify CCDs by their ad
dresses in the Bitmap, with corresponding events slightly phase shifted in parallel as
multiplexed manner. These then can be distributed for each CCD by de-multiplexing
logic at proper stage. One of the requirements for this approach is th a t it should
be possible with only one controller, not separate several electronics depends on the
number of CCDs. This gives two conditions in software programming when driving
more than one CCD as follows.
Firstly, the information can be given for only one CCD by only one event, within
a unit time period. Such a period for this work is 200 nS as a unit time resolution
(system clock rate). Individual instructions of any event for any CCD should have
at least 200 nS timing interval in the Bitmap. The duration of any event can be
obtained by putting a same series of events as the period required, for example, 50
resolution units for 10 pS period clock period. Meanwhile, it cannot cope with any
event th at requires shorter than unit time resolution, however it is hardly expected
any events th at require less than 200 nS, particularly in slow scan operation. This
also suggests that instructions for different CCDs have to be apart at least 200 nS,
although they are the same instruction. Therefore, to drive more than one CCD,
it has to be programmed that the Bitmap events include their CCD addresses as
multiplexed structure with at least 200 nS timing interval, that is, slightly phase
shifted manner. Figure 4.2 shows this concept schematically.
Secondly, the Bitmap has to be programmed to allow data conversion tim e for digi
tising one pixel video signal, plus data processing time to store it into the computer
memory, particularly in the case of using only one digitiser (ADC). Such timing
interval practically sets the minimum multiplexing timing gaps of the events for
different CCDs. This is mainly depends on data sampling speed of the ADC device
employed, and data acquisition speed of the software and processing time of the
computer. As an example, the ADC used in this work has 2 pS sampling time, and
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assuming data processing time to store it was 8 /zS, the minimum timing separation
(or multiplexing phase shift) for each CCD instruction should be longer than 10
/zS. If we include these timing interval sequentially in a 50 /zS Bitmap th at initially
programmed for one CCD, it will take 80 fiS to readout four pixels from four CCDs
completely, thus 80 /zS pixel readout time in the multiplexed Bitmap for four CCDs.
Several operational modes can be coded as a Bitmap, such as fast scan mode for purg
ing the CCD before exposure, or pixel prebinning mode. The software can generate
several different Bitmaps and download them individually when they are required,
or store them in the different memory pages into the controller memory according to
hardware structure. The Bitmap in this prototype consists of 16 bits, each of them
specifies a particular waveform clock phase or instructions. The software has been
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Figure 4.2: The timing diagram of multiplexing concept in the Bitmap.
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programmed to have a separate Bitmap data files, which can be coded and edited
independently in binary number table by ASCII format. These data files can be
easily modified to adjust any instruction including, clocking and CDS information,
or to prepare different operational modes.

4.5.2

Bitmap D escrip tion

The Bitmap is composed of series of O’s and I ’s that represent logical HIGH and
LOW in digital binary number of 16 bits. Each of these bits instructs particular
clock information or related signal. Generally the length of Bitmap depends on
the clocking period for one pixel readout time. In driving EEV P86000 CCDs for
slow scan operation in full frame mode, only three clocking phases are necessary for
vertical transfer, because both image and store section are connected together. In
addition to these, three horizontal waveforms and a reset clock are required. A total
of seven bits are dedicated for waveform signals, three bits are for Correlated Double
Sampling (CDS) signals in video processor circuit, one bit is for ADC trigger signal,
four bits are for CCD addresses, and remaining one bit is for a spare bit. Table 4.2
shows the summary of description for the Bitmap.

Table 4.2: The Bitmap structure and its identification.

Order

Abbr.

1st

Information

Order

Abbr.

Information

Horz. Clock Phase 1

9th

SR

Sample Reset

2nd

<I>H2

Horz. Clock Phase 2

10th

DS

Dark Sample

3rd

<t)Hz

Horz. Clock Phase 3

11th

SS

Signal Sample

4th

<I>R

Reset Clock

12th

AD

ADC Trigger

5th

Wi

Vert. Clock Phase 1

13th

CNl

CCD Number

Vert. Clock Phase 2

14th

CN2

CCD Number

Vert. Clock Phase 3

15th

CN3

CCD Number

Spare

16th

CN4

CCD Number

6th
7th

(j)Vz

8th
First Byte

Second Byte
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W ith this Bitmap structure, it is possible to address up to 32 CCDs including the
one spare bit using as a address bit, in case of EEV P86000 devices. Some different
format CCDs from the other manufacturer may require some more clock signals
or bias signals, particularly for four phase CCDs. In such a case, a compromise
can be made to arrange CCD address bits and clock signal bits within 16 bits.
W hen it is not sufficient to supply all related information with 16 bit, another 8

Table 4.3: An example of the Bitmap.

No.

HI H2 H3 HR VI V2 V3 SP SR DS SS AD c# c# c# c#

EVENTS

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

VI

LO

1

2

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

VI

LO

2

3

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

VI

LO

3

4

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

VI

LO

4

5

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

V2&3 HI

1

6

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

V2

LO

1

7

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

V2&3 HI

2

8
9

1

1
1

0
0

1
1

1
1

0
0

1
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
1

0
0

0
0

1
1

1
1

VI
V3

HI
LO

4
4

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

V2

HI

1

CCD ADD

10

1
1

11

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

H2

HI

1

12

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

SR

HI

1

13

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

HR

HI

1

14

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

SR

LO

1

15

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

DS

HI

1

16

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

H2

HI

2

17

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

SR

HI

2

18

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

DS

HI

3

19

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

HI

HI

3

20

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

HI

LO

4

21

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

SS

HI

2

22

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

AD

HI

1

23

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

AD

LO

1

24

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

HI

HI

4

25

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

HI

LO

3
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bit can be easily expanded in parallel, with one more 8 bit memory device. The
hardware design may require slight modification to deal with additional bits in this
case. The CDS signals can have different arrangements depending on the hardware
requirements of the CDS circuit in video processor. In any case, it can be considered
th a t this Bitmap approach gives possibility to handle any number of CCDs in any
form at within practical limitation. Only a part of the Bitmap is shown in Table 4.3
as a demonstration.

4 .5 .3

Bitmap G eneration

The Bitmap in the computer memory generated by the software, directly reflects
waveforms and relevant signals in hardware. It is not a difficult task to code such a
Bitmap if we know exact waveform specification, preferably in graphical format. The
main process is programming 0 or 1 according to the waveform specification as shown
in Table 4.3, using any editors or word processors in ASCII format. Alternatively, it
can be generated in the software by specifying start and ending points of the events
as input variables. This case may also need some graphical waveform formats to
ensure correct timing. Both methods have been tested, and the first one was more
efficient for the Bitmap of the Delay Counting Controller, while the other method
was convenient for the Bitmap of the version 1 Controller due to its long contents.
Once such a binary format Bitmap table has been coded, the software transfers them
as decimal number format to 48 way I/O Interface Board. There it generates the
digital binary signals as exactly the same format programmed in the software. For
only one CCD, duration of any particular event can be given as numbers of unit
time resolutions that correspond with required period. However this is not possible
when many CCDs axe involved, since some other waveforms for other CCDs have
to be defined as well. Therefore in the Bitmap for multiple CCDs, a required period
for any event is secured, in such a way that specifying any event once, then the
events will last until they are specified again, by using some digital sequential logic
in hardware. After the required timing period, by specifying the same event again
to its original state, we can obtain any waveform period. This is possible due to 48
B it De-multiplexer Latch in the Analog Driver board.
Normally two different Bitmaps have to be prepared for horizontal and vertical
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charge transfers in slow scan operation. They can be stored in different memory
pages or combined together depending on hardware structure. The example shown in
Table 4.3 is a part of a combined Bitmap for both charge transfers. In case of storing
them in different memory pages in the controller, hardware design may require some
modifications to select them when necessary, especially for many memory pages. The
hardware design of this work is prepared for two memory pages to select between
the horizontal and vertical charge transfers. Some other operational modes can also
be programmed as a unit of repeat pattern Bitmap for required waveform, such as
pixel prebinning or purging mode operation before exposure.
One im portant point is th at the transition timing of the digital waveforms are exactly
the same with programmed Bitmap, however, transition of the analog waveforms
are slower than digital ones. This is mainly depends on the slew rate of the opamp employed and capacitor values of analog switches (HIGH input). In this work
such transition time of analog waveforms have been arranged to 1.5 pS ~ 2.5 /xS,
depending on their voltage level. The overlaps between the other phases of any
clock waveforms should also be noted. For EEV P86000 devices, more than 50 %
of overlapping between any phases was recommended by their technical notes [22].
However, it was suggested from the earlier experience of the OSL group [128] that
nearly 100 % overlapping demonstrated better results. Thus a proper Bitmap has
to be programmed after several experiments with analog waveform output signals
by an oscilloscope, and it could be adjusted again in the optimisation procedure at
later stage.

4.6

O perational M odes

It has been discussed so far that normal readout mode in slow scan operation for the
same format devices mainly. In actual operation for any image observation, some
other operational modes are required according to their purposes, because such
modes could be necessary in data reduction procedure to obtain the final image. In
this work, it has been designed that most other operational modes can also be dealt
with by the software approach, minimising any hardware modification. Some other
modes require their own specific waveforms or different system param eter inputs
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before their operation. This also implies that such specific waveforms have to be
reflected in the Bitmap as a unit of repeat pattern. These Bitmaps for different
operational mode can be downloaded from the software when they are required, or
can be stored in different pages of the controller memory at one time. This section
describes software arrangements for some other operational modes briefly.

4.6 .1

O verscan

This is a very simple mode with this hardware design. The overscan readout mode
is necessary to obtain bias frame of a image with the same clock waveforms and
bias voltage levels. By over-reading beyond the actual picture elements over a CCD
frame, a background signal for a image data due to its bias level is obtained, as
if exactly without any light exposure. This bias level has to be subtracted from
the first image data to remove any bias level contribution. This is actually a very
im portant procedure in data reduction and performance test by mean variance tests^
in practice. In ideal conditions, the standard deviation of overscan region provides
an im portant information to estimate the total noise contribution of the system.
Such overscan reading can be obtained along the two axes of a CCD, either both in
horizontal and vertical, or one direction only.
This can be easily obtained by sending more horizontal or vertical transfers (pixel
and line numbers) than actual CCD pixel format. The hardware design of this
work is prepared for such case, and the initial system parameters are prompted by
the software. It does not require any specific waveforms, rather it needs exactly
identical bias voltage levels and clock waveforms for the same condition with image
data signal. For example, by sending 450x600 charge transfers for an 385x576 pixel
format EEV device, such overscan readout can be obtained in addition to actual
picture element format for both axis. In the ideal case the bias frame obtained by
this overscan mode has to be a very stable signal. Instability of the bias frame may
suggest th at inappropriate combinations of bias voltage levels, or optimisation of
each parts of the system requires more careful adjustment.
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4 .6 .2

P u rgin g

This mode is required to remove any residual signal charge due to previous exposure
or cosmic ray effects. Generally before any exposure is taken, the CCDs always have
to be purged by this operation mode with identical bias voltage levels and clock
waveforms to keep the same condition with normal readout mode. By applying
waveforms and bias voltages without triggering digitiser circuit (ADC trigger), any
remaining charges are driven towards output node of a CCD. Thus normal slow scan
readout clock rate is not necessary for this mode, since no video signal is actually
collected. A much faster waveform clock rate can be applied to reduce its timing.
It is also possible to apply the same clock rate, without triggering ADC signal for
laboratory experiments. However in actual observational circumstances fasts can
rate has to be available for more efficient operation.
A different Bitmap is required for this mode to define different waveform clock
rate and to ehminate ADC trigger signal. It can be easily programmed by some
modifications of the normal readout Bitmap. The clock rate can be adjusted to
much faster rate, say 10 ~ 20 % of normal mode. Such Bitmap has been programmed
and included in this software as a subroutine. Any ADC trigger events have been
removed. Selection of this operational mode can be arranged to be prompted by the
software before any exposure is made.

4.6.3

P ix e l P rebin n in g

The charges contained in the CCD pixels can be added together with neighbour
ing pixels to make larger pixels. Pixel binning is the process of combining several
rectangular pixels, grouped together into one large pixel, so that the charges of the
individual pixels in the group add up at the expense of low resolution. Because the
charges have been added up, a higher signal level can be expected by a readout,
thus this mode is appHcable for confirmation of very faint objects in the fields, or
optimising the resolution in variable seeing conditions. Particularly, it is useful for
high resolution spectrometers to obtain better signal-to-noise ratio by allowing more
signal per readout [86].
Defining specific Bitmap can generate such clock waveforms for this operational mode
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without any hardware alteration. Assuming 2x4 prebinning factor for horizontal
and vertical charge transfer respectively, the horizontal charges can be added up by
simply omitting the every odd number reset clock waveforms (ÿTZ), so that they are
combined on the output capacitor of the CCD. For the vertical binning, it can be
arranged that four vertical clock waveforms are continued after one line was readout.
Such waveforms can be reflected to the Bitmap waveform deflnition as a unit of repeat
pattern. Obviously the length of them for above example will be increased by factor
of 2 x 4 for each waveforms, accordingly it requires more memory spaces. Apart from
this, the system param eter inputs for the number of charge transfers should be given
as divided number by prebinning factors for both transfers.
It is easy task to programme such Bitmap. A test subroutine software has been
coded with the Bitmap for prebinning factor 2x2 according to above procedure, and
was verified correct waveforms by an oscilloscope. However it has not been fully
tested as final working version. This mode may not be very im portant practically at
system developing stage. Further investigation has to be given for the observatory
version both in hardware and software.

4 .6 .4

M ixin g D ifferent Form at C C D s

One of the benefits of this approach for mosaic CCD system is the ability to mix
different format CCDs in one focal plane. Individual bias voltage levels for each
CCD could be easily optimised independently from the software by the control of
related DACs. The waveforms can also be adjusted according to their own waveform
specifications. Such arrangements should be reflected in the Bitmap as multiplexed
manner, and particular attention has to be paid to their address information to
combine different waveforms in one Bitmap. Any kind of waveform sequence com
binations can be generated by the careful programming of the Bitmap. It is not so
much difficult task to programme, preferably with graphical waveform specification.
In case of mixing different phase CCDs together, the hardware structure have to be
carefully examined to cope with unusual clock phase line arrangements.
In the case of different format CCDs together, the system param eter inputs for
num ber of horizontal and vertical transfers should be suppfied differently with that
of the case for the same CCDs. It has to be given according to the largest format
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numbers for both transfers. For example in the case of mixing the format of 385x576
and 512x512 devices, the numbers of transfers for each axis should be provided as
512x576 format. This arrangement gives some over-reading of the devices, especially
for small devices, but all image data are secured including extra over-reading data.
Readout time is also determined by this format. As well as normal readout for
different devices, the Bitmap for purging has to be prepared on the same basis.

4.6.5

R ead ou t o f Subset Im age A rea

Originally this mode was prepared for point source observations such as variable
star photometry, with a single CCD system to save readout time and memory space
in data acquisition. In this case it is often unnecessary to store whole frame, but
only a partial image including the object(s) can be stored in the computer memory.
Instead, a series of short integrated observations would be possible by saving the
readout time of irrelevant part of the image. Similarly this mode can be apphed,
when an observer is interested in only a partial image of a CCD frame. However
apphcation of this mode in mosaic CCD system is rather controversial in terms of
its necessity. It is because in the whole mosaic CCD focal plane, readout of only
one device among several CCDs can be a good alternative for such cases. This is
easily possible by modifying CCD addresses in the Bitmap to enable only one device
simply without any waveform multiplexing. This subroutine has been arranged to
activate only one CCD indicated by a user.
Nevertheless when it is required to readout even only a part of one device frame, this
is not a very simple task, because it needs some additional system param eter inputs
to deal with such a czise. This also implies different hardware structure to store such
system parameters in the EPLD controller, or external memory, for the partial area
( r, y) coordinates of beginning and ending points in the whole frame. To implement
this idea, additional four 12 bit latches should be included in the current hardware
design, and software has to provide these parameters. Some difficulty is expected
for such additional 12 bit latches in the current EPLD design, since they will ask
some more resources of the EPLD device, particularly more macrocells due to their
sequential logic nature. Then the Bitmap should be modified to control ADC trigger
signal that has to be enabled only during the partial image readout. This also can
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be programmable in the Bitmap to operate as fasts can mode, only except during
the partial image readout, to save readout time. This idea has been considered for
both software and hardware, however not yet been fully prepared in this prototype,
mainly due to compUcate hardware requirements. It can be fully implemented with
such an idea for the developments of observatory working version.

4 .7

S ystem C ontrol C om m ands

One of the im portant tasks of this software is the control of the whole system from the
computer keyboard, rather than by the switches of the hardware. The system control
is achieved by sending the command signals from the software to the controller, such
as ‘start operation’ or ‘select fasts can mode’, etc. Each of these commands has been
arranged to have specific address information for the decoder in the EPLD controller.
Once such addresses have been decoded, individual command signals are generated,
then each related circuits are triggered by these signals. Some latches were designed
in the EPLD controller to hold the signals, and they are cleared immediately after
execution of the commands. Because these command signals are closely correlated
with hardware structure, the software should be programmed carefully to avoid any
mismatch, and thoroughly tested before actual hardware is involved.
These commands are prompted by the software just before most subroutines are
prepared to perform any specific functions, then a user can decide whether the
functions would be executed or not. According to the instruction of a user, prompted
by the software, such functions are performed or rejected, or associated subroutines
can be modified as a user’s request. Some ‘special function keys’ in the IBM-PC
clone keyboard have been employed to provide interruption of the software at initial
stage. However in some cases these were rather inconvenient at system developing
stage, thus only a few keys have been used.
In dealing with readout command for data acquisition, linking this software with
the data acquisition subroutine (written in assembler language) has been considered
at initial stage by using their object files (. OBJ). Later, M. Clayton [28] modified his
data acquisition subroutine for this work, by including the readout command that
generates trigger signal associated with data acquisition. Thus data can be collected
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by this separate subroutine into the computer memory. Once data acquisition has
finished, this software is prepared next command from the keyboard, and data anal
ysis will be dealt with by the other software. Some system commands are briefly
described as follows.
• S t a r t O p e ra tio n :

This command generates digital signal that triggers any op

erations by releasing related clock signals. If writing mode was selected before
this command, writing procedure would be executed, either for the Bitmap in
computer memory, or DAC data for the waveforms. If no other operation mode
was selected before, then it triggers readout clocking logic. The software has
to be arranged properly to perform data acquisition procedure immediately
after this conmiand, with associated other subroutine.
• W ritin g M o d e :

After programming the Bitmap, it has to be downloaded to

the controller memory devices by selecting writing mode. The same appfies to
DAC data for drive waveforms. When this command is selected, main clocking
logic of the controller is enabled by the strobe (STRB) signal, generated by
the computer independently with the 10 MHz master clock. Once necessary
digital signals have been downloaded from the software, writing procedure is
not activated as long as the power is turned on, or software modification is
requested by a user for other operational condition.
• O p e ra tio n a l m o d es :

Some other modes can be selected as discussed in the

previously. Overscan mode does not require any specific command since it can
be selected by the system param eter input variables. Purging mode has been
tested with its own Bitmap before the readout procedure, however it has not
been often used in system testing. The addresses for pixel binning and partial
readout modes commands have been prepared both in software and hardware,
but the subroutines were not fully tested in this prototype version since they
are not practically required in current system developing stage, although their
Bitmaps have been programmed. A subroutine has been developed to select
individual CCDs, and a user can choose an option for this mode.
Further information and the source programme for the software, including all other
associated subroutines of this work, are prepared as an OSL Documentation [92].
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4.8

D elay C ounting C ontroller Software

According to the diiference of hardware structure, some software modifications have
been made for the Delay Counting Controller, however their structure is basically
the same. Some main differences compared to the earlier version are briefly de
scribed here. One of the main differences is the arrangements of the Bitmap. This
software version requires additional 8 bit information, to specify the delay timing of
accompanying event data for third memory device. The duration of any events is
represented by the number of 200 nS units as already discussed in Chapter 3.4. It
can be given simply by adding required numbers as decimal format, with the cor
responding event in the Bitmap table. However, the delay num ber has to be given
one less number than actually it requires, such as number 6 specifies 1.4 fxS event
delay, not 1.2 //S. The reason of this is to deal with the case of zero delay timing,
that is, inclusive zero to the specified number.
Because it deals with only events without any repetition, the length of the Bitmap
is relatively very short compared with the earlier version, which allows much easier
editing of the Bitmap table. Particularly in this version, it has been modified so that
the Bitmaps are arranged in their own separate data files. This allows independent
modification with main software by using any available editors, according to pre
determined format with ASCII characters. It was initially aimed to prepare as
many as Bitmaps for different modes to edit them conveniently from outside of the
software, and thus provide more easy access for users to revise it. The Bitmaps
for some other operational modes have also been tested in this way including the
purging and pixel prebinning modes. The software has been programmed to search
such data files as subroutine files when it is activated.
Specifying DACs for the waveform voltage levels is exactly the same, however initial
param eter inputs are slightly different, in term of their data bus management. The
hardware of the Delay Counting Controller has been modified to use 8 bit data bus
to deal with 12 bit information for input parameters, unlike in the earlier version.
Accordingly these digital signals should be sent twice as 8 bit first and 4 bit later
in this software. A subroutine has been prepared to separate 12 bit numbers by
two groups for sending them independently. This is not only the case of data, but
for the address information as well, since the information has to be stored different
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locations of related 12 bit latches. The separate latch enable signals for the two
groups of information, are generated by a 4 to 16 decoder in this EPLD controller
hardware. The decoder has four vacancy addresses as well as the software, to allow
additional command signal arrangements for future upgrade, particularly to select
some other operational modes.
Dealing with the system control commands has also been modified to fit hardware
modifications. In particular, writing procedures have become a little bit more com
plicated than before, mainly due to the initial system parameters and delay timing
information arrangements for the Bitmap. Instead of two times writing of 16 bit
data and address, three times of 8 bit groups have to be written into the controller
memory devices, including the 8 bit delay number information. Just after selecting
writing mode, the ‘start operation’ commands have to be followed to store the spec
ified information in the memory. System parameter assignments also require two
times of writing procedures to send 12 bit information as discussed above.
Apart from these, some other operation modes were included for test purpose. The
Bitmaps for purging and pixel prebinning operation modes are coded in separate
data files and examined to verify their waveforms by an oscilloscope.

Fastscan

purging process was arranged before any readout operation in laboratory testing.
Such modes can be selected by a simple software modification. Specifying any one
CCD and overscan operational modes are easily selected. Some minor changes were
also included in this version, mainly for ‘user-friendly-approach’. Nevertheless this
software at current stage in system development, is not a comprehensive software to
satisfy all necessary requirements and to control all peripheral devices of mosaic CCD
hardware. For example, it should be included that electronic shutter control logic
or some filter control logic, etc., as well as hardware improvements. An ‘observatory
version software’ has to be developed further for fulfilment of such requirements.
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C h ap ter 5
S y stem In tegration
5.1

In troduction

The mosaic CCD imaging system is composed of many related parts including the
digital electronics and analog circuitry developed in this work to execute its oper
ation. A balanced combination of each part in the whole system with associated
software is the critical factor to obtain rehable performance. Any problem even in
one part of the system may result in improper operation. After integration of the
parts of the system, some tests have be made to optimise performance with proper
adjustm ent of individual parts. According to the test results, some different operat
ing conditions have to be attem pted to find which combination provides more stable
and rehable performance of the system. The mosaic CCD imaging system project
has involved many workers at the OSL, including the author, working to complete
the system development over several years. This suggests such integration of the
whole system requires other group members’ contributions as well.
The system in this work can be physically grouped into three main parts. The first
one is the cryostat containing the headboard that the CCD sensors are placed on.
Cryogenic tem perature is essential to operate the CCDs with low dark current level,
as in the case of most astronomical apphcations.

Such tem perature is obtained

inside the cryostat which is filled with liquid nitrogen (LN2), by the thermal con
duction of its tem perature through the copper block to the CCD sensor. Typically
the tem perature range for the system test is about 150~160 K ( - 120° ~ - 110® C).
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The headboard and CCDs have to be carefully arranged to m aintain the cryogenic
tem perature properly. Before LN2 is filled, evacuation of any air trace from the cryo
stat by a vacuum pump is very im portant to prevent any moisture condensation.
The cryostat will be mounted on a telescope in actual observation.
The second part of the system involves most of the electronic hardware units con
tained in the system electronics rack. The backplane of the system rack has five
groups of pin connectors that serve as data, address, and other signals bus. Four
boards reside in this rack for operation, and they are connected to each other through
the backplane bus. These boards are the Controller board, the Analog Driver board,
the Digitiser board and the Interface board for data acquisition. A tem perature con
troller circuit board is also placed in this system rack. All connections have been
made with the cryostat and the computer system. Apart from these electronic units,
a video processor for video signals from the CCDs, and a power supply unit for the
system rack have been prepared. The distance between the video processor and
the CCD should be as short as possible to reduce system noise level, thus it was
attached on the cryostat during the system test. The power supply provides five
different voltage levels.
Thirdly, the computer system and the software also play an im portant role to control
the whole system and for digital format data acquisition from the system rack.
Two separate computer systems, an IBM-PC machine for system control and a
VME 68000 for data acquisition, were used for these purposes at the initial stage of
the system performance test. Later, data acquisition and analysis software for the
IBM-PC was developed by M artin Clayton [28], thus it was possible to use only one
IBM-PC machine for both purposes. Some modifications were made in the hardware
and the software for the compatibility of data acquisition.
This chapter introduces all the related parts of the system in obtaining an actual
CCD image, excluding the parts described in previous chapters, and presents a
description of system integration of all parts working as a mosaic CCD imaging
system. Therefore, it includes some other OSL group members’ contributions as
well as author’s own. Figure 5.1 schematically shows the mosaic CCD detector
integrated in this work.
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5.2

CCD Sensors

Among many available CCDs, several EEV CCDs have been used for test purpose
of hardware and software in the development stage. Two types of EEV sensors were
provided by the manufacturer. They are the P86235 device from the P86000 series,
and P88300 device buttable variant developed jointly by OSL and EEV, particularly
for this mosaic CCD project of the OSL. However the headboard for the later type
devices were not prepared during this work, thus the former type sensors were mainly
used in the tests. Both types of device have basically the same properties except
their pixel format, 385x576 for P86000, and 1152x1242 for the P88300.
The EEV P86000 CCD sensors were originally designed aa frame transfer devices
for use in monochrome cameras for industrial and scientific purposes. The P86235
device has an imaging area of 8.5 m m xl2.6 mm with pixel size 22 fim square, and
is encapsulated in a 20 pin DIL (Dual In Line) package. The main applications of
this device are in security, surveillance and machine vision systems, where highly
sensitive cameras and precise grid geometry are required [22]. For full frame mode
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Figure 5.2: EEV P86235 CCD pin arrangement [22], [28]. Courtesy M. Clayton.
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operation in this work, the image and store section have to be connected together
to form one continuous sensing area. The pin arrangement of this device is shown
in Figure 5.2. Six P86235 devices were dehvered, and their readout noise level is
in a range of 6 ~ 7

with output capacitance of about 0.1 pF, except only one

device. Further details of this device can be found in the data sheet [36], and some
of the main features of this device are summarised as follows.
• Frame transfer imager.
• 2/3 inch image format.
• High rehabihty with gate protection.
• Anti-blooming.
• Bidirectional readout register.
• Real and dummy outputs to permit common mode noise reduction.

5.3

C ryostat and V acuum P u m p

The cooling system in a CCD camera for low light level image appHcation is very
im portant to reduce dark charge contribution to the image signal. Basically three
kinds of cooling methods can be applicable for this purpose. Thermoelectric cooling
is a convenient way without using any particular coolant, but available only in the
tem perature range - 20°'^ -60° C. This is not cold enough for most astronomical
apphcations due to high dark current. Liquid hehum cooling gives the lowest tem 
perature of 4 K, however mainly for infrared detectors. Liquid nitrogen (LN2) is
widely used in astronomical purposes to obtain CCD operation tem perature around
150 K. It is contained in the LN2 reservoir of the cryostat, and normally the reservoir
is made of copper to provide high thermal conductivity.
An Oxford Instruments cryostat. Model MN1815 has been used in this work. It
consists of vacuum tight body fixtures, LN2 reservoir and evacuation chamber in
which the CCDs are to be positioned. The CCDs are placed on four copper blocks
th at extend down to the base plate of the copper cylinder. The copper blocks were
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Table 5.1: Specification and test results of cryostat MN1815 [94].

Param eter

Value

Unit

LN2 capacity

1.5

litres

Upright Boil off rate

0.5

litre/m in

Upright LN2 hold time

34

hours

Inverted Boil off rate

0.6

litre/m in

Inverted LN2 hold time

29

hours

designed and made as shown in Figure 3.19. They are tightly bolted to the copper
base plate of reservoir to ensure good thermal conduction. The headboard also
resides in the cryostat with CCDs on its DIL connectors. It has four holes to allow
access of the copper blocks underneath the CCDs. The specifications and test result
of the MN1815 is summarised in Table 5.1.
For the external connections, four radial ports with 55 way Amphenol type con
nectors were prepared.

Each of these connectors are arranged to link 28 drive

waveforms, 20 bias levels, 4 tem perature control signals and 4 video outputs, re
spectively. To minimise thermal conduction between outer and inner cryostat, thin
phosphor bronze wires of 0.1 mm diameter with insulated loose sleeving were used
for all connections. The solder joints between the bronze lines and the Amphenol
connectors are prone to failure due to poor solder-ability of bronze, thus great care
was taken in this work.
The thermal exchange rate based on calculation with therm al conductivity of bronze,
in terms of erg/sec and latent heat of LN2 showed approximately 4 % reduction in
the total cryogenic hold time due to these lines. Although this calculation is a rough
estimation ignoring other potentially effective factors, this suggests that copper lines
may give some difficulties in actual observatory apphcation because the thermal
conductivity of copper is 8 times higher than that of bronze, so replenishment of
LN2 may be needed during the observation.
Cryogenic experiments showed cooling time required to reach 160 K from room
tem perature is about 25 minutes after filling with LN2. A tem perature sensing
diode and a heating resistor were inserted in the copper block. The tem perature is
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stabilised to a preset value by a circuit in the system rack. Good thermal contact
between the CCDs and the copper block, and the copper base plate and the copper
block is essential. From the previous experience in the OSL [125], it was found that
double sided sticky tape between CCDs and copper block turned out to be practical
to ensure good contact. The headboard itself is screwed down with a bolt against
the copper base plate by compressing the spring on which the headboard is mounted.
The height of headboard from the base plate has to be adjusted properly. Failure in
good contact often results in unexpected signal output level due to high daxk charge
contribution.
Before putting LNg into the cryostat, evacuation is necessary to prevent moisture
condensation on the CCDs. This was accomphshed by a Leybold-Herraeus vacuum
pum p system. Two vacuum levels can be obtained by using a rotary pump and
a turbomolecular pump. The first one gives pressure of about 10“^ mbax, and the
second can be used for pressure down to 10“®mbar. To reach recommended vacuum
5x10“ ® torr ( ~ x lO “® mbar) of the cryostat, experiments showed that it takes at
least several hours from the atmospheric pressure, thus an overnight evacuation has
been often performed. A sorption pump is activated by warming to about 100* C for
a short period while evacuating, to absorb residual gas or molecules so improving
the vacuum. It is fitted with a heater inside the cryostat for this purpose. The
pressure is measured by the gauge down to 10“®mbar. Once such pressure has been
obtained it can last several days. Great care has to be taken not to expose the CCDs
to atmospheric pressure by opening the cryostat until they reach room tem perature,
otherwise immediate moisture condensation on the devices results.

5.4

S ystem R ack and Pow er Supply

Most of prototype electronics are installed in the system rack except the video
processor. The BICC VERO KM6-II rack has been purchased, and assembled by
A. Fish [43] to contain all related wirewrapped boards. A multilayer VME backplane
was arranged in the upper part of the rack. The backplane has nine slots with 3x32
way DIL41612 connectors. All prototype wirewrapped boards are actually connected
together through the backplane bus connection.
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In this work, four boards, the

Table 5.2: Power supply arrangement of the system rack.

Voltage
+5 V digital

Related Boards
Controller, Analog Driver, Digitiser, Video Processor

+17 V linear Analog Driver, Digitiser boards. Video Processor
+26 V linear Analog Driver board. Video Processor (old)
- 17 V linear Analog Driver board. Video Processor
- 26 V linear Video Processor (old)

controller, the drive waveform, the digitiser and the interface boards, are mounted
on four slots in the rack, as shown in Figure 5.1. The tem perature controller board
is also located in this rack. The lower part of the rack has been arranged to supply
power for each board.
In this prototype, the VME backplane of the rack has not been used to download
the Bitmap or to control the system from the computer. It is used only when DAC
data axe allocated to the DACs in the waveform board from the controller, and the
ADC trigger signal is connected to the digitiser board through the backplane. AU
system control signals from the computer arrive at the controller board initially.
However data acquisition is accomplished through this backplane bus with the in
terface board and the digitiser board. Some signal contentions were experienced
due to this bus connection, thus some buffers were included to avoid this situation.
W hen the CCDs are readout, the controller and the drive waveform boards are dis
connected by these buffers to allow only the digitiser and the interface boards to
be accessed through the backplane bus. This is mainly to use the data acquisition
software of M. Clayton [28] that should be compatible with the hardware of this
work. However bidirectional communication through the backplane is also possible
by some necessary modifications, although not attem pted in this work.
Five different voltage levels are supphed from the power supply unit, manufactured
by Lambda Electronics. AU power supphes are linear including digital power. The
switch mode power supphes have not been used due to the low noise requirements
of the system. Power supply arrangement is summarised in Table 5.2.
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5.5

V ideo P rocessor

The image signal from the CCD output node is in a very small voltage range to
measure directly, depending on the amplifier gain of the CCD output transistor.
Typical values of CCD on chip amplifier gain are 0.7 in the case of EEV devices,
th at is, 1 /xV corresponds to one electron approximately. It has to be amplified to
an appropriate level firstly. Another im portant procedure before digitisation is to
ehm inate reset noise. This is caused by uncertainty on mean values of reset level,
which is a function of the output node capacitance and operation tem perature of
a CCD. These procedures are accomplished by means of the well known Correlated
Double Sampling (CDS) technique by ehmination of mean signal differences before
and after a charge readout of one pixel. Further extensive explanations for reset noise
and CDS technique can be found elsewhere [86], [82], [28]. In many astronomical
CCD apphcations this method is employed to achieve low noise performance.
In this work the ‘video processor’ is termed as a device to amplify CCD video
output signal including CDS circuit. In some cases ‘preamplifier’ is used for the
same meaning, however sometimes the input stage amplifier of the circuit is also
called preamphfier. To avoid any confusion in this work, the preamphfier is termed
the input stage amplifier of the video processor. Two video processors have been
employed in this work, and their details are described here.

5.5.1

K P N O D esign -b ased V id eo P rocessor

Prim arily it has been designed based on KPNO (K itt Peak National Observatory)
circuit by D. Walker [128] for SAAO (South African Astronomical Observatory)
CCD cameras a few years ago. The video processor is the identical one with SAAO
th at was prepared as a spare one for laboratory test purposes. It has been modified
by M. Clayton [28] and the author for system performance tests for this project,
to examine the results of various different conditions such as different gain or other
integrator conditions. A major modification was the AC coupling using high-pass
filter at the input stage made by M. Clayton, to enable the DC component of the
actual CCD output signal to be removed, before it is processed. This is because
the headboard does not include a differential amplifier to remove the large DC
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component, unlike the SAAO system. It also includes the circuit to produce bias
voltages for CCD th at has not been used in this work.
The circuit is shown schematically in Figure 5.3 consisting of input buffer, integrator
and output buffer. A low noise op-amp NE334AN was used at initial input stage,
and some different gains have been tested by using different feedback resistor values.
The dual slope integrator includes three analog switches for signal sample (SS), dark
sample (DS) and sample reset (SR) of CDS. These switches axe controlled by the
signals from the controller Bitmap according to the timing period it provides. Many
different sampling periods can be easily implemented by modifying the Bitmap from
the software. Particular attention has to be paid to ensure the same integration
timing periods of SS and DS before and after one pixel readout. It is generally
known th at the longer integration time gives the better noise performance. The
timing arrangement is shown in Figure 5.4.
The output from the integrator is connected to the digitiser board by a coaxial cable.
The video processor is actually attached to the cryostat minimising the distance from
the CCDs to preclude any possible noise pick-up during the system performance test.
This is im portant to improve noise performance of the video processor. The optocouplers have been used to isolate digital connection between the video processor
and the controller. The overall video processor gain Ag can be calculated by the
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Figure 5.3: Schematic circuit diagram of the KPNO design-based video processor.
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following equations.

'

A T ■G ,i
Ri ■Ci

(5.1)

where the Rt, Q and A T are the values of resistor, capacitor and integration time of
integrator circuit, and Gfb is the total amplifier gain, excluding th at of integrator. A
wide range of Ag haa been tested by combinations of different values of above com
ponents. The video processor gain Ag has to be optimised with overall system gain
considering CCD output node capacitance, ADC input voltage range and resolution.
Further details are discussed in Chapter 6.
The video processor described above is initially for the system performance test
with only one CCD. However for the mosaic CCD project, we need exactly the same
number of video processors as CCDs. This is inevitable because such multiplexing
can not be apphed to video processors mainly due to their limited timing. Thus four
video processors have to be prepared in the case of four CCDs. It may be simple to
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design one integrated circuit rather than four separate ones. Such design has already
been attem pted by E. E. Kim [71] within the OSL group, however it has not been
fully implemented for this project, mainly due to unsatisfactory noise performance.

5.5.2

N ew V id eo P rocessor

During the system optimisation process, another design had been explored for the
possibility of better system noise performance. Moreover the old video processor
circuit is difficult to replicate since its design were made many years ago, thus some of
its components were not available at the time of this work. The new video processor
circuit, designed by R. Leach [78], was obtained with his courtesy. Its preamplifier
design at the input stage was made by JPL group [86]. The circuit can be easily
rephcated for multiple video signal processing using more than two CCDs. The
principle of the circuit is basically the same as with the old video processor, however
there are some differences in practical implementation. The circuit is schematically
shown in Figure 5.5. The new video processor circuit can be grouped to five parts
according to its function as follows.
• Input stage preamplifier ; Gain 10.
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Figure 5.5: Schematic circuit of the new video processor. Courtesy M. Clayton.
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• Gain select stage : Gain 4 at high, Gain 2 at low.
• Polarity select buffer : Polarity for integration.
• Integrator : Unity gain at 8 /zS integration time.
• O utput amplifier : Gain 2
Some parts of the design had been modified from the original to match the require
m ents of the mosaic CCD project. Two printed circuit boards were constructed
as modular type design using a CAD software package. The circuit modification
and PCB artwork were made by M. Clayton, and further information for this video
processor has been described by him [28]. A backplane board was also built that
carries CDS timing signals as well as CCD address information and power supply
for each board. It has four slots to mount the four video processor boards, although
only two are being used currently. The analog switches in the circuit are controlled
by the timing signal from the controller. These signals include reset, integration,
polarity and clamp, instead of signal sample, dark sample and reset in the case of
old video processor. The control software was also modified to supply these timing
signals by arranging the Bitmap. Their timing arrangements are similar with that
of Figure 5.4. Together with these signals, the CCD address signals (four bit) are
supphed to indicate the signal directions for each video processor.
In dealing with many CCDs’ video signal, it could be a problem to cope with the
same circuitry for many CCDs in a limited space. This can be overcome by using
some surface mount devices to minimise circuit area. In digital circuitry, the CDS
signals have to be decoded and distributed to individual analog circuits according
to the CCD address information. The EPLD CAD software can be apphed to this
design for control CDS timing of analog switches. A small EPLD device such as
EPM5032 (28 pin) can contain such design in a single chip. It could be possible to
place several video processors circuit inside the cryostat by minimising the circuit
area with the surface mount devices for analog circuit, and the EPLD device for the
digital circuit.
The digital design to decode CCD address information has been made by the author
as shown in Figure 5.6. It was initially planned to place only one EPLD in the
controller board, and distribute decoded signals to each video processor. However
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this approach requires many leadout lines for decoded signals from the controller
to video processor according to the number of CCDs employed. This implies the
signal bus design has to be dependent on the number of video processors. As a
modular approach, it was designed to put one EPLD to each board, so th a t the
board addresses can be easily selected by a user using jum per inputs, externally. A
comparator was included in this design for this purpose and latches are only enabled
when address from the controller and jum per inputs correspond. The design allows
to decode up to 16 CCD addresses with 4 bit information from the controller and
4 bit jum per inputs. The design was programmed into two EPLDs for two video
processors.
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Figure 5.6: The design of the video processor decoder.
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5.6

D igitiser Board

An im portant advantage of a scientific CCD camera over conventional ones is its
digital data format allowing easy compatibility with any computers. In practice, this
is an essential requirement in modern instruments to provide a possibility for data
analysis using many available software packages. For this purpose, analog video sig
nals from the video processors have to be transformed to digital data format for data
acquisition with a computer. High performance Analog to Digital Converter (ADC)
devices as well as some data acquisition circuit boards based on such ADCs are
commercially available. However apart from the costs, commercial boards may have
some problems in compatibility with the hardware design of this work, particularly
for faster data conversion time.
Such digitiser circuitry for this project was originally designed by A. Fish [43], and
wirewrapped into a board by the author at the initial stage of the project. Since then
many modifications has been made mainly by M. Clayton [28] to fit his controller
design, as well as to be compatible with the controller of this work. The modifications
were also intended to ehminate noise in the digitiser circuit. Inputs for this digitiser
board are the video output signal from the video process with the ADC trigger signal
from the controller Bitmap. Outputs axe 16 bit digital image data corresponding
with the analog video signal, and EOC (End Of Conversion) signals of each data set.
The EOC signal is very im portant in terms of data acquisition by the computer.
The heart of this circuitry is the 16 bit ADC device with 2 fiS sampling time man
ufactured by Analogic Corporation. Except the ADC, the circuit is basically com
posed of some buffers for 8 bit data control, and two monostable m ultivibrators to
control pulse timing of EOC and ADC trigger signal. Required power supphes for
± 15 V, -j-5 V, -6 V are generated by the IC voltage regulators from the main power
supply of ± 26.5 V. The digital output data from the ADC are electrically isolated
by opto couplers to avoid any noise pick up. Initially an analog signal multiplexer
was employed to convert four analog input signals from each CCD, however it was
not used in the system performance test with one CCD, due to any possible noise
contributions. W ith a little modification, the circuit can deal with the video signal
from 4 CCDs in multiplexed manner as its original purpose.
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The fast data sampling time of the ADC is a critical factor to cope with multiplex
ing of many CCDs’ video signals, especially in case of analog multiplexing of video
signal, th at is, only one ADC is employed. The other approach is also possible by
digital multiplexing of image data after digitisation from several ADC units dedi
cated to individual video signals. R. Leach [79] applied such a digital multiplexing
technique, which employing several ADCs individually for each CCD. However in
this work, the possibility of analog multiplexing technique is explored since only one
ADC can be employed to deal with multiple video signals at the expense of limited
signal processing time. In this case, we need one unit of ADC conversion time plus
processing time of the computer to allow data acquisition of one image pixel from
one CCD by the software, for data conversion and storing it into computer memory.
D ata processing time to store it into computer memory depends on processing speed
of the computer and software performance.
For instance, assuming 10 /zS for one pixel processing time of the software under
specific computer speed, and 2 /xS ADC conversion time, then 12 pS is required to
store one pixel image data from one CCD, into a computer memory. Therefore to
digitise and store all pixel data from 4 CCDs into the computer memory, at least
48 /zS is necessary. In practice one pixel time commonly used in slow scan mode
50/zS pixel t i m e including C DS
C C D l Conversion

j_J

C C D l D a ta S to r e
C C D 2 C onversion
C CD 2 D a ta S to r e
C CD 3 Conversion
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C C D 4 Conversion
C C D 4 D a ta S to r e

Figure 5.7: An example of digitisation timing multiplexed for four CCDs.
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is in the range of 50 fiS including CDS timing. This suggests that it is possible to
digitise 4 CCDs’ video signal by the analog multiplexing technique within such a
period. Figure 5.7 shows this arrangement schematically. To deal with more CCDs’
video signals, it may necessary to employ additional ADCs, depending on number of
CCDs and the various factors above. The recent development of faster computers,
such as the IBM-PC 486 clone can contribute to coping with higher numbers of
CCDs, within limited timing by reducing its processing speed significantly. Using
a Direct Memory Access (DMA) technique or external buffer memory can also be
considered to save processing time in data acquisition for many CCDs.
The digital circuit was also required for the analog multiplexing technique, associated
with the ADC trigger signal and analog switch control signal, according to their
address information from the Bitmap. Firstly the ADC trigger signals for each CCD
have to be decoded with its address, and delayed until the analog switch turns on.
In the case of this work, the DG200 analog switches were employed, which have 1 /iS
turn-on time. Thus the circuit requires delay logic by some counters, and clocking

EPLD E P M 5 0 3 2 J

A D C TR IG G E R D E M U L T IPL E X E R
A D C delay
J u m p e r in p u ts

ADC trig g er

R eset &

A D C trig g e r

Delay

Latch

S y s te m clock

C o u n te r

Logic

A nalog Sw itch

Decoder

Delay

Latch

C o u n te r

Logic

ADC
T rigger

A dd re ss

S w itc h delay
J u m p e r in p u ts

Figure 5.8: The design of the ADC Demultiplexer.
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CCD 1
Sw itch
CCD 2
Sw itch

input signal for the delay timing. The 5 MHz system clock signal was apphed to this
purpose from the controller, and the delay timing was arranged as jum per inputs
externally, to allow easy adjustm ent by a user.
The second requirement is timing control of the analog switches. They have to stay
closed, until the ADC finishes its conversion and sampling the image data. The
sampling time of the ADC employed in this work is 2

suggesting at least more

than 3 fiS switching timing, including 1 fiS analog switch turn-on time. Similar
delay counter logic with the ADC delay timing was designed, and is controlled by
the jum per inputs as well. One im portant fact in this design is that the ADC
trigger signal from the Bitmap has to be issued by the software earlier than actually
it is required in the hardware, by the amount of the analog switch turn-on time.
Otherwise all subsequent events will be delayed by the amount of analog switch
turn-on time. It is critical to trigger the ADC at the correct time, associated with
proper CDS timing of the video signal. The schematic design is shown as Figure 5.8
and programmed into a single EPLD (EPM 5032J).

5.7

D a ta A cquisition

The image data from the system is collected by the computer and has to be stored
into its memory. The data acquisition software deals with this work in conjunction
with system control software. Some digital interface circuitry is also necessary to
m atch hardware requirements in data acquisition. In the OSL group, such software
had already been developed with a VME computer system, and was used for the
SAAO CCD camera [28]. The software was also used for this work with some
modifications at initial system functional tests. This means two computers were
engaged, one for system control by a PC, and the other for data acquisition by a
VME system. Later, it was attem pted to develop an IBM-PC based software by
the author with assembler language, but

Wcis

not successful mainly due to limited

memory space. A standard EEV device format of 385x576 produces nearly 450
Kb image data with 16 bit ADC. When the software is activated the image data
occupies the DOS memory, thus results in system break down.
The other approach was attem pted for an IBM-PC software by M. Clayton [28]
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on the basis of the VME software by using Expanded Memory Manager (EMM
386) under DOS environment. This enables allocation of image data into extra
on-board memory. W ith diiferent page memory, the software can handle up to 32
Mb information, which is sufficient for the data from four standard EEV devices.
It was decided to employ this software for this work, rather than developing a
new similar software with considerable effort. Particular attention has been paid
to the compatibility with this software. Some modifications of the system control
software in this work were required, due to the data acquisition software has been
initially developed for a different hardware structure. As a result, the system control
software issues all initial system parameters, including the Bitmap, and downloads
them to the hardware. Also the data acquisition software was modified to trigger
the readout command, and store image data into the memory immediately after the
trigger signal.
The image data is w ritten into the memory, line by line, during the vertical transfer
clocking of the CCD, which was arranged to be more than 100 /xS per clock. The
data acquisition software hais been upgraded further, to deal with data acquisition
for multiple CCDs. At the time of writing it can handle one pixel data within 23 /xS.
Thus, with the speed performance of an IBM-PC 386 machine, two multiplexed pixel
data can be processed within 50 /xS. However considering the processing speed of
the IBM-PC 486 clone, more CCD data can be dealt with by the software, at the
same pixel readout time. The software development is still in progress.
After image data are acquired from the hardware, they have to be displayed on the
monitor. A Transtech Harlequin Transputer graphics card is currently installed on
one of the extension slots of the PC for this purpose, and a separate video monitor
is engaged for image display. The software was also developed by M. Clayton as
a subroutine of his system control software, DMAP [27]. This allows image display,
image binning, display level adjustm ent, multiple image display, image area selection
including some statistics facifity. Some of the functions of the software can be edited
as a batch file mode so that multiple commands are also possible. More information
is extensively described in detail by M. Clayton [27], [28].
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C h ap ter 6
S y ste m O p tim isation and
P erform an ce T estin g
6.1

In trod u ction

It is particularly im portant for a CCD imaging system to ensure its reliability and
low noise performance, if it is to be used as a quantitative instrum ent for scientific
observation. One of the advantages of scientific CCD imaging system over conven
tional instrum ents is the ability for quantitative measurement with high accuracy,
for incident photons on the sensing area. Such measurements are obtained by the
conversion of analog voltage values to digital data from each pixel, allowing data
acquisition by a computer in a given period. The data from each pixel of a CCD
can have a wide range of values, depending on the number of incoming photons.
Various factors can influence the dynamic range of the system, such as output node
capacitance of the CCD, resolution of ADC employed, etc. For example, by using a
16 bit ADC, digital data of a CCD pixel can have a dynamic range of 2^® (65536)
for any exposure level, in principle.
W ith such a dynamic range, the question arises about the uncertainty of any acquired
image data, for the true signal against its noise level, that can be represented by
signal~to~noise ratio (SNR). Estimation of SNR requires several parameters including
QE, number of incident photons, and system noise from the hardware electronics.
Improving the SNR can be achieved by a higher QE of a CCD, or lowering the
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system noise from the electronics. Therefore it is an essential requirement for a
CCD imaging system to m aintain the lowest-possible system noise, as well as high
QE of the CCD. It is a very difficult task to examine the noise source by measuring
an analog video signal directly with any equipment, such as an oscilloscope. This
is because the noise level is quite often in a very small range, relative to the true
image signal, particularly in a large dynamic range. One possible approach to this
problem is to examine the variance of individual pixel image data by the statistics,
obtained from uniformly illuminated exposures. In such a case, the ‘uncertainty’
caused by the system noise from the electronics, is systematically reflected in the
variance of the digitised data of any exposure level. The mean variance test is a well
known technique for system performance testing of a CCD imaging system, and is
apphed to this work for such purposes.
The system optimisation of each hardware component, as well as software for im
proving the system noise have been a considerable task during this work. A lot of
modifications have been made to reduce the system noise in each part of system as
a whole, depending on the results of noise measurements. It is well known th at the
system noise of a CCD imaging system, is affected by various factors in the hardware
components [83], [86]. Therefore, a number of experiments are necessary to find the
optimum operating condition, with many different combinations of them, including
software adjustments. The linearity of the system is another im portant param eter
of the system performance, that gives the correlation of acquired image data and
incoming photons at several different levels.
The performance param eter of significant concern for a mosaic CCD imaging system
is the cross-talk between the CCD channels. It could result from the electronic in
terference when driving several CCDs simultaneously. A phase shifted multiplexing
concept is apphed to this work, to avoid such situations. An investigation has to be
made to examine such effects, th at requires at least two sets of image data, obtained
from two CCDs, driven simultaneously by the multiplexed waveforms. This chapter
presents the optimisation procedures, together with the results of the experiments
for such system parameters described above. The discussions are also included for
future developments to improve its performance.
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6.2

O p tim isation

The system noise of a CCD imaging system is a quantitative measure of the uncer
tainty of in an acquired image data, in terms of its reliabihty. It is considered one
of the most im portant system parameters, particularly in scientific applications. It
is well known th at the system noise is a very sensitive system parameter, depending
on various factors of operating conditions in the system. These include the operat
ing tem perature, waveform timing, and combinations of biaa levels eic., especially
in dealing with very low noise level, such as a few e“„,, noise. The optimisation
is a process to obtain the best noise performance of a system by examining such
operational conditions, which normally require a number of tests. Such tests are
different to the functional tests for the hardware electronics in the designing stage.
After all components of the system are integrated properly in full working order,
the optimisation can be achieved by analysing the results of noise performance of
obtained image data from the system. The modifications from the original design,
and related optimisation process to improve the system performance are discussed
here. Further information for the mean variance tests and its practical procedures
in this work are presented in Appendix C.

6.2.1

O p tim isation P rocess

In many cases, the system noise originates from the instabihty of the voltage levels
in driving the CCD, either waveforms or bias, or particularly in the ground level.
The main process of optimisation is to identify such voltage instabihty and ehminate
it as far as possible, with some necessary experiments. However, the difficulty in
this process is th at such instabihties quite often appear as a combined effect, from
various operational parameters. In some cases, it may be possible to identify the
voltage instabihty, by statistical examination of data for any input signals, directly
given to the video processor, such as bias levels or ground, instead of CCD video
signal. The data acquisition for such a case is accomphshed in the same way as
normal readout frequency, but without CCD video signal. Thus, in principle, the
data acquisition system works as a voltmeter in ADUs (Analog to Digital Unit),
with the same readout period for any given input signals. This allows us to compare
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the relative stability of any voltage level, under the same experiment conditions.
However, the noise measurements in the whole system can be achieved by the mean
variance tests. Often, the tests are made before any modification at a local level
circuit. Then, another test can be made to examine whether the modification influ
enced the system noise, by comparing the two tests. According to the results, the
system can be modified, or reinstated to its original state if the system noise became
worse than before. When no major system alterations were made from the previous
experiment, and the conditions of the experiment are still the same, the system noise
can be provisionally estimated from the previously determined system gain, and the
mean variance of the overscan region, if they are stable. The analysis of test results
have to be made with many different combinations of operating conditions.
In practice, there are some difficult cases to identify the noise source, or the cause of
trouble, in terms of the different noise levels. A system noise level can be established
reasonably, by extensive mean variance tests to a certain level in the unit of e~^,.
However, some other noise sources cannot be identified, which have contributed a
relatively small range, than that of measured system noise range. W hen a new mean
variance test is performed after some modifications, a different system noise level
can be established. In this case, different noise patterns can also appear, that were
not present in previous experiments, within the new range of established noise level.
Then, it is not clear where such new noise patterns are originating from. It could be
caused by the new modifications, or it has been presented, but was not detected due
to the different noise level. It gives some ambiguity of the noise sources by mean
variance tests, in identifying the true responsible noise source for any specific noise
pattern.
Another case is that the noise pattern is the result of complex combinations with
many other factors, under any specific operating circumstance. If such operating
conditions have been altered by any modification, the earlier noise patterns may
disappear, or other new patterns can be appended. Therefore, it is often very difficult
to identify a noise source confidently for any noise pattern, in practical procedures.
Many other relevant experiments have to be made, based on the analysis of the test
results of similar conditions for such a case. In practice, such noise sources are often
identified by trial and error^ during the mean variance tests, by comparing their
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results, with the experiment conditions.
The noise measurements of this work, in terms of the optimisation process, can
be divided into two stages. The first stage experiments (hereafter stage 1 tests)
were made by using the KPNO-based video processor circuit, with a VME 68000
computer for data acquisition. In this case, two computers were involved in the
whole system, one for system control (PC system), the other for data acquisition.
However, the old video processor was designed many years ago [128]. Thus, it was
difficult to obtain the identical components for another circuit, which was required
for multiple CCDs. The data acquisition software was developed by M. Clayton [28]
for the VME computer, and later, the PC version software was also developed by
him. It was also decided to construct two new video processors, based on R. Leach’s
design [78], as discussed in Chapter 5. The circuit was considered to have better
stability, and easy to produce the same circuitry. W ith these, the experiments
become possible, by using only one computer (the PC data acquisition software and
system control software), and the new video processors (hereafter stage 2 tests).

6.2.2

C ontroller and D ig ital C ircuit

The Controller board including the EPLD deals with most of necessary digital logic.
It receives the commands, data and its addresses from the computer, and sends the
digital signals to the Analog Driver board and the video processor through backplane
and cables. It has a small number of components, consisting a m aster clock, the
EPLD, memories and some digital buffers. Considering this, it seems likely that
the controller circuit may not significantly affect the system noise due to a small
num ber of components, and in terms of analog voltage instabihty in driving the
CCD. However, in practice, the digital signals in the controller circuit are more
unstable, than associate analog signals, relatively. This is probably because that
the controller circuit deals with the faster switching devices, such as the analog
switches for waveform signals. Faster switching times cause higher transient currents
in outputs when they discharge load capacitances. These higher currents can lead
to the board level ‘ground bounce’ [4], [93].
The instabihty of the digital signals can affect the stability of the analog voltage
levels when an image is readout, although it could be negligibly small, depending
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on related circuit. The difficulty in this problem is, the perfect separation of both
signals is not possible, in principle. One possible approach to this problem is to
employ the opto-coupler (usually called opto-isolator) device for each bit of the
digital signals by transferring them as a form of optical signal, allowing electrical
isolation between two circuits. Such isolation can be made at several places in the
hardware, between some local level digital circuits, associated with analog circuit,
as follows.
1. Digital signals for conunands, addresses and data between the computer and
the Controller board.
2. Digital signals for setting up the voltage levels of bias and waveform, between
the Controller board and the octal DACs in the Analog Driver board.
3. Digital waveform signals between the waveform demultiplexer (EPLD 48 bit
latch) and analog switches in the Analog Driver board.
4. Digital signals for CDS before analog switches in the video processor.
5. Digitised image signals between the ADC in the Digitiser board, and the In
terface board for data acquisition by the computer.
During the stage 1 mean variance tests, the opto-isolator circuit waa designed be
tween the controller circuit and the computer. This was to prevent any potential
noise pick up over long cables (about 5 m), and to isolate electrical connections be
tween them, expecting some improvements of the system noise. The opto-isolators
were populated and wirewrapped in the Controller board, however this arrangement
did not show any better result, in overall system noise performance. The mean vari
ance tests of stage 1, made before and after the opto-isolator circuit, show almost
the same noise levels, under identical test conditions. These experiments suggest
that the system noise from the digital circuits of the controller, are not affected
by the computer, within the system noise range of 40~50 e~^g of the experiments.
Nevertheless it was determined to leave the opto-isolator circuits, regardless of the
noise performance. It is because they can possibly prevent such noise pick up at
lower noise levels, particularly in dealing with a very small noise range. The electri-
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cal isolation can also preclude any possible damage to some components in the two
systems, due to any unforeseen reasons, such as in a case of short circuits.
The next step was considered between the controller digital circuit and the Analog
Driver board, to test such isolation. Digital data and addresses for voltage levels
of bias and waveforms, are supplied to octal DACs, by means of two 74574 edge
triggered latches, through the back plane of the system rack (see Figure 3.17). The
octal DACs axe the devices for conversion of digital signals to analog voltages di
rectly. Therefore, it can be considered that the analog signals from the same octal
DACs could be affected, according to the digital signals provided to them, if they
axe noisy. The electrical isolation may improve the system noise between these two
parts, however it was soon realised that there are no ample space for opto-isolators
in the Analog Driver board.
The other possibility for isolation was found by noticing the fact, that once voltage
levels for waveform and bias were set before any operation, then, they will stay
at the same level. They will last until the system power is turned off, unless new
voltage levels are supphed. This is possible due to the internal latches in the octal
DACs. This implies th at the digital signals supphed to the DACs are irrelevant
with the analog circuit during the readout, after once voltage levels axe set before
any operation. Therefore, it is possible to isolate them by taking out two 74574
buffers, after initial voltage levels were set up for waveforms and bias, providing
practical electrical isolation between them. The experiments were made at stage 2
mean vaxiance tests with this idea, however it showed no noticeable differences of
the system noise, in a range of 25 e~^g.
The third approach of the above was also considered to be difficult by the same
reason as for the board space of the Analog Driver circuit. As discussed in Chapter
3, seven digital waveform signals are necessary for one CCD, thus 4 dual opto-isolator
chips axe required, suggesting 16 chips for 4 CCDs, in total. No ample spaces were
available near the EPLD demultiplexer, or the analog switches, because such design
alterations were not expected, at the initial designing stage. It was not possible
to perform this experiment, without re-allocations for all the components and new
wirewrapping arrangements, from the current board design, so was not attem pted.
Furthermore, such major modifications of the current design may result in a different
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noise performance. However, it may not be easily expected that this arrangement
can improve the system noise, when we consider the results of the experiments for
the isolation of the octal DACs. The conclusive discussions are reserved at this
stage.
The design considerations for isolation of digital signals in the digitiser board and
the video processor, were already included at the initial designing stage. The results
of all mean variance measurements in this work were performed with the optoisolators in the two boards. For this reason, the quantitative contributions to the
system noise by these arrangements in the two circuit boards, could not be tested.
However, referring to the earlier experiences within the OSL group [128], as well as
the original design consideration to include the circuits for opto-isolators, significant
enhancements have been presumed.

Some other arrangements in improving the

system noise associated with the digital circuit will be discussed, where appropriate.

6.2.3

D rive W aveform

The waveform signals generated in the Analog Driver board are directly connected to
the CCDs in the cryostat. The waveform timings, as well as their voltage levels, can
influence the output video signals and the system noise. They have to be optimised
for better performance with appropriate modifications in hardware, or adjustments
from the software. It has already been discussed that the waveform timing and its
voltage level can be controlled conveniently from the software, without any hardware
modifications. Other investigations can also be made, along the path of waveform
signals, from the octal DACs to the CCDs, mainly in hardware electronics, such as
a noise filtering circuits.
For the waveform timing arrangements, the Bitmap software subroutine can produce
any timing sequences, required by a user. These timings are exactly reflected in the
digital waveforms, however not in the case of the final analog waveforms at the CCD.
The timing discrepancy between the analog waveforms and the digital, is mainly due
to the slew rate of op-amps, depending on the voltage swing of the waveform from
the analog switches, and the capacitor for the analog switches (C in Figure 3.14).
For example, the transition from low to high level in digital signals can take place
within 30 nS, while it can take more than 2
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to reach required analog voltage level,

triggered by the same digital waveform. The actual timing has to be examined with
an oscilloscope by the experiments under different operating conditions. In this
work, such transition time was turned out to be about 2 fiS for analog waveform of
10 V swing, with current components. Therefore, the digital waveform timings have
to be arranged with the Bitmap, in such a away that about 2 fiS (10 resolutions)
earlier than the actual analog waveforms required.
As for the slow transition time of an analog waveform, the overlapping of the wave
forms between the other phases {e.g. (j>Hi and

could be another im portant

factor, particularly for better charge transfer efficiency. According to the manufac
tu rer’s technical notes for EEV devices [22], it was recommended that overlap of two
waveforms take place at about 50 % of the waveform’s high level. Thus the voltage
sum of two phases at any moment during the transition, is constant. However, from
earlier experience within the OSL group [125], it was suggested that about 100 %
overlapping showed better results in slow-scan mode operation. In this work, the
experiments showed that faint horizontal patterns of an image disappeared, after
the adjustm ents of vertical clocking waveforms {(f>V) to overlap at nearly 100 %
voltage levels. The experiments were made at the very early stage 1 tests, by exam
ining patterns on the images, without any estimated system gain. Thus quantitative
analysis has not been made in terms of the system noise. The overlap timing has
been settled since the tests. However, such patterns also appeared in later experi
ments, suggesting th at clocking overlapping may not be entirely responsible for such
patterns.
The cabling of waveforms between the system rack and the cryostat can also influence
the data stability. In the beginning of stage 1 tests, 3 m copper cables were used for
waveform connections, to allow some distances between the rack and the cryostat.
These were replaced by 70 cm individually shielded coaxial cables (RG 174) to reduce
any noise pick up. However, the experiments after the replacement, showed larger
mean variance in overscan region, suggesting increased system noise compared to
before. After investigation, a problem was found in the vertical clocking waveforms
(0V), th at result in unstable video output signals from the video processor. This
was sorted out by parallel buffering with resistors (lOOH) between the CCD and the
op amps for all vertical waveforms, in the Analog Driver. The new cables and the
buffering have improved mean variance of overscan about 1.5 ADU at the system
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Table 6.1: Operating voltage levels for EEV CCD in this work.
Symbol

Signal

Voltage Level

ÿH H

Horizontal Waveform High

5.5

ÿV H

Vertical Waveform High

4.5

ÿH L

Horizontal Waveform Low

-5.5

<^VL

Vertical Waveform Low

-5.5

<^RH

Reset Waveform High

4.5

L

Reset Waveform Low

-5.5

RD

Reset Transistor Drain

11

SS

Substrate

0

ABC

Anti-Blooming Gate

0.5

OD

O utput Transistor Drain

20

OG

O utput Gate

5

gain of 6.6 e /ADU (about 10

under the given conditions of the experiments.

A number of different sets of voltage levels for the waveforms have been examined.
Mclean [86] suggested typical operating voltages for EEV CCDs, and some other
examples were also available for the same device [125], [114]. The voltage swing of
the waveforms are normally in a range of 10~12 V. The experiments were conducted
at several different sets of voltage levels, within 12 V. Some differences were observed
in system noise, between some other voltage-shifted sets. The differences were not
substantial, unless the voltage differences of clock waveforms are large enough in
the same set, relative to the other clock waveforms and bias levels. In some voltage
sets, obvious patterns were observed when voltage differences between

and <^V

are more than 4 V. W ith many trials, the final waveform voltage set was determined
as shown in Table 6.1 together with the bias levels. These voltage levels have been
working well, under many different experiment conditions, and are similar with those
of Mclean’s [86], except -1-6 V shift with the bias levels. A more im portant factor
seems to be the relative voltage differences between the waveforms and bias levels.
Some noise filtering circuits have been tested, by examining the voltage stabilities
in the waveforms from octal DAC outputs with their standard deviation, just before
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the analog switches. It was observed that the high level voltage of the waveforms
became relatively stable, after passing through the resistors (Rs in Figure 3.14).
This is presumably because the resistors act as a noise filter, thus the same filtering
were tested for low level DAC outputs.

However, the waveform circuit did not

work properly when high value resistors were apphed, whereas low value resistors
(100~500n) did not show any improvement in system noise. Similar filtering circuits
were tested between the analog switches and the op amps, but showed functional
failures in some cases, or no substantial differences.

6 .2 .4

B ias L evels

The output stage of a CCD is basically a MOSFET type transistor circuit. For this
reason, the video signal stability from OS (output transistor source) of the device
is directly affected by the voltage stabilities of associated bias levels. This suggests
th at one of the key elements in obtaining low noise operation is to minimise the
bias voltage noise. The voltage stability for any bias level can be simply tested by
providing it as an input signal to the video processor directly. Then, examining
the standard deviation of the obtained data allows us relative comparison of the
stability in ADU. This is possible since the bias voltages are at a constant level
unlike the waveforms. In such a case, the data acquisition is made in a way of
obtaining voltages of a bias level with a given frequency, instead of acquiring image
data from the CCD output. However, the quantitative contribution of the bias
voltage stability to the system noise can be examined by the mean variance tests.
Effort has been made to stabilise the voltage levels by applying low-pass filter circuits
between the op-amp and the headboard, in the original design. A resistor, and
two capacitors in parallel connection, were employed for the filtering circuit. The
resistors were selected between I'^IO Kfl from the experiments, depending on the
bias levels. A 0.01 /zF capacitor was selected for low value, and 22 /zF was for
high value capacitor. It was observed that using higher value resistors gives better
stability in general, at the expense of some voltage drop at the op-amp output. Such
voltage drop becomes more dominant when the bias voltage is higher, particularly
for output drain (OD). Therefore in case of higher bias levels, some compromises
were made between proper resistor values, and acceptable voltage drop, referring
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to the system noise contribution by the experiments. As an example, the highest
voltage level we can obtain for OD is 24 V in the original design, with the software.
W hereas, only 22 V can be obtained from the filtering circuit using 1 KD resistor
by the same software setting.
The voltage drop becomes significant when employing higher resistor for better noise,
however, no rehable experiments can be made, due to improper bias voltage levels.
It is difficult to obtain higher voltages with the filtering circuit, because the original
design for system power supply (26.5 V), and the Analog Driver power supply for the
bias levels (25 V due to voltage regulator IC), are already optimised for 24 V. This
can be a practical limitation of this design. No particular problems were experienced
for bias voltage levels other than OD, since they require relatively lower voltages
than OD. It is a serious process in optimisation to find out the proper resistor values
for the filtering circuit, that can provide stable bias voltage levels in combination
with the other levels.
The substrate voltage (SS) is the DC bias normally connected to the substrate
m aterial that can be considered to be a ‘local ground’ for the CCD. Some tests
were made to examine the effects of system noise by the SS voltage stability. It can
be connected to the analog ground, or can be supphed by the original bias circuit
from a DAC with the filtering circuit. However, the filtering circuit for the SS with a
resistor did not work properly, due to a small current for the CCD. A voltage follower
(buffer amplifier) LH0002 was employed for current boost. The mean variance tests
were made to compare the two cases of the SS voltage supplies, from the analog
ground and from the filtering circuit. In higher noise level (more than 50 e ^ , ) , the
filtering circuit showed slightly better noise, but no substantial enhancements were
observed about less than 30

system noise after some other modifications.

Overall, the voltage stability of the bias levels are greatly improved after the filtering
circuits were apphed to the original circuit. Some other attem pts were also made
for the voltage stability, such as using some voltage regulator ICs on the board, and
extensive filtering of the power supply lines, to minimise noise coupling, with a wide
range of capacitors. The estimations for noise enhancement by the low-pass filtering
circuits were not derived in terms of

because reasonable mean variance tests

were very difficult without these filtering circuits, due to very high noise level. The
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experiments suggest th at one of the critical elements for low noise operation is to
provide very stable bias levels, as well as the analog ground stability in the driving
electronics.
As with the voltage stability for bias voltage levels, maximising the voltage gain of
the CCD, in terms of its MOSFET property, is a very im portant factor. The maxi
mum gain of the CCD can contribute to increase the total system gain (G, A D U /e“ )
at the same noise level in ADU, with identical operating conditions, therefore reduc
ing the system noise in e“„,. According to a technical report from the manufacture
for EEV CCDs [81], maximising the CCD gain requires the best combination of
bias voltages, particularly, OD and RD. The test procedure was suggested in such
a way, th at the OD voltage to be increased with a fixed RD voltage, and RD can
be decreased with a fixed OD level. Recommendations for these two voltage levels
are approximately 26.5 V for OD, and 16.5 V for RD, from the specification of the
employed CCDs [36], as well as from the above technical report for typical stan
dard EEV devices. These give about 10 V difference between them. However, as
mentioned above, suggested OD voltage level cannot be provided from this design.
Thus the voltage levels were shifted down, together with other bias levels including
SS, to have 10 V differences between them.
The experiments were made with fixed analog ground for SS, and 11 V for RD,
and 18~22 V varying range for OD. The system gain change was observed around
21 V for OD, showing higher than the other OD voltages, by the examinations
of mean variance test results. Such OD voltage levels are considered to provide
maximum CCD gain. These experimental results agreed well with the suggestions
of the manufacturer [36], [81]. Similar tests were made, with fixed voltage levels for
SS and OD, and varying RD in 5 V range. The results were almost the same as
the above experiments, that the maximum gain can be obtained with about 10 V
difference between RD and OD. The other voltage combinations, including OG and
ABG did not show any noticeable improvement in system noise. They are shown in
Table 6.1, as fixed levels for most other experiments.
Further possibilities were explored to reduce the system noise by better stability of
bias voltage levels. Some voltage fluctuation patterns were noticed on the bias levels,
as well as the analog ground within the scale of 5 mV (by an oscilloscope). The
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patterns seem to be a waveform of combined effect with 5 MHz, and about 25 MHz
frequency. One of them, the 5 MHz noise can be assumed from the system clock on
the controller circuit, however, the other source for 25 MHz was not clearly identified.
Suggestions for the source within the OSL group, are from the computer, or from the
other equipment in the laboratory, or even from a nearby radio station, etc. Many
attem pts were made to identify this noise source, however, none of them seem to
ensure which is responsible for the noise source. It is not known at this stage, how
much system noise have been contributed by this source. Further investigations are
necessary for the source, and related discussions are also made, where appropriate.

6.2.5

V id eo P rocessor C ircuit

The video processor deals with the amplification of image output signal from the
CCD and removes the reset noise of the signal, by the well established Correlated
Double Sampling (CDS) technique. Details of the CDS method can be found else
where [86], [82]. As discussed previously, two video processors have been employed
in this work, with two different data acquisition software and computers, termed as
stage 1 and stage 2 mean variance tests. The components of the two video proces
sors were populated on printed circuit boards. The system noise optimisation for
the video processors can be investigated, mainly by the tests of different amplifier
gain, with some other resistors and capacitors, and CDS timing adjustm ents from
the software. Their functional tests were already made before optimisation. The
noise contribution due to the video processors (possibly including digitisation error)
can be estim ated from the standard deviation of the obtained data, with no input
signals to them.

6.2.5.1

K P N O D esign -b ased V id eo P rocessor

A m ajor modification of this video processor in this work from the original design,
is the AC coupling, by using a high-pass filter at its input stage, to remove the DC
component of CCD output signal. The mean variance tests of stage 1 have been
made with the high-pass filter, that initially consisted of a 0.1 pF capacitor, and
a 200 Kfl resistor referred to the R. Leach’s circuit [78]. Some different resistors
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and capacitors were tested from the initial values, but no substantial improvements
were observed in the system noise. The tests were also made without the 200 KÎÎ
resistor. This gives higher system gain, at the expense of slightly higher system
noise, suggesting the initial AC coupling circuit was appropriate, compared to the
other modifications.
Many attem pts have been made to find out the optimum gain of the video processor
by several alternative combinations of input stage amplifier gain, and CDS integrator
gain with different sets of timing. Referring to Figure 5.3, the possible parameters
th at can be adjusted in the circuit are, the feedback gain (Gfb) by the resistors
(Rfb) at the input stage, the integrator capacitor and resistor (C,- and R,), and
the integration time (AT) from the software. A number of combinations of the
operating conditions can be made. In fact, it was a laborious process to test all such
conditions, throughout this work. A more intricate problem was the variation of
video processor gain Ag. Although the combinations were made to have an identical
gain, by adjusting some different parameters, it did not show the same system gain,
in many cases. For example, 2200 pF capacitor (C,) with 20 Gfb, and 1000 pF C,with 10 Gfb, are supposed to have similar gain, however the mean variance tests
showed much different system gain and noise, than expected. This was interpreted as
improper offset balance at input stage, for each combination of the video processor.
Generally, it was known that a longer integration time A T can give better noise
performance. The mean variance tests were made for different integration time AT,
8, 10, 13, and 20 /zS. It was adjusted from the software, and other param eters were
fixed. In earlier tests, no improvement in the system noise was noticed at different
A T values. However, it was considered that the tests might not be rehable as
to discriminate the differences, due to small system gain (less than 0.2 e~/ADU),
and high noise level (more than 50 e~^g), under the given operating conditions.
Later, the experiments were made again, with one computer(PC) by the same video
processor, and with some other modified parameters. The results showed about
4

enhancement in system noise (from 28 to 24

at A T of 20 ^S, than

10 fiS with the identical test condition. The error range of the results is about
±2 e~^g, deduced from the experiments with the same conditions.
As for the different input stage feedback gain, as well as integrator capacitor and
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resistor, similar attem pts have also been made.

One noticeable experiment was

for different input stage feedback gain tests. A tendency was found th at higher
feedback gain (G /b= 40) showed better noise, compared to the other ones (G /b=10
or 20), at the same video processor gain, which was obtained by adjusting the other
param eters, to have the identical values. Considering that normally the noise tends
to be larger at higher amplifier gains, this was the opposite of the expected results.
After many trials described above, all associated parameters in the video processor
have been adjusted for better performance, compromising their values to each other.
The following parameters are considered to show better noise performance from the
experiments, under the test conditions of the system hardware.
• Integration time A T = 13 /iS.
• Input stage feedback gain Gfb = 20 (2Kfl : 40Kn).
• Integrator capacitor C, = 330 pF.
• Integrator resistor R( = 1 Kfl.

6.2 .5 .2

N ew V id eo P rocessor

The circuit was originally designed by R. Leach [78], and was modified for this
work. The input stage preamphfier has a gain of 10, based on the design of the JPL
group [78], [86], and it was considered as a fixed value in this optimisation. Overall
design of this video processor has been optimised by R. Leach, providing integrator
gain of 1 with 8 /iS integration time, as the proper value with his system. The CDS
timing arrangements were somewhat different, with that of KPNO design-based
one’s. Thus, the software has been modified to fit this design. It requires different
digital signals to control the analog switches for integration timing and its polarity,
instead of signal sample and dark sample of older one’s. The main purpose of the
video processor in this work is to produce the identical circuits with better stability
according to the number of CCDs employed. Therefore, the demultiplexing digital
circuit for each CCD was an essential requirement, to be designed and appended
in the original circuit. Such circuitry has been designed into a single EPLD, as
discussed in Chapter 5.
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The functional tests confirmed its proper operation in obtaining the images from the
driving electronics. However at the initial stage, it was found that the stability of the
data was not acceptable, by examining the mean variance of obtained data. W ith
no given input, it showed the value in a range of 5~100 ADU, and waxs randomly
variable. Much effort has been devoted to this problem. Finally it was identified due
to an op-amp (OP-37, plastic package), in the integrator circuit. The trouble was
corrected by replacing it with a similar op-amp OP-27 in metal-can package. This
implies it is im portant to use metal-can type devices rather than plastic packages,
in dealing with very low noise level, particularly for op-amps.
The second video processor was made with some modifications from the first one.
The location of the input stage preamphfier was re-arranged, away from the EPLD
demultiplexer to avoid possible noise pickup from digital signals. The circuit was
arranged on one side of the grounded PCB. Later, some interference effects were
experienced in the CDS timing signals of each CCD channel, when two video pro
cessors were running together. The problem was solved by arranging a digital buffer
before the CDS timing signals. Two circuits were tested with the same operat
ing conditions, and no significant differences were noticed. Both video processors
showed 4~5 ADU standard deviation (at system gain about 2 e“ /ADU) with rea
sonable stability, when no signal was provided to their inputs, under the given test
conditions. Different integration time tests were made with 8 and 13 /xS, showing
no substantial improvements.

6.2.6

P ow er Supply and G round A rrangem ent

The power supply and the ground connection arrangements in wirewrapping boards
can be an im portant factor for the system noise, particularly in dealing with very low
level noise, as suggested by O tt [93]. The IC voltage regulators, together with various
different range decoupling capacitors were used for all board-level power suppHes,
from the main power supply rack. Decoupling capacitors have been extensively used
for the electronic components in the circuit boards, between their power supply
and ground. The connection of power supplies and ground are arranged in a way
of ‘tree structure’, with a parallel connection, from the local-level circuit to the
board-level. For example, the power supply for octal DACs and analog switches
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are joined together in parallel, at main board power supply point. Such connection
arrangements can be applied to all components individually on circuit boards, for
better noise performance [93]. However, it is practically impossible, due to too many
connections at a single ground point. Thus, some local level circuits are grouped
together according to their function, and arranged by such a tree structure.
The experiments showed that the system digital ground of this work is relatively
unstable than the analog ground. It is generally known, that the faster switching
time in digital circuit can cause ground bounce [4], [93]. This may explain such noisy
digital ground signal, relative to the analog ground of the system. The stability of the
analog signals for the bias voltage and waveforms, including their ground, obviously
affect the image signal stability, since they are directly connected to the CCD. For
this reason, most of the digital signals were isolated at some stages as discussed
previously, except some inevitable cases, due to lack of board space. However, the
analog and digital grounds cannot be perfectly separated, in principle. They have
to be joined together at some places in the system, otherwise the signals may be in
floating state with respect to the ground level. This may lead to functional failure
of the system.
Experiments were made to examine any possible improvements in system noise, ac
cording to the locations of the junction for the digital and analog grounds. They
were originally joined together in the system power supply rack, with the other
ground levels for all the different power supphes. They are connected to the system
rack with a i m power cable. Different points were tested by examining the data,
which was obtained by providing the ground as the input signal to the video proces
sor. Direct connection of the grounds at board level in the Analog Driver, and the
Controller board, showed reduced stability compared to the original arrangement.
The tests for the joint at the backplane of the system rack showed better stability.
These results may be reasonable, considering that the longer distance from the noisy
digital ground could possibly reduce some noise level in the analog ground.
The analog ground arrangements between the components (or units) in the whole
hardware electronics, can be another potential factor in noise performance, in par
ticular, between the Analog Driver and the video processor circuit. The ground
between them is originally joined in the backplane of the system rack. The video
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processor is not located in the system rack, thus its power and ground is supphed
separately by another cable, from the system rack. Therefore, their ground connec
tion was actually made via a long way round. The experiments were made with
direct link by a thick copper wire about one foot long, from the Analog Driver board
to the video processor.
The test results showed th at the system noise was improved remarkably. The results
were similar with many other operating conditions. Two direct hnk from the Analog
Driver board showed even better results in most ca^es, one from the main board
ground point, and the other from the ground point, at very near the bias level
circuit. This arrangement improves the system noise about 10
25~30

in a range of

noise level. Such results may be explained as due to ‘high impedance

ground’, caused by long distance connections in the original design, as suggested by
O tt [93]. Most other mean variance tests have been made with those two ground
connections since these experiments.
Another result of concern are the experiments when using a VME backplane extender
board. Practically, most experiments have been made with the backplane extender
board, on which the Analog Driver board mounts. This allows easy access to the
components in the wirewrapped circuit board, to test its function by any equipments,
like a voltm eter or an oscilloscope. When the extender board was taken out, it was
often observed that the noise level became poor than before under some operating
conditions (about 2~5 ADU, depending on system gain), but not always. It is not
clearly understood how the extender board can affect the system noise. The possible
suggestions in the OSL group are, reduced signal reflection, particularly in digital
circuit, including the ground level due to the extender board, or reduced magnetic
field pickup by the neighbouring boards in the rack. Small differences of system noise
were also often observed, when ground connection was made, between the system
electronics, and some external equipments, such as a voltmeter or an oscilloscope,
although in a very small range (1~2 ADU). It seems that such results can possibly
be explained by the ground arrangements, in terms of its high impedance.
Figure 6.1 briefly shows the summary of system optimisation.
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Figure 6.1; Summary of system optimisation.
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6.3

S y stem P erform ance

6.3.1

S y stem N oise

The m ajor optimisation processes have been discussed for better noise performance
in the previous section. In the case of minor modulation, its effects have been imme
diately examined by standard deviation of the overscan area data, by assuming the
same gain as the previous case. The mean variance tests have been performed when
ever necessary, by evaluating the system gain and the noise level in units of

In

practice, plenty of tests have been made during this work, according to the optimi
sation process, to investigate better operating conditions for low noise performance.
At earlier stages of the tests, although seemingly reasonable image data was suc
cessfully obtained, proper mean variance tests had not been made, and results were
not acceptable. In many cases, the results were not suitable for least squares fitting,
showing no relationship between the noise deviations and exposure levels. This was
interpreted as due to high noise levels, mainly by the dominant fixed pattern noise
in the image data, and suggested problems in hardware.
W ith a series of extensive optimisation of the system components, the least squares
fitting of the mean variance test data began to show acceptable relationship between
the two variables (noise deviations and exposure levels).

Such modifications in

hardware electronics include noise filtering circuits for bias levels, power supply
filtering, new cabling and video processor circuit.

Different sets of voltages for

waveform and bias levels, and many alternative drive waveform timings, as well as
integrator timings have been tested from the software. However, the initial tests’
results showed the system noise level more than 100

Many values of the system

gain derived from the initial experiments were less than 0.1 ADU/e~. A tendency
was observed th at a higher system gain (g) gives a lower system noise, under the
same test conditions. In practice, the higher system gain would be more convenient
to examine the low level system noise, for example, one ADU corresponds to 1 e“ .
It can be adjusted by modifying the video processor circuit, including different
integrator timing from the software.
The rehabihty of the mean variance tests have been checked, whether the square root
of y intercept value ( ^ 0-/2) from the least squares fitting, and the mean variance
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of overscan area (%,*) coincide reasonably (see Figure 6.2 and Table 6.2). In some
cases, the Vog values for individual exposures are not constant, for example, increase
systematically according to the exposure levels. This often indicates instability in
the hardware electronics, particulary in the video processor circuit for some reason.
Such results were ignored in system noise evaluation, but considered as a reference
for the next experiments.
Although the overscan area mean variance (K«) showed constant values within a
small range, occasionally their mean values did not agree well, to the square root
of y intercept (^ o '/2 ) from the least squares fitting, in the mean variance tests. It
was found from the experiments for such cases, that the Vog values of overscan area
are more reliable, than those of calculated ( y a /2 ) from the least squares fitting.
The main reasons are such that each data from different exposure levels of the mean
variance tests includes its own deviation, or more often, insufficient data points for
least squares fitting. This is based on the experiments obtained more than two data
points for the same exposure levels. It showed a certain level of error range for the
data from a number of same experiments, under identical operating conditions. The
least squares fitting technique of the mean variance tests does not work well, unless
sufficient data points are provided.
As for more refiability of the Vog values, another indicator can be suggested at
lower system noise levels, in evaluating the system noise. In such a noise level,
the least square calculation often showed the system noise less than zero, or very
near zero (y intercept), th at could not happen, in practice. Nevertheless, im portant
information from the mean variance tests with the least squares fitting, is the system
gain G (obtained in the unit of ADU/e~), as the slope of the fitted line.

The

experiments confirmed that the system gain had not been significantly changed,
as long as the operating conditions are the same. The system gain from the least
squares fitting is reliable, if the overscan area variance values

are reasonably

stable and correspond to y intercept values, for several different exposure levels.
As discussed previously, the mean variance tests of stage 1 had been made with the
old video processor (KPNO-design based) and two computers, one (PC) for system
control, one (VME 68000) for data acquisition. W ith a number of trials and various
modifications, the experiments showed the results of the system noise in the range
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of 50

at the system gain of 0.45 ADU/e~. Some interference patterns were

noticed on the image. After a number of experiments, the VME data acquisition
computer was considered to be partially responsible for the interference pattern. In
fact, during the experiments, it was confirmed that some other equipment around
the laboratory, can influence the test results. For example, some other computer
monitors often resulted in faint patterns on the image, during the experiments,
although in a very small range of ADU. Therefore, many experiments had been
made, during the weekend days or holidays to minimise such environmental effects.
Later, the data acquisition software for the IBM-PC clone became available in the
group. Thus only one PC can be engaged for system control and data acquisition,
minimising the effects caused by the experiment environment. Accordingly, proper
hardware and software modifications have followed to m atch the data acquisition
software. The mean variance tests had been performed with this software, and with
the old video processor, by using only one PC. Plenty of experiments had been
made, under various test conditions, with subsequent modifications. Finally, it was
possible to reduce the system noise level to about 25

at system gain about

1 ADU/e~. The error range of the system noise deduced experimentally from other
experiments, turned out be in the range ±2

Much effort haa been made to

improve the noise level, but were not successful, further than this level.
Other possibilities were explored, particularly to develop a different video processor
circuit, since the old one (KPNO design-based) was designed many years ago. We
can expect that a recently developed design can improve the noise performance (by
using some newly developed low noise components). In line with this, R. Leach’s
video processor circuit was obtained with his permission [78]. Based on his circuit
diagram, the new video processor was constructed in the group. The PCB artwork
and some modifications from the original design have been made by M. Clayton [28].
The mean variance tests, termed as ‘stage 2 tests’, became possible, with one IBMPC clone, and the new video processor. Again, a lot of effort has been devoted to
optimising the operating conditions, and system components. The experiments have
been made without a metallic enclosure for the video processor circuit, to allow easy
modification of the prototype, in developing stage. When no signal was apphed to
the input of the video processor, about 4^^5 ADU noise level (at system gain about
2 e~/ADU) was obtained, and this can be considered as the internal noise of the
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Table 6.2: Result of the mean variance test for system noise.
O p tic a l S cie n ce L a b o ra to ry .

Mosaic CCD P r o je c t .

DMA? Automated Photon T r a n s f e r T e s t.

F i l e : m v .lo g .

T e s t ceurried o u t by: W. HAN.
T e s t d a te : Mon Dec 14 1 7 :4 3 :1 3 .3 7 0 1992.
Exposure D ata:
Mos

Vos

Img B

Iv a r

Mos

Vos

Mean

V ar/2

17.3

380.5

8 .4

776.3

17.2

3 8 0 .4

8 .3

4 0 0.0

231.06

1116.1

2 5 .0

380.2

8 .6

1115.0

2 4 .9

38 0 .4

8 .4

735.2

374.39

6 .0

1465.7

3 3 .3

379.8

8 .7

1462.4

3 2 .8

379.8

8 .6

1084.3

557.85

8 .0

1795.8

4 0 .7

380.7

8 .8

1793.6

4 1 .4

3 8 0 .4

8 .4

1414.2

767.14

10.0

2135.4

4 7 .9

380.8

8 .4

2129.4

4 7 .7

3 8 0.4

8 .4

1751.8

826.90

12.0

2480.0

5 6 .8

380.0

8 .7

2487.3

5 7 .3

3 8 0.6

8 .9

2103.4

1012.91

14.0

2824.1

6 4 .8

380.9

8 .7

2818.6

64 .1

3 8 0.9

8 .8

2440.5

1086.43

16.0

3164.8

7 2 .7

381.4

8 .4

3166.1

7 2 .4

380.6

8 .5

2784.4

1304.53

18.0

3508.3

381.5

8 .3

3505.7

8 1.3

3 8 1.0

8 .5

3125.8

2 0 .0

3833.5

7 9 .2
8 9 .9

382.3

8 .6

3835.4

9 0.1

3 8 2.7

8 .6

3452.0

1504.81
1755.46

2 2 .0

4177.5

9 6 .4

383.2

8 .6

4181.5

9 6 .4

3 8 2.8

8 .4

3796.5

1795.26

2 4 .0

4536.6 104.3

382.1

8 .6

4523.7 104.8

8 .3

4147.6

1926.59

2 6 .0

4881.8 113.0

382.6

8 .5

4871.9 113.2

383.1
38 3.0

8 .5

4494.1

2221.11

2 8 .0

5208.6 119.7

383.0

8 .4

5213.1 119.0

3 8 3 .4

8 .6

4827.7

2241.69

3 0 .0

5562.6 126.4

383.2

8 .5

5552.5 128.4

383.0

8 .8

5174.5

2410.75

Time

Img A I v a r

2 .0

784.6

4 .0

Unweighted l e a s t sq u a re s f i t d a ta :
S o lu tio n to y = mx + c i s c=45.8S ( s q r t . c=6.77) m=0.46, c o r r e la tio n = 0 .9 9 7 .
R e fe rre d to th e CCD o u tp u t node:
System t r a n s f e r f u n c tio n : 2 .1 6 electrons/A D U .
System n o is e : 14.618 e l e c tr o n s .

video processor.
As discussed previously, a pair of identical exposures are obtained in this work, to
remove pixel nonuniformity of the image data. One set of the experimental data is
summarised in Table 6.2. The first column of this table is the exposure level (time
in seconds). The first exposure data of the pair is presented from the second to
the fifth column, giving the mean image level {Simg^mean)i its variance, the overscan
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Figure 6.2: Least squares fitting of the mean variance test.
mean data level (^oa.mean), and its variance (K*), respectively. The same applies
to the second exposure data, from the sixth to ninth column. The tenth column is
the overscan subtracted mean data level of the pair images

The last column

is the variance of the subtracted image pair (%»,»). The pixel nonuniformity was
removed, but the noise was doubled (hence, divided by 2).
The least squares fitting of the data is shown as Figure 6.2. In this figure, x axis
represents the mean signal level

and y axis is the variance of the subtracted

image pair (%n,n)- The y intercept value is 6.8 ADU from the fitted line in the
figure, and this gives system noise 14.6

However, it does not agreed well with

the value of 8.6 ADU, from the overscan mean variance in Table 6.2. As discussed
above, the overscan mean variance 8.6 ADU, is more rehable value than 6.8 ADU
from the least squares fitting. The system gain, as the slope of the fitted line, is
0.46 A D U /e“ ), that is, 2.16 e“ /ADU. Therefore, 18.6
reasonable system noise compared to 14.6
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(8.6x2.16) is the more

The range of error for this value can be deduced from the same experiments with
identical conditions and its overscan variance (K«), which gives ± 1

This

system noise is considered to be originated from three parts; the CCD, the video
processor and the driving electronics. The intrinsic noise of CCDs {(Jccd) used in the
experiments is in a range of 6 ^ 7

with the SUG device (setting up grade, low

quality device mainly for test purposes). The noise contribution from the CCD in
the experiments is likely more than this range, due to the difference of operating
conditions to the m anufacturer’s laboratory. The noise contribution by the video
processor

has already been discussed, that gives about 10

Using these

values, the noise contribution from the driving electronics {cr^rv) can be calculated
by the following equation, giving about 13

noise contribution to the system

noise.

= {<^id +

(6 1)

The experiment of Table 6.2 and Figure 6.2 did not cover a wide range of exposure
levels in ADU. This is because the data were selected from among the best results
of the experiments. Many experiments have been made with short exposure times,
to reduce experimental time, at the expense of a small range of exposure levels.
The shorter distances between the light source and the CCD, can also give a larger
range of exposure levels, however, this was avoided, due to the ‘dust effect’ on the
CCD. The shorter distance exposures are found to be more easily affected by dust.
Therefore, it is better to experiment with longer exposure times, rather than the
shorter distances. Some experiments were made with long exposure times to examine
any difference, however, their results were similar, unless the CCD is saturated.
Noise improvements have been achieved with a variety of operating conditions, and
with many different combinations. The major modifications are the optimisation
of video processor, ground connection arrangements including extensive filtering
circuits. It is diflScult to quantify precisely which factors are contributing to the
system noise. Some values, evaluated during the system optimisation process, are
obtained under specific test conditions. Thus, it is not reasonable to compare the
results directly, due to the different operating conditions. Further possibilities for
better noise performance can be explored, particularly in the video processor with
a fixed metallic enclosure.
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6.3.2

L inearity

The relationship between the number of incident photons and output image signal
from the system is another im portant element for scientific application. It is gen
erally known th at CCDs are very linear sensors over a wide dynamic range, when
properly operated. The output signal from a CCD is exactly proportional to the
number of incident photons on the CCD with high accuracy, often better than 0.1 %
of the input signal [86]. Such good linearity is an essential requirement to calibrate
measurements of faint light sources, by comparing them to bright sources, with accu
rate adjustm ents of exposure time. Normally in astronomy, the exposure time of an
observation is controlled by a mechanical shutter from the system control software.
There are two approaches to test the linearity of the system in the laboratory.
One is to measure the output signals from a constant light source by changing the
distance between the light source and the detector. The other method is changing
the intensity of the light source from a fixed distance with various exposure times.
In this case, the exposure times have to be controlled as accurately as possible.
The first method is practically more difficult in the laboratory, since control of
precise distances has to be made in a mechanical manner, and it requires additional
equipment, such as an optical bench. The second m ethod has been applied to this
work by the software subroutine, to control the exposure time with a LED light
source.

In fact, such data for linearity tests had already been obtained by the

mean variance tests. From Table 6.2, the exposure time and the mean value of two
identical exposures can be used directly to examine the system linearity.
Figure 6.3 shows a result of a system linearity test, from similar experimental data
with Table 6.2, and such linearity data can be obtained from all mean variance
tests. The y axis gives the mean data levels of two identical exposures in ADU, and
X

axis represents the exposure times. In most experiments, the exposure times (or

levels) and digitised output image signal showed a very good linear relationship, even
when the system noise level was unacceptable, for example, in a range of 100
The system noise of the experiment in Figure 6.3 is 37

with the system gain

of 2.9 e“ /ADU. This experiment covers a wider data range relatively compared to
other experiments. The saturation has hardly been experienced with this data range
and the system gain. However, with lower system gain, such as about 10 e“ /ADU,
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Figure 6.3: The system linearity test result.
saturation was experienced, depending on the operating conditions. Tests were made
to check the accuracy of the exposure time by the software which showed ± 0.01
second for most exposures. Higher accuracy can be achieved by a digital circuit,
and it also can be integrated into a single EPLD device, although not attem pted in
this work.

6.3.3

Cross Talk M easurem ent

The optimisation and system performance tests have been concentrated on one CCD
channel only, so far. As a mosaic CCD imaging system, the cross talk effect between
the other channels is a m atter of concern, when more than one CCD is operating
simultaneously. In practice, it could be a key performance in this work th at such
cross talk effect has to be acceptable, in dealing with many CCDs, or should not be
present at all, ideally. It already has been discussed th at the multiplexing concept
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was implemented for multiple CCDs in this work, to minimise cross talk between the
other channels. Individual driving of the CCDs and serial processing of image signals
from each device can avoid such problems, as demonstrated by Gunn et al. [49] with
the Four Shooter. On the other hand, a parallel driving method is prone to produce
cross talk, between the channels for the other CCDs, since all devices axe driven
together synchronously, without any timing gaps.
Apart from the driving electronics, the methods of video signal processing associ
ated with any demultiplexing technique, can also be an im portant factor in cross
talk measurement. The image signal can be demultiplexed as an analog signal, by
using some analog switches before they are digitised, or it can be demultiplexed
after individual digitisation. The digital demultiplexing technique requires a single
digitiser circuit for each CCD channel, including an ADC. However, as explained in
Sections 5.5 and 5.6, analog demultiplexing was the chosen method in this work. It
is not only because of the number of digitiser circuits for individual CCDs, but also
the high costs of ADCs. Two digital circuits have been designed for demultiplexing
in the video processor, and digitiser board, as shown in Figure 5.6 and 5.8. Each of
them are integrated into a single EPLD chip.
The measurement of cross talk is made rather differently from the other performance
tests. At least two channels of driving electronics have to be activated for two CCDs.
It wa.s not difficult in this work since the driving electronics haa been originally
designed for four channels. The image data can be acquired from the first device
(CCD 1) only, while the second one (CCD 2) was also driven by the multiplexed

CCD 1

CCD 2

Exposed

Exam ined Area
for Cross Talk
S ensing

Area
S ensing

Figure 6.4: The experiment idea for cross talk of this work.
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waveform, not necessarily from both CCDs simultaneously. If the cross talk is
at a significant level, and originates from the driving electronics, then the video
image from CCD 1 could be affected, when only CCD 2 is exposed, although no
image data is collected from the CCD 2. In fact, it would be practical to expose
a partial area of the CCD 2, and examine the same area of CCD 1, whether any
signal level differences exist between the part of CCD 1 (same are CCD 2 exposed)
and residual part of the CCD 1. Figure 6.4 shows this concept schematically. This
was the idea for cross talk measurement in this work. In this case, it is possible
to examine such effects with the video image collected from only one CCD. It was
planned because the data acquisition software was only available for one CCD, at the
system design stage. The software development for multiple CCDs was not initially
planned, mainly due to limited funding for the project.
The experiments for cross talk have been performed with several different system
configurations as follows, to examine which parts of the system are responsible for
cross talk, if it exists.
1. Driving only CCD 1, without generating any signals in CCD 2 channel.
2. Driving CCD 1, together with multiplexed waveforms and bias levels in CCD 2
channel (in Analog Driver board), but are not supplied to cryostat for CCD 2.
3. Driving both devices with multiplexed waveforms and bias signals for CCD 2,
but only CCD 1 output is connected to the video processor.
4. Driving both devices and both output signals to the video processors, but data
acquisition only from CCD 1, without connecting CCD 2 video signal to the
ADC.
5. Driving both devices with data acquisition from both CCDs, by analog demul
tiplexing.
In the above 1~4 stage experiments, the data acquisitions can be made from only
CCD 1, thus no video signal demultiplexing was required. In each experiment, the
video images from CCD 1 have been examined, with particular attention to the same
area to th at of CCD 2 was illuminated. The image data of the area in the CCD 1
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(the identical part to th at of exposed CCD 2), might be affected systematically, if
cross talk effects exist between the channels. The software provides a statistical
subroutine to calculate the mean data level of any user-defined area. The system
noise does not substantially influence these experiments, although it is higher than
the cross talk level. It is because such cross talk effects normally appear as a form
of increased, or decreased data levels on the particular parts in the imaging area,
relative to those on the residual areaa (in practice, the other CCD’s exposed area).
For example, a mean data level of 800 ADU with 20

system noise for any area,

would appear as 805 or 795 ADU, if the area was affected by cross talk of 5 ADU,
regardless of the system noise.
The experiments of stages 1~4 were conducted by examining the mean data level
of CCD 1, at each stage. The result of stage 1 experiments was considered as an
indication of no cross talk, since no signals for CCD 2 channel were generated in the
driving electronics, other than only CCD 1 channel. In the experiments of stage 2~4,
image data from the CCD 1 was examined by comparing the same area illuminated
on CCD 2, to the residual parts of the image. No particular systematic differences
in mean data level were observed, over CCD 1 image area. It was obtained while
a partial area of CCD 2 was being exposed, as shown in Figure 6.4. Some random
differences of mean level were noticed on the different parts of CCD 1, in the range of
2~15 ADU, depending on the region. However, it is believed that this is caused by
a ‘sampling effect’ on the sensing area, in terms of its flat field illumination, not due
to the cross talk. The results of stage 1 experiments support such an assumption,
showing similar data level variations over the area, that could not be caused by
the cross talk. Moreover, the mean data level differences appeared as a random
variation, not systematic.
It was found th at some dust or dirt on the cryostat window and glass on the CCD
sensing area, can significantly contribute to such random differences in mean data
level, at different parts on the same device. Perfect cleaning to remove all traces of
dust or dirt is a very demanding job, since they axe hardly recognisable by eye. Under
the circumstances of the laboratory, it could be difficult despite several cleanings,
unless the cleaning is made in the clean room. In summary, all the results of stage
1~4 experiments suggest that there are no substantial contributions from cross talk
between the channels in the system, when video images are collected from one CCD
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only. This implies that the multiplexed waveforms, as well as video signal processing
in the system, are very efficient in preventing such cross talk effects. In practice,
considering such a multiplexing concept, there are no reasons for a direct cross talk
effects between the channels of each CCD, since they are driven with a multiplexed
timing gap of a few micro seconds (in this work, 25 nS).
In the meantime, the data acquisition software for multiple CCDs became available.
At the time of writing, the software is able to deal with two pixels image data (from
two CCDs) within 50 /xS in a multiplexed manner (under the given processor speed
of IBM-PC 386 clone). This means that about 25 /xS is required to deal with one
pixel image from one CCD, to allocate one pixel data into the computer memory
(including 2 /xS ADC conversion time plus about 23 /xS processing time). The video
data from two CCDs can be obtained within the identical readout time of one CCD
{plus additional 25 /xS for multiplexing the last pixel of CCD 2, exactly). In fact,
obtaining two images requires considerable modifications of the system components.
It includes not only the system control software, such as waveform timing adjust
ments, but also in hardware, particularly in the digitiser board. Effort was also
devoted to designing a digital circuit for an analog switch control, associated with
the ADC trigger signals, as well as their CCD addresses.
Using the data acquisition software, it was possible to perform the stage 5 experi
ments. These were carried out under the same conditions as stages 1^4, except an
additional two analog switches on the digitiser board, to select the data from each
video processor. After data acquisition, a software subroutine demultiplexes the raw
data, to two separate video images. The images can be individually displayed, or
examined. The two images were successfully acquired from the system, enabling
direct examination for cross talk effects. The same partial area of CCD 2 was illu
minated, as shown in Figure 6.4, and examinations were made for the same part of
CCD 1.
Initially, it seemed that the results showed only the similar random differences, as
shown in the case of stage 1~4 experiments, thus no substantial cross talk contribu
tions were presumed. However, soon it was observed that obvious cross talk patterns
had appeared, particularly at high exposure levels on the same location of CCD 1,
where CCD 2 was partially exposed. Investigations were made into this problem.
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Later, it was found th at the image signal from the video processor of CCD 2, was
saturated, only when such cross talk patterns appeared on CCD 1 image. The os
cilloscope showed a slight variation of ground level of CCD 1 video signal, during
the tim e when CCD 2 signals were saturated. This is beheved to be the reason for
cross talk.
No such cross talk patterns were observed, unless saturation occurs in one of the
video signals. Some attem pts were made to sort out this problem, but were not
successful. As long as the ground levels of the two video processor are connected
together, it may be difficult to eliminate such effects completely with the analog
multiplexing technique. It seems that the analog switches are mainly responsible for
this cross talk, when they select the video signal with respect to the ground level,
from the two video processors. However, this may not be a major problem, con
sidering th at such a situation is hardly expected in actual observation. A part from
this, it can be stated that there is no substantial cross talk problem in the stage 5
experiments with two CCDs, as in the case of the other stage 1~4 experiments.

6.4

Future W ork

This work has concentrated mainly upon the system design for multiple CCDs with
the multiplexing concept as an initial system development stage. The system con
figuration is thus aimed at experimenting with the concept, rather than developing
the final working version to be engaged as an observational instrum ent. The con
cept has been successfully proven in acquiring two image frames from two CCDs
simultaneously. However this does not imply that it can be immediately appfied
to design such an instrum ent for an observatory. It is true that the system noise
in this work at the time of writing, has to be improved further compared to those
of instrum ents recently developed. Particularly, the wire wrapping electronics of
this work requires re-arrangements with newly optimised circuitry based on secure
hardwired PCB layouts for better system performances.
The data acquisition system can also be upgraded, according to recent advances of
computer technology when dealing with large amounts of digital image data. Some
optical arrangements are also required to avoid inter-CCD gaps in the mosaic focal
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plane. These include device alignments and mounting them in an array as precisely
2LS possible. Apart from this, additional work is also necessary to constitute a whole
mosaic CCD imaging system, for instance shutter assembly and its associated circuit,
etc. Most of this work demands considerable resources and effort when implementing
large sensing areas for an actual observing instrum ent. Such work has not been
included in this thesis, mainly due to lack of funding.

Collaborations with the

other group members for this project have also been significantly delayed by the
same reason. These works are briefly discussed here for future developments to
improve system performance, as well as observational efficiency of the final observing
instrum ent.

6.4.1

C ircuit B oard A rrangem ents

One of the main limitations in obtaining reduced system noise in this work is prob
ably due to the wire wrapping circuit arrangements. This gives good flexibility for
circuit modification during system development. However it is not suitable for the
instrum ents that used in routine observational work. It is mainly because its elec
tronic instability, in terms of flexible connection for signal transmission, and more
im portantly, possibility of noise susceptibility in dealing with very low level signals.
All the circuit boards of this work are arranged with such wire wrapping, except
video processor circuit. The future system design has to be made with PCB layouts
referring to the design of this work.
Recently several commercial software packages are widely available for PCB pro
cessing. However some difficulties are expected, particularly in designing an analog
driver circuit to cope with a large number of connections for many CCD channels. It
is proposed to apply multi-layer PCB techniques to arrange them efficiently. It has
already been discussed th at the system ground arrangement of hardware electronics
is an im portant factor in noise performance. The grounding on the remaining area,
with the exception of the circuit path on the board, are worth taking into account
for better noise performance. In multi-layer PCBs, one layer can be devoted to the
ground plane entirely. To minimise the area for many CCD channel circuits, the
surface mount devices can be employed directly.
Another consideration for noise performance is to employ opto-isolators in the cir203

cuit. Such isolation was already attem pted at some places as mentioned earlier.
Although a noticeable improvement was not observed in the experiments, it may be
different at much lower noise levels. For instance at 5

level, the system noise

can be affected more easily by such isolation. Particularly, the digital waveforms
th a t trigger the analog switches in the analog driver circuit were not isolated in
this work due to lack of board space. Such an arrangement has to be considered
in future designs with ample space. Selection of low noise electronic components
(particularly analog switches and op-amps), within the range of given specification
can also improve system noise, at the expense of high costs.

6.4.2

C ontroller U pgrade

The current controller employs a 2048 word memory device at 5 MHz system clocking
rate as a prototype design. This arrangement can specify up to 400 //S pixel readout
time, thus there would be no practical difficulties to control four CCDs with this
design. However in terms of indefinite expansibility of the sensing area, it is not
sufficient to cope with a large number of CCDs. To sort out this problem, the delay
counter controller has been developed in this work. The duration of any event can
be specified by another memory device at the same address in the memory. This
design improves such limitations greatly with the same memory and system clocking
rate by using only necessary events.
One im portant feature is that the faster system clock rate can provide the higher
resolutions in one unit pixel time.

This suggests the drive waveforms of many

CCDs can be easily interleaved (or multiplexed) within one pixel time. For example,
50 /iS pixel time is obtained with 250 resolution units at 5 MHz system clocking
(200 nS), whilst 20 MHz (50 nS) clocking provides 1000 resolution units for the
same pixel time. This makes it easy to arrange the different CCD drive waveforms
in the Bitmap for the same pixel time, with great flexibility. However this naturally
requires more memory space in proportion to clock rate increase. Nevertheless this
approach is desirable to coping with many CCDs conveniently, and memory devices
are inexpensive and widely available. Such large memory devices also makes it
convenient to arrange some other operational modes (such as prebinning or fastscan)
by using several separate memory pages. In practical implementations, an im portant
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point is the consideration of memory access time associated with a clocking rate,
such as 20 MHz. This should use the memory devices with access times less than
50 nS. Currently, it seems that there is no practical difficulties to implement up to
20 MHz system clocking rate, which allows very flexible Bitmap design for a large
num ber of CCDs.
The advances of EPLD technology can also contribute to future system design.
During the course of this work, a new CAD software version, M AX + PLU S II has
been released. It has enhanced performance with logic densities up to 20000 gates,
providing 44'^288 pins (EPM7000 family) [3]. W ith such devices, any required
controller digital logic can be easily integrated into a single EPLD internally (except
protection purpose buffers). The design would be much simpler to include any extra
digital circuit such as shutter control logic, due to the abundant resources in a single
device.
Very recently, an interesting discussion was presented by the EPLD manufacturer
as an Application Brief, in terms of system noise performance of this work [4]. The
discussion deals with the factors for minimising ‘ground bounce’ (output switching
noise) produced by the EPLD when it works at faster switching times, although it
does not include quantitative analysis. They suggest th at load capacitance, induc
tance of socket, and numbers of switching outputs are the predominant factors that
influence the magnitudes of ground bounce in EPLDs. Their recommendation to
reduce the magnitude of the noise are; use external buffers to limit load capacitance,
limit the number of outputs, and eliminate sockets whenever possible. Remembering
th at the 25 MHz unknown noise source in bias levels discussed in Section 6.2.4, the
EPLD might be the source of the noise, although conclusive discussions are reserved
at this stage.
The EPLD controller is currently mounted on the 68 way J-lead socket. Elimination
of the socket was not a simple m atter, since most EPLDs are designed to be used
with such sockets. Through the discussion with the EPLD suppher, it was found
th at special devices, called PGA (Pin Grid Array) chips, are available that can be
used without such sockets, but are more expensive. However this type of EPLD
packing have to be soldered directly on the board, and are not compatible with the
wire wrapping board. Therefore it was difficult to employ such EPLDs in this work
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to examine its noise contribution. Some external buffers are already being used,
however more buffers for all I/O signal of the EPLD requires an almost new circuit
configuration in the wire wrapping board. It was thus not attem pted. Further, such
a new circuit board arrangement might result in different system noise performance.
The future system design has to talce into account this point in using the EPLD.

6.4.3

V id eo P rocessor O p tim isation

It can be pointed out that one of the major elements in optimising the system noise
is the low noise performance of the video processing circuit. Practically it is the
most sensitive part in terms of the whole system noise. In line with this, it is true
that the engaged video processor circuit (R. Leach’s design-based) in this work has
to be optimised further. It showed internal noise of 4~5 ADU at system gain about
2 e“ /ADU (thus about 10

when no input signal was given. However there axe

some margins for improving its performance. Firstly the circuit is not completely
shielded by metallic enclosure during the experiments. Such shielding can be used
to keep electromagnetic radiation out of any local circuit, acting as a Faraday cage.
In handling very low level signals, this could be an effective noise contribution [93].
Secondly, the electronic components, particularly, the op-amps (analog switches
for CDS signal as well), have to be selected from low-noise specification devices,
preferably with metal-can packages. It was already mentioned that the progress of
this work had been significantly delayed due to the instability of the video processor.
The trouble was finally solved by replacing an op-amp with an equivalent device of
metal-can package. The op-amps used in this circuit are not all such metal-can
package devices. Going further some components are not exactly the same ones as
recommended by the original circuit, mainly due to lack of availabihty. However
a rigid metallic enclosure was not suitable for flexible modification of the circuit
as a laboratory prototype in the development stage. A new circuit layout was also
necessary to settle the circuit boards properly in a metallic box. Using m etal package
components also requires additional costs, thus it was difficult to attem pt all these
experiments in this work. These suggestions have to be considered in the future
system design.
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6.4.4

D a ta H andling

The data acquisition software employed in this work is practically limited by the
computer processing time in dealing with multiple numbers of video signals. The
software is still in development to improve its performance. Using a faster computer,
such as an IBM PC 486 clone machine, can also increeise the number of CCDs it
can handle, within a given period. However the software approach in real-time base
data acquisition with one computer memory, always requires a certain amount of
processing time to execute the commands of the software (the software processing
time is generally longer than A/D conversion time).

This software approach is

efficient when dealing with a relatively small number of CCDs, however, can be a
conceivable problem for multiplexed image signals from larger numbers of devices,
due to the lim itation of processing time.
A practical suggestion for this problem is to prepare a circuit with memory devices
in the system hardware, termed as local memory. It is designed to be triggered
by End of Conversion (EOC) signal from the ADC device, and stores the image
data into the local memory directly regardless of software commands, (thus can
be called a hardware approach). The local memory can be designed as a part of
the system, and handles the data in real-time base, independently with the data
acquisition software. After readout, the image data in the local memory can be
transferred into computer memory without the constraint of the processing time.
At the time of writing, commercially available memory devices for such purposes
have organisation of 4M bx8bit (DRAM modules), or equivalent, although larger
memory devices are rapidly becoming available. Several such devices can be em
ployed considering the number and format of the CCDs in the focal plane. For
example, only three of such devices need to store the 11 Mb image data (IGbit)
from four EEV P88330 (1152x1242) CCDs.
Another potential approach is applying the transputer technology developed re
cently, in terms of its parallel processing capability. It is constructed from a micro
processor array performing operations in parallel, instead of sequentially as in the
case of conventional processors. This technology has already been apphed to con
troller design in astronomical CCD imaging systems, as well as in data acquisition
hardware [130]. The communication and image display can also be efficiently con
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trolled by this approach. Apart from this, there are many data acquisition systems
in the commercial sector. A wide choice is possible, such as using a local memory or
direct memory access (DMA controller) including 16-bit resolution ADC. Most of
these products aie available with a form of circuit board and associate software to
be installed in a computer. In this case, some interface circuitry may be necessary
to fit the hardware requirement of this work.

6.4.5

M osaic Focal P lan e

The prototype mosaic focal plane array for this work was prepared mainly for ex
periments involving system electronics, without considering the gaps between the
devices. In actual mosaic CCD imaging systems, such gaps have to be optimised
for minimum gaps, as discussed in Chapter 2. There are two basic approaches in
tackhng this subject, that is, optical methods such as using focal reducer lenses,
and employing buttable CCD sensors. In practice, it can be said that these two
approaches are complementary to each other. Optical design can settle any feasible
refocusing according to the mosaic array arrangement in the focal plane, in princi
ple. However larger demagnifying causes greater abberation. Whereas, it is hardly
expected th at perfectly buttable CCDs with only sensing area would be developed
in the near future. It is because minimum gaps are unavoidable to allow bonding
pads of the package [125]. Therefore it would be desirable to consider these two
approaches together in designing stage.
A. Radley’s study in the group [98] has mainly concentrated upon the design of
focal reducer lenses with minimum abberation, based on software simulation. It
is possible to accommodate the refocusing of several CCDs with only one piece of
glass by his work. Such actual focal reducer lens has to be constructed referring
to his study with available funding. The recent developments of buttable devices
has also been mentioned in Chapter 2. As already shown in Figure 2.4, it provides
the minimum inter-device gaps. The prototype of the focal plane array by using
four EEV/OSL phase 1 buttable CCDs, has already been assembled by Jamshidi in
the OSL group [60]. Figure 6.5 shows the arrangement of the devices on the focal
plane array of 2 x 2, in actual size approximately. The size of the sensing area is
comparable with that of Tektronix TK2048 device (49x49 mm). However this work
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Figure 6.5: Assembled prototype of the mosaic array using 4 EEV/OSL CCDs.
did not includes the considerations for the accurate positioning of the sensors in the
focal plane array. It is mainly aimed at implementation of focal plane ideas of the
group and experiments with system electronics.
The accurate positioning of the sensing areas in the focal plane involves not only
horizontal alignments in (æ, y) directions of the sensing area but also its height in
z direction. As for the horizontal alignment, an accurate positioning of one device
relative to those of the others, is a very demanding task, as dem onstrated by ESO
group [101]. They achieved an alignment accuracy of about 3 fim (one tenth of a pixel
size) for relative positioning of 2 x 2 format array with considerable effort. However
with this approach, it may be difficult to cope with a larger focal plane array,
with many devices (thus very large dimensions). Additionally, the compensation
of therm al expansion is another question. As an alternative, correction of such
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alignment errors can also be made by software calibration in the data reduction
process of coarse-aligned mosaic image data. In fact, this is the approach of the
OSL group to tackle the problem in future system design of the mosaic focal plane
array.
A serious effort will be concentrated in the group, on another alignment problem, in
terms of height of each sensing area on the focal plane array. The underside of each
device package for an array may not be perfectly flat, partly due to ceramic distortion
at high tem perature in the manufacturing process. Therefore, it is necessary to
develop a m ethod for maintaining a reasonable optical flatness of the focal plane,
of the order of a few microns. As for this alignment, some suggestions have already
been made in the group [124]. Firstly, the precise measurements of the height of each
device corner above a reference flat are required, by using an optical microscope.
Then a diamond turning machine will be apphed to produce individual spacers with
the wedge to accommodate the measured errors. The spacers will be placed between
the underside of the devices and the copper block. This process will allow us to
achieve reasonable optical flatness of individual sensing area, relative to the reference
flat plane with a precision of a few micron. The diamond turning machine is available
in the group. This idea can be applied to obtain not only good planar positioning of
the devices but also to follow a curved focal surface precisely, if necessary. This also
requires considerable time and effort in the next stage of the mosaic CCD project.

6.4.6

N o ise O p tim isation P rocess

The noise optimisation of the CCD imaging system is probably the most impor
tan t and essential task, in developing the final working instrum ent as a facihty for
an observatory. The major difficulty is that the noise performance of a system is
very subtle according to the system configuration, even in the system based on the
identical design and circuit, as we discussed earlier in this chapter. It would be
controversial to discuss what could be the best approach in realising good and ac
ceptable noise performance. It could be different for every system according to its
specific circumstances as well as in each stage of the system development. Thus in
the case of this work, only a few rough ideas have been outlined here on the basis
of the experiments for the optimisation.
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Initially this work was aimed to develop four channels of electronics to control four
CCDs. The wire wrapping prototype circuits were constructed as the original design
to confirm the driving waveforms and other relevant signals for four channels. Then
the system optimisation have been concentrated upon only one channel, with the
other circuit channels on the wire wrapping board, although they were not engaged
in the experiment. Later to avoid any potential interference between the other CCD
channels, the components of unconnected channels were taken out. No particular
difference was observed in system noise. Another trial that has been considered
is to remove all wire wrapping lines for the other three channels, except only one
CCD channel, at a later optimisation stage. This is because the question of ground
stability th at may be caused by such unnecessary wire wrapping lines.
However, it was difficult to remove them from the board, since such connections
were more than 1000 wire wrap, requiring an entire new arrangement. Besides, at
least one other channel would be necessary to test cross talk between the channels
at a later stage. It is thus not clear so far that the other channels can effect the
system noise performance, apart from the cross talk. Considering this, it would
be reasonable to concentrate upon systematic optimisation with only one channel
firstly, in the case of the mosaic CCD project.

Then with the acceptable noise

level, the circuit for the other channels can be appended step by step to examine
any feasible effect. R. Leach’s group also suggests this approach for their mosaic
CCD project [78]. However this requires additional effort for the whole system
development, thus a certain level of compromise can be reached at a reasonable
stage.
In terms of multiple image acquisition, further attention would be necessary for the
system noise of each device. After all the devices are optimised individually, the
system gain of each channel has to be examined for data reduction. It would be
desirable for all channels that their performance parameters are within a similar
range. Otherwise some accommodation can be possible to have comparable system
gain values, such as in the video processor circuit. It is true th at such a compre
hensive investigation has not yet been made in this work with two sets of image
data, apart from the cross talk tests. In practice, this requires considerable time
and effort, with reasonably optimised channels, at least two. Such attem pts were,
however, hampered mainly due to limited resources. From a different viewpoint, it
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was considered that such experiments with an associated effort at this stage may
not be meaningful, without a reasonable final settlement of the noise performance.
Nevertheless these experiments will be required in future system optimisation.
Another point of importance that may affect the system noise performance is the
methods of demultiplexing the video signals, prior to collection by the computer,
that is, demultiplexing with analog signal, or with digital data. The main difference
of these two methods is the timing of demultiplexing the video signals. In the case
of analog processing, the video signals from each video processor are selected and
distributed by analog switches with a form of analog signal, then sampled by the
digitiser. Thus only one ADC can be employed, within the period of the software
processing time plus ADC conversion time allow (see Section 5.6). It is the approach
in acquiring two images in this work, aiming at prospect of feasibility to reduce
considerable costs for the ADC device as well as the number of circuit boards.
Whereas the image data can also be demultiplexed with a form of digital data after
digitisation. In such a case, individual ADCs would be dedicated to each video
signal from each CCD, to digitise them independently. Then this digital image data
can be demultiplexed by the digital buffers, instead of the analog switches, before
data is collected by the computer. This allow us to overcome the restriction of the
ADC conversion time, within the minimum multiplexing gap during one pixel time.
Thus it is possible to employ slower conversion time ADC devices, at the expense
of higher costs for many devices.
However, the more im portant subject is the system performance in terms of sig
nal processing. Generally such digital data handhng is a more secure approach to
protect against any possible noise pickup. The ADC devices are widely available
at lower cost than before, with the advance of recent technology. This m ethod has
been implemented successfully by R. Leach’s group [79] in their project. Conclusive
discussions can not be made at this stage without extensive experiments, for which
is the better approach, overall. Potentially, it can be stated that the two methods
are a question of priority in the system design, such as for the noise performance
and the hardware efficiency.
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C h ap ter 7
C on clu sion
The current CCDs used widely in observations have the limitation of relatively small
sensing areas over conventional detectors, such as photographic plates. The existing
technology for a single large area CCD may not fully support such requirements in
the near future, on the basis of current developments. In the light of this, a new
concept has been developed in this work to drive multiple CCDs for a large sensing
area. Several ‘standard type CCDs’ can be assembled together in a focal plane,
and can be driven simultaneously by the multiplexing technique. This work can be
applied to overcome the limitation of the small sensing area of currently available
CCDs. It can also be apphed to several large sensing area devices, providing an even
larger sensing area, or a multiple readout mode. The im portant system parameters
in driving CCDs such as readout time, operating voltages, as well as number of
pixels and lines for charge transfers, can be easily configured from the software. The
system design also allows the user to deal with any number of mixed devices and in
any format, within the practical limit providing great flexibility.
Most of the controller digital circuits have been integrated into a single EPLD chip
using a CAD software package, not only to minimise the component count with the
simple system design, but also to improve the efficiency of the system greatly. This
approach gives a very flexible system design that can be customised conveniently
by a user, according to the specific apphcation of the system. The EPLD controller
can be easily produced in any quantity required, with minimal hardware work such
as in PCB processing to implement the design. It is thus more economical than
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discrete digital devices for equivalent circuits. The analog driver circuit employs
octal DACs that can optimise the circuit area, when dealing with a larger number
of CCDs. The multiplexed signals from the controller electronics trigger the analog
switches, to provide proper analog waveforms for multiple devices. The system
control software has an open architecture to permit easy modifications. This allows
a wider range of users to implement their specific requirements.
Some additional work has also been undertaken in hardware and software, together
with some modifications using existing resources in the OSL group, as a part of the
whole system, through collaboration with the other group members. Two identical
video processor circuits were constructed for multiple video signal processing. The
data acquisition was accomplished by the software developed by M. Clayton [28],
which can deal with multiple CCD image data simultaneously, in a multiplexed
manner. The digital circuits for demultiplexing the CDS signals, as well as digi
tiser trigger signals of each CCD were also designed, and programmed into each
single EPLD chip. Apart from the electronics, A. Radley (an OSL group member)
successfully developed optical arrangements to avoid gaps between the CCDs, with
minimum imaging aberrations in the focal plane [98].
The system has been integrated for its functional, and performance tests, as a mosaic
CCD imaging system. The system has been optimised with a variety of combinations
of operational conditions. Each part of the whole system was tested thoroughly for
the best system performance. At the time of writing, using the mean variance tests,
the estim ated system noise turned out to be 18.6

from all noise sources in the

system including the CCD. The tests also showed a good linear relationship between
incident photons and video output data. Two images were successfully obtained
simultaneously, as shown in Figure 7.1. No substantial cross talk in the hardware
electronics was observed, unless they are saturated. These results were obtained
from the wire wrapping circuitry, as a prototype in the development stage, thus,
further improvements are expected by fully-optimised PCB hardwired electronics,
in the final working version. In the light of this, subsequent research is anticipated
requiring additional funds, to enable investigations into the problems outlined, in
dealing with large sensing areas. Nevertheless, the multiplexing concept in driving
multiple CCDs has been successfully proved in this work.
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As for the future applications of this work in astronomy, the focal plane areas of
the largest telescopes can be covered with the CCD mosaic array, by applying the
multiplexing concept. At the present time, several very large telescopes (8 metre
class, or larger) are under construction, or in the designing stage. These include
the 10 m Keck Telescope, the 16 m European Southern Observatory Telescope, the
UK 8 m Telescope. It is impossible for the large focal planes of these telescopes to
be covered with a single CCD. The observational efficiency with the telescopes can
be improved greatly with the mosaic CCD array. The spectroscopic apphcations
of this work have already been suggested by the OSL group for UCLES family
spectrographs as the detector for a larger spectral format [126]. Very recently, a
proposal of the high resolution spectrograph has also been made with a mosaic
CCD array for the 6.5 m upgrade of the Multiple Mirror Telescope (Univ. Arizona,
Harvard-Smithonian Center for Astrophysics). Another design study was made by
the group for the proposed Wide Field Spectroscopic Telescope (high resolution for
multiple objects) with an 3x36 array of 1024x1024 pixel format devices [125].
Looking at outside-astronomy apphcations, the multiplexing concept of this work
can also be implemented in several fields, such as in remote sensing, or in security
video cameras. For example, some low altitude remote sensing satelhtes are using
several linear sensors to scan the E arth ’s surface [133]. These sensors can be driven
by a single controller simultaneously with the multiplexing concept to facihtate
data processing with a simple hardware structure. As for the security purposes,
several separate cameras can be operated from a single controller by multiplexing
the waveforms, and routing them to each camera using digital communications. Low
light level cameras, such as those used for under-water surveillance, can implement
the concept to monitor four directions at the same time. In addition to these, the
multiplexing concept has many other potential apphcation areas, including medical
microscopes for high quality imaging, stereoscopic machine vision systems with two
cameras to sense distances, etc. Although the readout frequency and video signal
processing technique can be different to each apphcation, it can be optimised with
the multiplexing concept for individual purposes. In summary, the multiplexing
concept outlined in this work to drive multiple CCDs has a wide range of apphcation
areas not only in astronomy, but also in other related fields.
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I

Figure 7.1: The photograph of the system developed in this work, shows images from
two CCDs running simultaneously, using the multiplexing technique. Two CCDs are
seen through the cryostat window. The CCDs are masked to confirm their proper
operation. Different masks applied to each CCD, produce the corresponding dark
images (blue colour in the images). Some bad columns of the CCD are seen on the
left image. The multiplexing concept of this work has been proved.
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A p p en d ix A
E P L D C ontroller D esig n
Some more information for the design of the EPLD controller in this work is pre
sented. Four sub designs of the top hierarchy level design are related to each other,
and some of the sub designs also consist of lower- hierarchy designs. Particularly the
Sequencer Logic Block plays an im portant role by producing the memory address
information for the external memory devices. Their functional descriptions with
some associated I/O signals axe given. Further details, such as full circuit diagrams,
axe prepared elsewhere [92].

A .l

Interface Logic B lock

This is a logic circuit block which receives digital information from the computer, and
distributes it to other parts of the controller circuit after necessary modifications. It
deals with such interface between the software generated signals and the controller
hardware. The required outputs from this circuitry are clocking, address and data
information for the other parts of controller.
Input signals are summarised as follows.
• RECLK : Input from the master clock on the controller board. Clock rate is fixed
at 10 MHz, from a quartz crystal device.
• J [0 ] ~ J [1 5 ] :

16 bit Inputs from the computer generated by software as two

groups of 8 bit TTL signal. The first 8 bit is referred as address or commands
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in the software, and the later 8 bit is referred as data.
• STRB : This signal is a data valid signal, coming from the computer generated by
8255 I/O interface board which is installed in the computer. It is generated
only when all signals from the computer are valid.
This circuit consists of a JK F lip Flop, some AND gates, MCELL buffers and two
74541 octal buffers. C lo ck in g logic has to work for two different modes, that is,
writing and reading the Bitmap from /to the memory devices. In reading mode, 10
MHz RECLK input signal is divided in two by using a JK F lip Flop (toggle function)
to give 5 Mhz (200 nS) clocking rate. The STRB signal is used as writing mode
clock, which is only valid, when two sets of data and address signals are presented
simultaneously. The input A d d re ss signals, J [ 0 ] ~ J [ 7 ] , axe connected to a octal
buffer 74541, to control the 8 bit signal when it is necessary. Among them, the first
bit J [0] is dedicated to select either the Controller board, or the Analog Driver
board.
Four MCELL buffers (a special buffer of this software that specifies a Macrocell)
connected with STRB signal as a timing delay source in this case. One MCELL buffer
gives about 20 n S delay in case of this circuit. The J [7 ] ~ J [ 1 5 ] inputs represent
D a ta . These signals are intended for Bitmap data, and system parameters, such as
number of pixels or line. However when used as Bitmap data, it is directly connected
to the outputs of the controller circuit, because the Bitmap data does not need any
modification in the circuit, except some timing delays.
O utput signals of the Interface Logic Block summarised below.
• WRCLK : This is LOW valid writing clock signal and is connected to the Sequencer
Logic Block. Pulse width is about 100 n5, and its number exactly corresponds
with th at of input data set number.
• RDCLK : Used as the reading mode (that is normal CCD readout) clocking signal
of the circuit with 200 nS pulse width. Some other relevant clock signals are
generated from this signal.
• A[0] ~A [3] :

The four bit information is used as address in the Control Logic

Block. It is used for specific commands such as S t a r t , R eset, W rite or ENABLE
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signal for some latches.
• X[0] ~X[7] :

System param eter data for number of lines and pixels, and size of

vertical and horizontal Bitmap clocking. Each needs 12 bit information, thus
it has been divided into 4 LSB and 8 MSB to send them twice, separately. How
ever in this design, 4 LSB data use 4 address lines to send them simultaneously
for convenience which are not been used.

A .2

C ontrol Logic B lock

This logic block works for generating the signals th at are related with S t a r t and
R eset of the entire system, and the control signals for buffers, memory chips and
data latches. The input signals mainly come from the Interface Block and Sequencer
Block. Most output signals are directly related with control signals of the system.
The circuit consists of some D F lip F lops, some basic logic gates like AND or NAND,
with some MCELL buffers.
• Start and R eset Logic
This circuit provides S t a r t and R eset signal of the controller. Most of input signals
for this circuit come from the Interface Block and the Sequencer Block. The address
signals (A [0]~A [3]) are connected to a 3 to 8 TTL74138 decoder. Each of the 8
outputs of this decoder has different roles, including Start (ST) and Write Select
(WRS) modes. This circuit is necessary to trigger operation of the controller, and
resets all components to their original states to prepare next operation, particularly
to clear all flip flops and latches and counters. Therefore, it needs the signals of
operation termination, that are generated in the Sequencer Block (counting finish
carry out signal). Three TTL7474 registers, some MCELL buffers and NAND gates
have been used. Because the circuit is basically a feedback circuit sequential logic
which gives its own input conditions for itself, there was a difficulty to obtain proper
timing of the RESET signal. Using some MCELL buffers as timing delay source, this
has been rectified.
• M em ory C ontrol Logic
Two memory devices are to be used in the controller board in this version. A certain
logic circuit has to be designed to control the memory devices, according to their
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function either in writing or reading mode, for the Bitmap data. Since the memory
devices share their input and output function on the same pins, two modes of logic
have been designed for the reading and writing procedure. In writing mode, an
active LOW W rite Enable signal (WE) has been designed using some NAND, OR, and
MCELL buffers. The Chip Enable (CE) input of the memory devices is tied HIGH
permanently in this design, thus only control of WE pins makes it possible to write
the Bitmap. Two WE signals were designed for each memory. Two MCELL buffers have
been used to adjust timing differences, between data and addresses of the controller
circuit. Reading the memory devices can be accomplished by selecting the Chip
Enable (CE) and O utput Enable (OE) to be active LOW, while WE remains HIGH. It
was very easy to comply this condition, since such logic has already been existed in
the start and reset logic as Write Select signal (WRS).
• Buffer C ontrol Logic
It has been already discussed that 16 bit Bitmap data is needed to allocates infor
mation in the memory for CCD clocking sequences. The addresses of these memory
devices have to be connected by bus, so that address changes of two memory chips
take place at the same time, to readout the stored information. However, it is im
possible to connect the data in p u t/output pins by bus directly, since the contention
will occur between two data sets from the memory chips, if it is connected directly.
To avoid this situation, a buffer (preferably an octal buffer) has to be employed in
the controller board. This can disconnect two data sets by controlhng its enable
input, so that all outputs are in the high impedance state, when disabled. The
control logic for this buffer has designed, using a NAND gate with Write Select signal
(WRS) and board select signal (J [0] ) inputs to ensure that it works only when the
Controller board is selected. Similar situations in the writing mode cannot be a
problem, because there are two separate Write Enable signals (WE) for each memory
device.
• D a ta Latch C ontrol Logic
In the sequencer logic block, there are three counters and four 12 bit latches to store
the information of system control parameters. The software was programmed to sent
data, with their own addresses which finally are presented on the inputs of 74138
decoder. According to their addresses, the outputs are decoded to make it possible
to write the system parameters in 12 bit latches. These signals (EB [0] ^EB [3] ) are
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enabled by the STRB signal initially, thus, have almost the same pulse width with it.
This also may prevent incorrect writing of system param eter by unexpected noise
pick up, since they are enabled only when valid data is provided by the software.

A .3

Sequencer Logic B lock

This logic block is the heart of this controller design, in terms of generating Bitmap
memory address signals for CCD drive waveforms, in a controlled manner. The
circuit has been designed to provide proper sequences of address signals for the
memory devices, either to write or read the Bitmap from /to the memory. It is
possible to deal with this job, using some counters for such clocking sequences from
the Bitmap information. In addition to this, some latches and multiplexers have
been designed, to store and select system parameters within the EPLD design.
Considering the format of the CCDs to be controlled and size of the Bitmap, it was
decided to use 12 bits for the designs of the counters, latches and multiplexers. This
means the design allows to control up to 4000x4000 format CCD device, with the
4000 bits of clocking resolution. Three sub designs, for the counter, the latch and
the multiplexer, were organised as lower hierarchy level designs for the Sequencer
Block circuit.
• 12 B it L atches
Four of these latches were necessary to store the system control parameters. This
design can be obtained by using some TTL latches, or registers like 7475, 7476,
7477. Initially, 4 bit bistable latch 7477 have been selected to design the circuit.
This logic seemed to be very simple and easy, since no extra trimming is necessary,
except connecting three of them together for 12 bits. However, this design has a
problem in actual circuitry. Referring specification of EPLD EPM 5128J, available
number of Macrocell is 128 [3]. In the MAX+PLUS software, a feedback sequential
logic, such as a latch, a counter and input/output buffers require one Macrocell
for each bit. Therefore 48 Macrocells have to be allocated for four 12 Bit Latches
only, that is, nearly 40 % of all. This is a problem, if we consider that there will
be many other sequential logic designs have to be employed in the whole system.
The difficulty wa.s overcome by using one of the primitive symbols named EXPANDER
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LATCH (special latch supplied by the EPLD software library), without consuming a
single Macrocell. 12 of them were used for one 12 Bit Latch. The enable command
(EN) of them was supplied by the Controller Block. Physical meaning of stored
information in these 12 Bit Latches, is summarised below.
• 1st Latch : Starting address of horizontal clocking sequence.
• 2nd Latch : Starting address of vertical clocking sequence.
• 3rd Latch : Number of pixels of the CCD.
• 4th Latch : Number of lines of the CCD.
• 12 B it M u ltip lexer
The Bitmap data stored in the memory devices was divided into two pages (or
sections), for horizontal and vertical, respectively. This logic circuit is to select
the information between the first and the second latches, according to the signal
supphed from the Counters. In other words, after a number of horizontal charge
transfers, a vertical transfer clock has to be selected by this logic design. Three
TTL 74157 quad 2 to 1 multiplexers were used in this design. Inputs of 24 bit data
are connected at the outputs of the latches. The two sets of data axe chosen by the
select (SEL) inputs of 74157, by connecting three of them together. The SEL inputs
are connected to the pixel counter carry out signal, so that once pixel counting has
finished, the line counting address is loaded at the memory address counter inputs.
This arrangement makes it possible to shift its address generation from horizontal
to vertical sequence, with corresponding line counting.
• 12 B it C ounters
Three 12 Bit Counters were used in this design to generate memory address signals
for proper clocking sequences. The first counter provides memory addresses, so the
outputs are directly connected at the external memory I/O pins (hence, hereafter
Memory Addresser). The second one is to count the number of pixels of the CCD
that was given by the software (thus Pixel Counter). Similarly, the third one is
to count the number of lines for the CCD (Line Counter). Each of these counters
are composed by three 4 bit up/down with asynchronous load counters, which is
available from the software library (not available in actual TTL device). In this
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circuit, all counters are working in down counting mode, since this is more convenient
to count from a specific given number by generating a carry out signal when it is
finished. The data input pins were connected at data bus, to load the numbers
of each latches. The three counters were cascaded using the carry out signals into
the inputs of next ones to make one 12 Bit Counter. Again, three of the 12 Bit
Counters were cascaded, in principle. Therefore, it can be said th at the design of
the controller is based on a 36 Bit Counter. A 12 Bit Counter requires 12 Macrocells,
thus 36 of them among 128 have been consumed for this design, since the counters
are sequential logic design.
• G eneral R ead ou t Sequence of a CC D Frame
Following is a brief sununary of operation sequences of this design for a CCD readout
in relation with the Bitmap.
1. Load four 12 bit numbers (system parameters) to the 12 Bit Latches for three
12 Bit Counters and the Multiplexers by the software.
2. By the S t a r t command from the software, the Memory Addresser generates
signals for the vertical transfer Bitmap of the memory chip.
3. After the first vertical transfer, the Memory Addresser generates the horizontal
transfer addresses signal.
4. Carry out signal of the Memory Addresser triggers clock input of the Pixel
counter to count the number of pixels.
5. Repeat 3, 4 until Pixel Counter carry out signal goes LOW, that is, all pixels in
a line has been readout.
6. By triggering of Pixel Counter carry out signal, the Line Counter begin to
count line number, at the same time. Memory Addresser generates address
signals for vertical transfer clocking from the Bitmap.
7. Repeat 3, 4, 5, 6 until the Line Counter reaches to zero, that is, all pixels and
lines of a CCD frame has been readout.
8. Reset all sequential logic devices, that is, the latches and the counters in the
circuit, by supplying the CLEAR inputs to all of them (from the Reset (RST)
signal), and prepare the next command from the software.
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A .4

S y stem C locking Logic

This is one of the im portant logic designs of this work. Basically two modes of
clocking logic axe necessary, for two operating modes of the controller. In reading
mode, 10 MHz m aster clocking rate has been reduced to 5 MHz for this circuit in
the Interface Block. The writing mode clocking is based on the Strobe (STRB) signal
of the software, thus, its rate is dependent on the processor speed of the computer
and software. A more im portant point than writing clock rate is, to obtain a correct
STRB signal from two sets of 8 bit signal (data and address).
• M ain C lock
One 2 to 1 multiplexer has been used in the Control Logic Block to select reading
clock or writing clock. However, this can not be used as a main clock, since its
valid timing period. It should supply proper clock signals for the counters, only
such period of time th at counting is necessary, and has to stop when counting has
finished. Simple combinational logic was not possible to supply proper timing and
logic to satisfy both reading and writing. Thus, the logic design has been made
using some AND gates and a D F lip Flop for edge triggered clocking. The reset
(RST) signal has also been used with an AND3 gate, to clear all sequential logic
devices after completion of the operation. The output signal (MCLK) of this design
can be used to supply clockings for both reading and writing.
• D em u ltip lexer Latch Trigger C lock
This clock signal is not for the latches for the Sequencer Block. One 48 bit latch
has been designed for the Analog Driver Board to distribute digital waveforms for
each CCD by the CAD software (A+PLUS version). This was initially designed
as a transparent latch, however, it showed some problems later. The possibility of
improper operation depends on the state and valid timing period of the enable signal.
So the circuit has been modified, as a rising edge triggered latch to be enabled by
this clock signal. This clock design is based on the MCLK signal, but should work only
for reading mode. A difficulty for this design was there is no obvious indicator valid
during only the readout period. Inverse Write Select (WRS) does not validate during
readout period, since it includes ‘not in operation tim e’ before the Reset (RST) signal
clears all devices. An alternative has been found by the combinations of several logic
gates with the Start (ST), RST and MCLK signals. The output signal TRGCLK of this
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design showed an inverse MCLK signal, but was valid only for the readout period. An
im portant point of this design is that it should allow ample time to trigger, after
setting up corresponding addresses of external memory devices, which has 45 nS
memory access time in this work. The simulation showed that the trigger signal
rose up 80 nS after the set up of the memory addresses, thus, successfully verified.
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A p p en d ix B
E P L D C A D Softw are
The EPLD CAD software employed in this work is the product of the Altera Com
pany. Several CAD development systems and software are available, including the
MAXd-PLUS II, MAX-fPLUS, A-hPLUS, SAM-^PLUS, etc.

Among them, the

MAX-fPLUS was used throughout this work, and the A-f-PLUS was also used for
the analog waveform demultiplexer design. Very brief information for the software
is given here, only to help the understanding of the EPLD Controller design in this
work. Further information is available elsewhere, [1], [2], [3].

B .l

Software

B .1.1

D esign E ntry

Altera development systems and software provide a variety of design entry methods.
Some features of design entry are given as follows.
• S c h e m a tic C a p tu r e ;

Schematic capture offers a What-You- See-is-What-You-

Get approach to hierarchical logic design that is both intuitive and fast. The
extensive primitive and macrofunction libraries provide basic building blocks
for constructing a design. Designers can also create their own libraries.
• A H D L : Altera Hardware Description Language is a high- level, modular lan
guage used to create hierarchical logic designs. It supports state machine.
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tru th tables. Boolean equations, arithmetic operators, group operations etc.
• W aveform E n try :

Waveform design entry enables the designer to specify logic

by entering the desired input and output waveforms. Combinational logic, reg
istered logic, and state machines can be synthesised automatically to generate
the waveforms specified by the designer.
• S ta te M achine E n try :

State machine design entry allows the designer to de

scribe the logical operation of both Mealy and Moore state machine designs.
• B oolean E quation E n try :

This allows the designer to describe the logic of a

design with Boolean Equations.
e B oolean E quation E ntry :

This provides microcoded control design entry for

SAM EPLDs.

B .l.2

C om p ilation and Sim ulation

Altera development systems and software provide several applications and features
that check the designs for errors, synthesize logic, fit designs into the EPLDs and
test the design logic. Major features of design compilation and verification are as
follows.
• T im in g Sim ulation :

A timing simulator tests the logical operation and inter

nal timing of a logic design It allows a designer to model a design before it is
programmed into an EPLD.
• Functional Sim ulation :

A functional simulator uses specified design informa

tion to model the logical operation of an EPLD before the design is actually
committed to silicon. A functional simulator does not model the actual timing
of a device.
• T im in g A n alysis :

A timing analyser shows the performance of a design. It

enables a logic designer to trace all possible signal paths to determined the
speed-critical and performance-hmiting paths in the design.
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• W aveform E d itin g :

A waveform editor creates a file that contains input vec

tor waveforms that drive the simulation, and the buried logic and output node
names to be simulated. This also allows the designer to view and interpret the
outputs of simulation.
• D esign P artitio n in g :

Design partitioning automatically divides very large de

signs into two or more devices from the same EPLD family. The designer can
guide partitioning by making resource and device assignments to optimise de
sign placement on the EPLD.
® M u lti-E P L D Sim ulation :

This allows logic designs that are partitioned into

multiple devices to be simulated together.

B .l.3

Softw are U tilities

MAX 4-PLUS software consists of several closely related apphcation programs that
support design entry, compilation, text entry, simulation and programming. Some
features of the software utihties are briefly given below.
• G raphic E ditor :

This enables user to create hierarchical designs in Graphic

Design Files (.GDFs) and Text Design Files (.TDXs). It includes a library
of primitive logic symbols, TTL Macrofunctions, bus function symbols, and
ALTERA Hardware Description Language (AHDL) Include Files (.INC) that
provide the basic building blocks for creating a design. Most of logic designs
have been made in this utility graphically by using built-in TTL library or
primitive logic symbols.
• C om piler :

Allows user to compile any design created with the Graphic Editor

or Text Design File (.TDF) created by AHDL. Most of designing errors are
detected in this utility. It also gives possible cause and massages to avoid
such errors. A Report File ( .RPT) is automatically generated showing how the
design will be implemented in the EPLD, including information on macrocell,
pin assignments, input and output pin names, percentage of resources used.
• Program m er :

The Programmer allows user to examine, verify, check, and fi

nally programme (or produce) the EPLD devices according to the compiled in243

formation of a circuit design. If optional PLDVS (Programming Logic Design
Verification System) has been installed, post-programming functional testing
is possible in this utihty.
• W a v efo rm E d ito r :

This is one of the most useful facilities in designing the

logic circuits which allows user to create Input Vector Files (.VEC) for simu
lation and analyze simulation outputs in a graphical waveform format. Any
input conditions can be created using this facility for simulation of the designed
logic circuit. W ith optional PLDV system, a user may also use this facility to
create vectors for functional testing device outputs and to view actual outputs.
• S im u la to r :

This facility tests the logic and waveform timing characteristics of

a user’s design. The Simulator is a handy and flexible tool for testing the
logical operation and internal timing of EPLD designs. It allows the user to
model his design before it is actually committed to hardware, thus very useful
to transform the initial design concept to an EPLD hardware chip .
• T e x t E d ito r :

This enables an user to view and edit hierarchical designs in Text

Design Files (.TDF) and Graphic Design Files (.GDF), and examine some the
other related files without exiting to DOS. TDFs may used in any hierarchy level
of a design, and includes a library of primitive logic symbols, TTL functions
and bus functions.
• S y m b o l E d ito r :

This enables user to create custom symbols representing ei

ther simple logic functions or schematic design created in the Graphic Editor.
• A rc h iv e r :

This allows the user to copy and store a compiled design in a separate

archive directory. The archival version of a design is then protected from any
additional changes, which eliminates the possibility of mistakenly editing of
a sub design file th at is shared with other designs. It also allows access to an
entire design, without having to search for sub designs.

B .2

D esign Sequence and Terms

The general sequence to design a circuit in this work is described very briefly as an
example. However the design can be made by several methods mentioned above,
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and only the case of using the MAX+PLUS is given.
1. Draw a circuit in the Graphic Editor by calling required symbols for the design
from the TTL Macrofunction library. This contains almost TTL 74 series
devices plus some primitive symbols like AND gate, NOR gate, I n p u t, Output
Buffers, and MCELL Buffers. It is not appropriate to éxplain all of them and
their functions fully here. Details are presented in the User Manuals [2]. A
circuit design can also be called as a symbol on higher hierarchy level design
like a subroutine software.
2. Compile the design in the Compiler, and referring its Report File or compiler
messages for the design, correct any errors, or revise the design if necessary.
Most of design errors or requirements over the software performance can be
checked in this process.
3. Simulate the designed circuit with appropriate input conditions using the
Waveform Editor and the Simulator. Examine the outputs if it corresponds to
expected logic and timing. If the result is not satisfactory, check and revise the
design in the Graphic Editor and repeat the above steps until correct result.
4. Once a satisfactory result is obtained in the Waveform Editor, programme the
design into a proper EPLD using the Programmer utility.
Some terms used in the main text are given here according to the explanations in
the User manual, [1], [2], [3].
• M a cro c ell :

A fundamental EPLD logic block, usually consisting of three basic

elements: a logic array, a configurable register, and a configurable I/O buffer.
The register may be programmed for D, T, JK, or SR operation, as a flow
through latch, or bypassed for combinational operation. Combinational logic
is implemented in the programmable logic array. The I/O Macrocell is the
Macro cell in an EPLD which is connected to and controls the configuration
of an I/O pin on the device. Macrocells are the prim ary resource for logic
implementation.
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• Logic A rra y B lo ck (L A B ) : The LAB consists of a macro cell array, an ex
pander product term array and an I/O control block. The flexibihty of the
LAB ensures high speeds and efficient device utihsation. In the case of the
EPM 5128 package, a LAB consists of 16 macrocells.
• E x p a n d e r P r o d u c t T e rm s : This contains unallocated, inverted product terms
th at enhance the macrocell array. Expanders can be used and shared by all
product terms in the LAB. Wherever extra logic is needed, expanders can be
used to implement the logic.
t

P in ;

This generally refers to input and output pins of an EPLD. It is assigned

by a user, or automatically during the compilation process, depending on the
num ber of pins of any EPLD. The EPLD EPM 5128 package has 68 pins.
• MCELL B u ffer :

The MCELL logic buffer specifies that a macro cell is requested in

the design. MCELL produces the true and compliment of the logic function and
makes them available to all LABs in the EPLD. These buffers are not removed
by the Logic Synthesizer, and sometimes can be used as a timing delay to a
certain period. Some errors in the compilation process can be rectified by
putting this buffer.
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A p p en d ix C
N o ise M easu rem en t M eth o d
The uncertainty of any measurement caused by the noise contribution, determines
the performance of the instrum ent employed, and is affected by many parameters,
depending on the instrum ental conditions and observational circumstances. It is
an essential requirement for any instrument used in quantitative measurement, to
evaluate its noise contribution in the observed quantities. A significant scientific
analysis for any observation can be possible only after careful subtraction of the
noise contribution, and out of the error range of the data. The calibration of the
noise and error is normally the first step in the data reduction procedure by applying
some statistical approach. A brief description of the system noise measurement by
the mean variance test, and its practical implementation for this work, are presented.

C .l

M ean V ariance Tests

In a CCD imaging system, the observed quantities are recorded in the computer
memory, as a form of digital data for each pixel. It is impractical in noise evaluation
to examine analog output voltages directly from the CCD by any equipment before
digitisation. It is not only because the timing problem in data acquisition, but
also difficulty in quantitative analysis of the data, with a large dynamic range.
The mean variance test is a technique to calibrate the system noise, widely applied
to CCD imaging systems by the statistical examination of digitised data.

Such

data is normally represented by some numbers of the smallest resolution unit (least
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significant bit) of the ADC. The resolution unit of the digitised data is normally
referred to DN (D ata Number), or ADU (Analog to Digital Unit), and hereafter
the ‘ADU’ will be used to discuss the quantity for the digitised image data from
the system. The digitised image data in ADUs, and the number of electrons in the
charge packets of CCD produced by the incident photons, have a linear relationship
as expressed by the following equation, in an ideal condition [86].
So = GNe + b

(C .l)

Where S q is the digitised image data in ADU, Ne is the number of electrons in the
charge packet, b is the offset bias level for an empty charge packet, and G is the
gain of the system in ADUs per electron (ADU/e~, or also called transfer factor).
Normally, the offset bias 6, is slightly higher than zero V. This is because to avoid
any negative signal, which may occur in some cases even when there is no incident
photon, and can be adjusted in the hardware electronics. Using the above equation,
it is possible to calculate the number of electrons in the charge packet produced
by any incident photons, with digitised data S q (measured), gain G, and offset
bias b. The main aim of the mean variance test is to determine the gain G, and
the offset bias 6 of a CCD imaging system, from a number of uniform exposures
at many different levels. Further details of the mean variance test can be found
elsewhere [83], [86], thus only its fundamental procedures are discussed here.
The key element of the experiment is to obtain the mean-bias subtracted signal (5^)
and its variance (%^), from uniformly illuminated images (or flat field images), after
removing pixel nonuniformity. Firstly several flat field exposures are taken at the
same light level, together with several dark exposures to obtain the mean biaa level.
Then subtract mean bias level from the flat field images, and their average value
over the area is computed (mean-bias subtracted image obtained). The mean values
are calculate for each pixel with their variance. The differences of the mean values
of each pixel, and the average of the mean-bias subtracted image indicate the pixel
nonuniformity. These have to be subtracted from the mean bias subtracted images,
pixel by pixel. The mean and variance for each pixel of the same exposure levels
axe calculated, and the average of the variance over the area is due to the system
noise. Alternatively the pixel nonuniformity can be removed by subtracting the two
identical flat field exposures (bias subtracted) pixel by pixel that only leaves noise
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variance.

Lots of measurements have to be made at many different exposure levels to allow
enough d ata points for a least squares fitting. A more elaborate evaluation needs
consideration for wavelength dependency of the response nonuniformity over a wide
spectral range, with a number of measurements. Under the assumption that the
sources of the total noise (N ) are, the system noise (Q, signal independent), and
the photon-shot noise (p, signal dependent), then their relations can be written as
follows [86].
iV 2 = p 2 +

Where

q2

(C .2 )

(square of the total noise) is the variance (%») caused by the noise,

however, the above equation is appHed to the photoelectron unit. The values of the
equation have to be converted to ADUs by multiplying gain G (A D U /e“ ), or by its
inverse g (e“ /ADU, g = 1/G ), because the measured quantities of Sm and Vm are
expressed in ADU. Thus Equation C.2 can be written,
(G . iV)2 = (G . p)2-h (G . Q)2

(C.3)

The mean value of photoelectrons is 5,„/G and photon shot noise (p) is simply the
square root of 6"m/G, since it is light level dependent noise which gives,
K„ = G -5 '„ + ( G .( 3 f

(C.4)

This is a simple linear function as a form of y = m x -f- 6. By least squares fitting of
the measured quantities of %» and Sm at different exposure levels, the gain G and
bias offset value (G • Q)^ can be determined. The system noise Q mainly originated
from the readout noise, and from the system hardware electronics during operation,
that appeared as a fixed pattern on the image, in some cases. The total noise (AT)
represented by the variance Vm is dominated by the system noise Q (readout noise
plus electronics noise,

signal independent) at lower

lightlevels,whileit ismainly

governed by the signal

dependent photon-shot noise

(p) at higher light levels[86].

c.2

S y stem Gain

The number of electrons produced by any incident photon in a CCD imaging system
can be evaluated from the observed quantities of any image in ADUs as discussed
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previously. The most im portant requirement of this procedure is to derive the system
gain and the bias offset value. The mean variance test can provide these values
experimentally, and another way to estimate the system gain is by calculation. This
requires the detailed information of system components, such as amplifier gain ( Ag)
of the video processor circuit, and the output node capacitance of the CCD (C).
Assuming th at all required parameters can be provided properly, the system gain
g, in e~/A DU can be calculated. This allows us to compare the values derived
by experiments. This is im portant not only for the confirmation of experimental
system gain values, but also for the validity of experimental conditions. In some
cases, it could be the evidence for problems in hardware electronics. The system
gain, g in e“ /ADU can be calculated from the following equation [86].

Where Vf, is the full voltage swing of the employed ADC device, n is the number
of bits (resolution) of the ADC, C is the CCD capacitance. At is the total amplifier
gain of the system, and e is the charge on the electron. In the equation, the values of
this work for V/,, n are, 10 V, and 16 bit, respectively. The e is 1.6x10“ ^® Coulomb.
The CCD capacitance C is an intrinsic value of a CCD, mainly depending on its
type, and is normally provided by the manufacturer. The C value for typical EEV
device is in the order of 0.1 pF. The total amplifier gain. At can be expressed
by two components, CCD on-chip amplifier gain {Accd) and total video processor
gain (Ag), as shown in Equation C.6. The value of Accd can be also supphed by the
manufacturer. The Accd value of typical EEV devices is approximately 0.7. The Ag
is the function of many parameters as shown in Equation 5.1.
At = Accd • Ag

(C.6)

The proper values for all of these parameters have to be provided, and most of them
are known from the specification of hardware electronics. However, some of these
parameters may not be known precisely, particularly for the CCD on-chip amplifier
gain Accd and the CCD capacitance C, that are normally provided by the manufac
turer. These may not be absolutely fixed values, depending on the operating condi
tions when the experiments are made to evaluate them in the laboratory, such as the
tem perature, wavelength, bias levels, etc. It is difficult to expect that the operating
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conditions of the experiments can be exactly the same to those of m anufacturer’s
laboratory. This could possibly result in some differences between experimental gain
and calculated gain. The system gain g (e“ /ADU), or G (A D U /e“ ) can be adjusted
in the system hardware, so that a few electrons {e.g. 1~5 e“ ) can correspond to
1 ADU for the system performance test.

C.3

P ractical P roced ure o f N oise M easurem ent

The experiments for system noise measurements by the mean variance test in this
work has been performed with the integrated system components. The laboratory
was completely blocked out when experiments were made. A LED light has been
used as a light source, and its exposure time is controlled by the computer with a
software subroutine. The distance between CCDs and the light source can also be
adjusted. Before the experiments, the cryostat has been evacuated, and cooled with
LN2. Once evacuated, the required vacuum can last for several days, however the
cryogenic tem perature lasts about 12 hours, depending on the LNg quantity and
external conditions.
A number of experiments were made, according to the results of the mean variance
tests and modification for optimisation.

At the initial stage of the tests, most

procedures were manually controlled. Later, many of them were autom ated with
the software w ritten by M. Clayton [28] through collaboration, in conjunction with
his data acquisition software. Before any exposures, at least two purging processes
were always executed, with the same clocking of normal readout mode, to ensure
the complete removal of any remaining charge from the previous exposure. This is
the same subroutine as with the normal CCD readout mode, however image data is
not collected.
The experimental method of the mean variance test in this work, has been success
fully proved by Walker [125] for the system performance tests of the SAAO CCD
camera. The following is the main process of mean variance test for system noise
performance of this work.
1. Purging the device at least twice. The number of purging can be controlled
from the software, as an initial input data.
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2. Exposure by turning on the LED for required time. The exposure time can be
selected from a few seconds to several minutes by the software.
3. Readout the image data from the system with overscan data. Normally the
num ber of the pixel and line were sent as 440x576 for a 385x576 EEV device,
thus an extra 55 pixels of each line were obtained for overscan data, th at is
used as a bias level of the exposure.
4. Select a subarea of the image free from bad columns, or bad pixels (or dust,
if any), and calculate its mean level (Simg,mean)- Select another subarea in the
overscan region with the same size of the image region, and calculate the mean
level of the overscan subarea {Sos,mean) with its variance (%,*).
5. Subtract the overscan subarea data (^os.mean) from the image subarea data
(‘S'img.mean), giviug bias Subtracted data

{S b a i,n ,

where n=exposure time). Store

the Sbsi,n and Sos,mean in a temporary memory buifer.
6. Repeat the procedure l'^5 once more with the same exposure time. Store the
second bias subtracted data
7. Subtract Sbs2 ,n from 56,1
this data

{S v a r,n )

( S b s ‘2 , n )

in another memory buifer.

pixel by pixel to remove pixel nonuniformity. Store

in the computer memory. The variance

has to be calculated from the standard deviation of
system noise of the two images. Store the variance

(K n ,n )

S o a r,n ^

(V m ,n )

over the area

and is due to the

with the mean signal

level (5m,n) of the two image data Sbsi,n and Sbs2 ,ni and the mean variance of
overscan (K«) into the computer memory.
8. Repeat the procedure 1~7 for many different exposure times. At each exposure
level, store the values of variance (K„,„) and mean signal level of two images
('S'm.n)-

A number of exposures has to be made to allow enough data points

for a least squares fit.
9. By least squares fitting, calculate the slope and intercept of y axis with data
of Sm,n (a; axis), and Vm,nl^ (y axis). The reason for division by ‘2’ of variance
V m ,n

S b s2 ,n

is that the noise of image data
from

S m ,n

has been doubled when subtracting

although pixel nonuniformity has been ehminated. The slope

represents the system gain (G) in A D U /e“ , and square root of the intercept
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value with y axis gives system noise (signal-independent, readout noise plus
electronics noise) in ADUs. It has to be divided by the gain G, to obtain the
system noise in

unit.

As an example, Table 6.2 and Figure 6.2 can be referred to this procedure. The
experimental results can be examined by comparing the mean variance of overscan
level {Voa) to the experimental value of system noise (square root with y axis in
tercept) in ADU. These two values have to be the same, in an ideal circumstance
of the experiment with sufficient data points of the least squares fitting. A large
difference of these two values may indicate hardware problems, or insufficient data
points, if all the procedures have been fully verified. The least squares fitting may
also result in some differences of the two values, because all data points include
their own deviation. To minimise such deviation, weight for each data point can
be considered, however, it is practically difficult since no indicators are available for
different weights of each datum.
If the two values do not correspond to each other, in spite of proper procedures and
no hardware reasons, it was found from the experiments that the mean variance
of the overscan area

is more reliable, than simple numerical calculation of y

intercept by the least squares fitting. However, this is under the condition that
the mean level of Voa,mean is reasonably stable for all different exposure levels. This
also has been proved by earlier experience of the OSL group [125]. In practice,
Voa is another indicator to examine the stability of the system and validity of the
experiments. The constant value of Voa for different exposure levels can represent
system noise in ADU directly. In such a case, the previous system gain (determined
by the previous experiments with the same hardware conditions), and measured
mean variance of overscan (K«) can be apphed to estimate the system noise in ejT„j,,
directly. This does not require the mean variance test again, since the system gain
would stay the same under the same experimental conditions.
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